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Engine Project. It is managed by the NASA-Lewis Research Center, with N.T.
Saunders serving as the NASA Project Manager and J.W. Schaefer serving as
NASA's Assistant Project Manager responsible for this contract.
This semiannual report covers the work performed under Contract NAS3-20646 fo_
the period of 1 April 1979 through 30 September 1979. It is published for
technical information only and does not necessarily represent recommendations,
: conclusions, or the approval of NASA. The data generated unde_ this contract
are being disseminated within the United States in advance of general
publication to accelerate domestic technology transfer. Since all data
reported herein are preliminary information, they should not be published by
the recipients prior to general publication by either the contractor or NASA. i
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I - 1.0 INTRODUCTION
The Energy Efficient Engine Component Development and Integration Program is
being conducted under parallel contracts with General Electric and
currently
Pratt & Whitney Aircraft. The Pratt & Whitney Aircraft effort is funded under
NASA Contract NAS3-20646. The program is under the overall direction of Mr.
|- C.C. Ciepluch, who is assisted by Mr. J.W. Schaefer, NASA Project Manager for
l- the Pratt & Whitney Aircraft effort.
_- The objective of the program is to develop, evaluate, and demonstrate the
I. technology for achieving lower installed fuel consuu_tion and lower operating
costs in future conunercial turbofan engines. NASA has set minimum goals of a
12-percent reduction in thrust specific fuel consumption (TSFC), 5-percent
• r" reduction in direct operating cost (DOC), and 50-percent reduction in
i. performance degradation for the Energy Efficient Engine (flight propulsion
system) relative to the JTgD-7A reference engine. In addition, environmental
- goals on emissions (meet the proposed EPA 1981 regulation) and noise (meet FAR• 36-1978 standards) hav been established.
The Pratt & Whitney Aircraft program effort is based on an engine concept
I_ NASA-sponsored Energy Engine Preliminary Design
defined under the Efficient
and Integration Studies Program, Contract NAS3-20628. This program was
completed under an earlier low-energy consumption contract effort, and is
" discussed in detail in NASA Report CR-135396. The Pratt & Whitney Aircraft
. engine is a twin-spool, direct drive, mixed-flow exhaust configuration,
utilizing an integrated engine-nacelle structure. A short, stiff, high rotor !
,_ and a single-stage high-pressure turbine are among the major features in i
i providing for both performance retention and major reductions in maintenance i !
and direct operating costs. Improved clearance control in the high-pressure
compressor and turbines, advanced single crystal materials in turbine blades
i P and vanes, and shroudless fan blades are among the major features providing
_° performance improvement.
- To meet the program objectives, four technical tasks were established by the• Pratt & W itney Aircraft Project Team and defined in the Program Work Plan. l
i
I
|" Task i, Propulsion System Analysis, Design and Integration - provides for the i
preliminary design of the Energy Efficient Engine flight propulsion system and i&.
for evaluation of the propulsion system/aircraft integration with the i
assistance of Boeing, Douglas, and Lockheed. ]
i_ Task 2_ Component Analysis_ Design and Development - consists of designing,
fabricating, and testing the high risk components as well as supporting
i_ technology tests in critical areas. The task includes the designing of all! components, plus a technology program to obtain design data on hollow fan
blade test specimens; two builds of the high-pressure compressor; a full
annular combustor and supporting programs to define diffuser parameters and
combustor geometry for low emissions; a cooled high-pressure turbine and
rig
supporting technology programs in aerodynamics, leakage control, and blade
fabrication; aerodynamic riga supporting the design of a low-pressure turbine;
and scale model mixer testing.
|l
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d
Task 3_ Core Design, Fabrication and Test - provides the design, fabrication, l
and test of two builds of the core engine. The core consists of the _ i
high-pressure compressor, combustor, and high-pressure turbine. The test
- t
programs are structured to obtain aerodynamic and thermodynamic performance of
the components and core. These test programs also evaluate the mechanical . ;
behavior of the structural design.
Task 4_ Integrated Core/Low Spool Design, Fabrication and Test - is an option
that was exercised by NASA on 5 November 1979. Task 4 consists of design,
I
fabrication, and test of the fan, low-pressure compressor, low-pressure ___
turbine, and mixer, all of which will be installed in a boiler plate nacel'le ¢
and integrated with the core engine from Task 3. The boiler plate nacelle will _ _ i
be acoustically treated and its lines will duplicate the internal flow line_
of a representative flight nacelle. The integrated core/low spool will be --_
tested to obtain aerodynamic and thermodynamic performance, component matching - _ i
characteristics, and data on acoustic and emission characteristics. These i
tests will also evaluate mechanical behavior of the integrated core/low spool. --_t
b
The program logic diagram in Figure I* indicates the task schedules and the "
relationships between these tasks and their elements over the duration of the
program. " _, i
_-b JI
Host of the work planned and approved from contract award through the end of i
the current reporting period (30 September 1980) has been completed. -_ !}Exceptions are indicated in the appropriate technical progress sections of _ ,,
this report.
t, V
I
I
t
I
For all
program logic diagrams and work plan schedules presented _t
in this report, the shaded region represents the current
reporting period; "*H '_denotes a major milestone; and "*D"
denotes a key decision point, _
I _ j'
2 i
._t '-
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Major changes related to the propulsion system design since contract award
include a charge in the high-pressure compressor hub/tip ratio to improve its
aerodynamic performance and a re-sizing of the engine to obtain the maximum
technology benefit for smaller thrust engines expected to be required in the1980's.
Several program changes were effected during the current reporting period.Some of these resulted from a program review aimed at alleviating a forecast
cost overrun. All were made with NASA approval. The significant outcome of
this program review was a recommendation to NASA that the Task 3 core effort
_, be deleted and that second test of the integrated core/low spool be added to
a
Task 4. NASA issued Pratt & Whitney Aircraft a request for proposal after this
recommendation, and Pratt & Whitney Aircraft responded with its proposal in
_. August 1980 to modify the contract accordingly. This proposal was stillpending negotiation at the e d of the current reporting eriod.
_ The February 1980 work plan was approved during this reporting period. Thiswork plan was subsequently modified to reflect the NASA redirection of
technical effort consistent with the August 1980 proposal. There were three
modifications to the February 1980 work plan (I) all core test work was
_. deferred, (2) the analysis and design of the alternate (shrouded) fan wasstarted early to provide timely availabilty of test hardware for the first
test of the integrated core/low spool, and (3) a tangential on-board injection
. rig test was added to the high-pressure turbine rig program.
Additional program changes included the elimination of the Automated Casting
Foundry as the high-pressure turbine blade vendor and defferal of the Task I
I_ risk assessment update until the fourth quarter of 1981.
Each of the program logic diagrams and work plan schedules presented in this
]_ report are in accordance with the February 1980 work plan. !
X .
The definition of the propulsion system and its components is periodically
updated as program technical objectives are completed. The present propulsion
" system (see Figure 2) is a five-bearing design with two main support frames
. and two main bearing compartments. The fan features a hollow, titanium
shroudless design to provide efficiency improvement without an offsetting
weight increase. The low-pressure compressor utilizes controlled endwall lossand reduced irfoil loss concepts t raise compressor efficiency levels. The
high-pressure compressor similarly employs these low loss concepts. The
high-pressure compressor operates at higher rotor speeds relative to theJT9D-?A high rotor for reduced weight and cost. It also incorporates an active
clearance control system for improved efficiency. A two-stage combustor is
utilized for low emissions. The high-pressure turbine features a single-stage
design to provide a significant reduction in initial cost and engine
maintenance cost. Single crystal alloy airfoils are use to reduce cooling and
leakage flows. The high-pressure turbine also incorporates active clearance
11
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control to improve component efficiency. The low-pressure turbine
counter-rotates relative to the high-pressure turbine and incorporates active
• clearance control to increase component efficiency. The exhaust mixer is a
scalloped design for reduced pressure loss, increased efficiency, and light
weight. A full authority digital electronic control is used to promote
efficient engine operation and reduce the effects of deterioration. The key - _
:. nacelle features are an integrated engine-nacelle structure which improves t
engine performance retention by reducing engine deflections caused by thrust " '
and cowl loads. The nacelle is constructed of composite and honeycomb
' materials for reduced weight and incorporates improved internal and external
: contouring and advanced sealing techniques for reduced losses. _ •
The remainder of this report presents background information and technical ';
progress for each of the sub-tasks of Tasks i, 2 3, and 4. The technical {
progress sections are appropriately divided to reflect (I) previously
completed work that has an impact on the technical progress for the current T_
reporting period, and (2) work accomplished during the current reporting
. period.
't
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}r., '2.0 HIGHLIGHTS OF WORK ACCOMPLIS_D
[ r o Detailed analysis and design of the alternate fan was co_leted and the
_ _w design was released for detailing.
_ T- o All laminated titanium diamond-shaped specimens were received from _W.
_ _ Assembly of these specimens and hot isostatic pressing was also
co, feted. The first attest to hot isostatically press full size
laminated titanium fan blades was unsuccessful because of container
leakage.
o High-pressure co_ressor drum rotor welds were co_leted on 6th, 7th,
: _- 12th, and 13th stage disks.
i.
o The results of the tests perfo_ed on the combustor sector rig indicate
? that successfully reduced emission levels were achieved and desired
_proach power main zone stability was maintained. Altitude relightcapability was also demonstrated. In addition, the advanced se_ented
liner sector rig was assembled in preparation for airflow testing.
r.i o The combustor component rig interim design review was co_leted.
o The full 9-knife edge seal was inco_orated into the high-pressure
I- turbine co_onent rig design as a result of an action item from the NASA
4- high-pressure turbine detailed design review.
I_ o Low-pressure rotor critical speed requirements were met for all modes ofc nce n, except for a ailplug mode. The turbine exhaust case will be
stiffened to rectify this concern.
o The design of the Phase II mixer model test configuration was co_leted
and the technology design review approved. Design fabrication of the
mixer test models was initiated at FluiDyne, and Phase II mixer model
I_ testing was subsequently initiated.
o The design of the integrated core/low spool was started, An update of
i_ its perfo_ance indicates that thrust specific fuel consu_tion ataltitude conditions is estimated to be 10.3 percent below that of the
JT9D-TA reference engine.
: [ o A reouirement was established for the da_ing of the number 5 bearing,
-- based on a forced response analysis with the latest designs of the
low-pressure turbine and exhaust case. An oil film da_er was
_ subsequently inco_orated at the location of the number 5 bearing.
o A proposal was issued to NASA in August redefining the technical content
i of the program in order to provide relief from a forecast cost overrun.This proposal called for modifications to portions of Task 2, the entiredeletion of Task 3, and the addition of a second test of the Task 4
integrated core/low spool.
g
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,. ! _, 3.0 TECHNICAL DISCUSSION
_ The following sections describe the scope of the total technical effort at the
_! r- major task level. Work planned for the current reporting period is identified
I • at the sub-task level, and progress and results relative to this planned work¢
_ are discussed in detail.
_ 3.1 TASK I FLIGHT PROPULSION SYSTEM DESIGN
t
3.1.1 Overall Objective
I_ Produce and maintain the flight propulsion system definition over the period
of performance for the contracted work.
i_ 3.1.2 Task Overview
The definition of the flight propulsion system (1) forms the basis for
_ 1 assessing the capabilities of the flight propulsion system and integratedJ=
core/low spool (measured against program goals) and (2) establishes the design
of the experimental hardware for Tasks 2, 3, and 4.
i
The overall Task I effort is accomplished in six sub-tasks: (I) propulsion I
•_ system preliminary design, (2) control preliminary definition, (3) propulsion I
r- system analysis and design update, (4) propulsion system/aircraft integration
I. evaluation, (5) program risk assessment, and (6) cycle and performance J
analysis computer deck. The log._cdiagram for Task i is shown in Figure 3, and
_ the work plan schedule, in Figure 4.
_, The two major milestones of the Task I work plan schedule are (I) the flight i
propulsion system preliminary design review and (2) the propulsion
r system/aircraft integration evaluation. The first milestone is important Ii_
because detailed design of the components cannot start until the preliminary t_#o
design of the flight propulsion system is approved. Results of the propulsion i
system/aircraft integration initia I.evaluations provide the first major
_. flight propulsion system capabilities measured against I
indications of the
design goals.
r All of the work planned and approved from contract award through the end of iI
I. the current reporting period (30 September 1980) has been completed. This
included (1) completion of the flight propulsion system preliminary design and
first design update (plus the companion effort associated with the propulsion Isystem/aircraft integration evaluation*), (2) completion of the control !
preliminary definition, and (3) completion of the initial risk assessment. The [
flight propulsion system preliminary design and first design update i
I
demonstrated that the flight propulsion system can potentially meet NASA
program objectives. The control preliminary definition e_tablished a full I
authority, digital electronic system as the primt.ry concept for the flight _'I
g propulsion system. The iditial risk assessment identified the fan, Ihigh-.ressure compressor, turbine, core, and integrated core/low spool as I
having the critical program paths that pace the program as scheduled.
E PRECEDING PACE BEANK NOT FIEMED __...._N_T[O[_KI.¥ mANI{ _,
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Figure 4 identifies those tasks completed during the previous reportin_
periods and indle.ates that work on sub-Task 3 ,_as continued during the current
reporting period. It also indicates that the risk assessment update (sub-task
5) was to have been completed during the current reporting period. This
assessment has been deferred by NASA direction until the fourc, quarter of
1981. Sub-task 3 work is described in detail in the following section.
* Documented in NASA reports CR-159487 and CR-159488, respectively.
; :" -:
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3.1.3 Pr_ulsion System Analysis and Desisn Update - ,
3.1.3.1 Object ire i
Continually review the predicted perfomance levels for the flight propulsion
system and integrated core/low _ooI designs as test data are obtained from __
Tasks 2 and 3. _
|
L 3.1.3.2 ScopeofTotalWorkP1anned --i i
The propulsion system is updated at the co_letion of (I) the revised fan and i
combustor preliminary designs; (2) the detailed design reviews for the _.
I
co_onents, core, and integrated core/low spool; and (3) the program. The :.J
. final update includes cycle reoptimization for the flight propulsion system
based on the overall program results. At the co_letion of the co_onent !
- core, and integrated core/low spool design efforts, and at the end of the _i
T program, a propulsion system preliminary design review will be conducted at
NASA-LERC to cover the updated and revised analysis and design efforts.
• _ ,
3.1.3.3 Technical Progress
3.1.3.3.1 Sugary of Work Previously Co.feted _ :
:" The definitions of the propulsion system and its components have been
: periodically updated as program technical objectives have been met. The _, •"l
evolutionary status of the system perfomance for the flight propulsion system ..J
design, compared to the NASA goals and the JTgD-7A reference engine, is shown
in Table I. Results from the propulsion system/alrcraft integration _ .=_;
evaluations, where these were conducted, are also included in this table. !_ _
Table 2 lists the current flight propulsion system perfo_ance parameters at t
significant engine operating conditions.
!i
As part of the evolutionary design process, the propulsion system was resized
to obtain the maximum technology benefit for smaller thrust engines e_ected
to be required in the late 1980's. The inlet hub/tip ratio of the _i :
" high-pressure co_ressor was also changed to i_rove aerodynamic perfo_ance. _.
!• These changes are su_arized in Table 3 _i
:i ....1
'I I
!
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TABLE 2
CURRENT FLIGHT PROPULSION SYSTEM PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS
En_ine Operatiu_ Condition
Aero. Des. Maximum Maximum
Point Cruise Climb Takeoff "['i
Altitude (ft) 35000 35000 35000 0
Mach Number 0.8 0.8 0.8 0 1
,J
I Ambient Temperature (F) -66 -66 -48 84
i
' Net Thrust (Oninstalled) (ib) 9355 8935 9965 37090 _
Thrust Specific Fuel Consumption , ]
(Ib/hr/Ib)
(Uninstalled) 0.5490 0.5480 0.5690 0.3245 - _
r
(Installed) 0.575 0.375 0.594 0.328 ""
!
Overall Pressure Ratio 38.55 37.25 40.55 30.80 .-_I
Bypass Ratio 6.51 6.62 6.33 6.91
: Fan Pressure Ratio (Duct Section) 1.74 1.71 1.78 1.58 _|
High-Pressure Turbine Rotor Inlet T-I ,
Temperature (F) 2230 2195 2395 2485 _,I " _a
TABLE 3 "'D
. .J
1979 PROPULSION SYSTEM DESIGN CHANGES
Original Revised L
,
Sea Level Static Takeoff Thrust . _
(Uninstalled, Ib) 41,100 36,200 {
,
Overall Pressure Ratio 38.6 No Change
Bypass Ratio 6.51 No Change _:!
Fan Pressure Ratio 1.74 No Change I {2.
[] !
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i" Turbine Rotor Inlet Te_erature (F)
_"
_ (84FDayTakeoffCondition) 2,500 SoChange
Li_ Exhaust System Configuration Mixed Flow No Change
/_ E High-Pressure Co_ressor Inlet_ Hub/Tip Ratio 0.63 0.56
i_ r The preliminary design of the exhaust mixer for the flight propulsion system
was updated, using the mixer model test results obtained in the Phase I
g_
_, supporting technology program. The updated configuration has been used for
model definition in Phase II. This configuration features 18 lobes, a
_, 75_ercent penetration level, and a length/diameter ratio of 0 606. Study
results indicated that an 18-lobe configuration with an increased penetration
It- level contributes to i_roved mixer equivalent perfomance (change in thrust
I, _ecific fuel consu_tion caused by thrust coefficient, Cv, weight, and drag).
L!
_ Vibration dampers on the mixer have been eliminated. Pratt b _itney Aircraft
L demonstrated engine e_erience has shown that there are no inherent vibrationproblems in the mixer. Da_ing of potential panel vibration has been accounted
for through the use of ribbed side panels, which, if uecessa_, can be welded :"
E or riveted to the lobes. A "belly band," directly attached to the outer lobes,will provide da_ing of buckling or gross lobe vibra ions, if required.
Additional studies indicated that the te_eratures in the tailpipe region
_ pemlt the use of graphite polyimide honeycomb in place of aluminum-brazed _L.I
L titanium. This substitution results in a 80-1b weight reduction, i_._
q
{
The active clearance control system is one of the many design features that
contribute toward the achievement of tight running clearances and, therefore,
t
increased performance benefits. A schematic representation of the current
active clearance control system is shown in Figure 5. This system inco_orates i
a combination of external fan air i_ingeme_t on the co_ressor case duringcruise operation and a dual manifold feed system, which supplies the
internally cooled turbine case with different te_erature air between takeoff !
and cruise.
Air bleed scheduling requirements have been established, taking into account
both steady state and transient engine operation. Gapping allowances have been
E made for normal manufacturi_ tolerances, nodal imbalance and nodal
_ uve , and cowl loads. These allowances have been minimized by active
clearance control at each flight condition. The resultant gapping requirements
I for the high-pressure confessor and high_ressure turbine are shown in Table4. i
| .!,
t
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TABLE 4 _ ,
• J
GAPPING ALLOWANCEANALYSIS
(Without Active Clearance Control) i)
Requirement Gap Requirement (in.)
i
Grind Tolerances and
Eccentricities 0.004 0.005 __
Rotor Whirl, Ovalization, _ I
Surge, and Gusts 0.002 0.001
Normal Maneuvers 0.004 0.007 :
" TOTAL 0.010 0.013 ---_ :
,: The air scheduling system for the hlgh-pressure compressor and the
hlgh-pressure turbine is such that the pinch point occurs at the flight - _
: conditions shown in in Table 5. The resultant clearances at cruise . J :
• conditions (status clearances), including those for the low-pressure i
turbine, are compared with goal clearances in Table 6. The active ._'] j
clearance control bleed scheduling for the low-pressure turbine has been I._
made similar to that of the high-pressure turbine except that the flow
rate and mix schedule will be adjusted to minimize low-pressure turbine
c-i i
tip clearances. _._
TABLE 5 _'_ ,_-...
iJ
PINCH POINT IDENTIFICATION
]
-._ :,
Rotor 6 SLTO
- |
7 DECEL .I !
8 SLTO
9 ACCEL TO TAKEOF_ _I
i0 BEGIN CRUISE . )
II BEGIN CRUISE !
12 ACCEL
13 ACCEL14 DECEL
15 DECEL
High-Pressure Turbine _"I
(15th HPC Stase CoolinB Air) _J
Rotor ACCEL _ t 1J i
18 I
t
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TABLE 6
RESULTANT CLEARANCES AT CRUISE CONDITIONS
_. COMPARED WITH GOAL VALUES
[- HP___C HP__TT LP__T
/. Average Cruise Tip
Clearance 0.012 0.014 *
_.' Goal Cruise Tip
Clearance 0.013 0.019 0.019
F
•To be determined.
The current secondary airflow system incorporates provisions necessary to
achieve the required design and low-pressure rotor thrust balance. The
_. secondary flow map is shown in Figure 6.
The items affected by the changes to the secondary flow system include the (i)
rear intershaft labyrinth seal and (2) mid-high-pressure compressor bleed
Ii requirements.
A carbon seal is used in place of the intershaft labyrinth seal in the rear
I_ bearing compartment. This modification substantially minimizes oil leakage,which in turn reduces the demand for di charge bleed a r from the compressor
intermediate case.
ir Bleed requirements midway in the high-pressure compressor have been reduced by -_
(I) modifying the inner diameter sealing arrangement in front of the
• low-pressure turbine, (2) refining the inner cavity cooling requirements of
the low-pressure turbine, and (3) re-assessing the requirements for active
g.
clearance control in the low-pressure turbine. These refinements reduced
secondary air bleed by 0.65 percent.
E
g
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i '3.1.3.3.2 Current Technical Progress ,
Current Flight Propulsion System Design -.
Current Materials. The material selection was updated for both the flight -
pr_ulsion system and the integrated core/low spool. These materials are
listed in Table 7, which also provides an explanation of any differences in _'i I
materials between the flight pr_ulsion system and the integrated core/low ' . . ,
spool. A material equivalency listing for reference is presented in Table 8. J
iPerfo_ance Par_eters and Detailed Drawings. There were no updates during i
this reporting period to previously established drawings (showing cooling or "
secondary flows, active clearance control system, piping, and mount
configurations) or perfo_ance parameters (including sea level static takeoff, _
maximum climb, and maximum cruise conditions). " " i
TABLE 7
!
ENERGY EFFICIENT ENGINE MATERIAL COMPARISON _! i
I
Rationale for IC/LS i
FP__SS IC/L___SS Difference _ I_
Blade PWAI217 PWAI217 !
Disk PWAI215 *AMS4928 Schedule
Stubshaft AMS4928 AMS4928 _
Containment Case AMS4150/Kevlar AMS5613 Cost Saving
Sound Treatment AL Honeycomb AL Honeycomb _|
LPC
1
Blades AM84928 AMS4928
Disks _tS4928 AMS4928
Hub AMS4928 AMS4928
Vanes *AMS4121 *AMS4121 .|
Cases AMS4150 *AMS4135 Schedule
Intermediate Case
Structural Struts AMS4911 AMS4911 ,_Inner Case PWAI262
AMS4928 Cost Saving
Non Structural Struts AMS4911 AMS4115 Cost Saving a
Outer Case *AMS4150 *AMS4135 Schedule
22 _
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l TABLE 7 (Cont'd)
I Rationale for IC/LSFPS IC/LS Diff rence
I HP___cBlades
I R6 and R7 PWAI202 *AMS4928 Schedule8 - RI5 OI0 PWAI010
I Disks
R6 and R7 AMS4928 AMS4928
R8 - RII *PWAI224 *PWAI224
I RI2 and RI3 *PWAI225 *PWAI226 Availability and CostRI4 and RI5 MERL80 PWAI099 FPS Material Not Available
r Non-Vortex Tubes AMS4911 AMS4911E
Center Tube AMS5613 AMS5613
I Vanes
IGV AMS4132 AMS5613 Aluminum Difficult to Inst.
I S6 - S8 A_IS5613 AMS5613$9 _ £12 AMS5508 AMS5616 C)st Saving and Schedule I
S13 and S14 AMS5596 AMS5662 Cost Saving and Schedule ;
I EGV PWA649 ,bMS5663 Cost Saving and Schedule i_
Front Case AMS4928 AMS4928 |-4
I
I Rear Case PWAI214 PWAI214 ' I!
IGV ID Shroud AMS4132 AMS5613 For Compatibility with Vane i
I 'Diffuser/Burner i
I Diffuser I
Inner Prediff. Wall *AMS5662 *AM_5662 I
Strut Assembly PWA649 (HIP) PWA649 Schedule I
I ,I
I
I 'i
i ,
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i TABLE 7 (Cont.'d) '_
Rationalc for IC/LS _
FPS IC/LS Difference i
Burner
Bulkhead *AHS5754 *AMS5754 _ ,
OD Liner Segments PWAI455 PWAI455 i
OD Bird Cage *AMS5754 *AMS5754 -
ID Liner Segments PWAI455 PWAI455 ! i
ID Bird Cage *AMS5754 *AMS5754 ;
HPT V- t' i
I Rotori
Blade MERL200 PWAI480 FPS Material Not Available ; ;
Disk/Hub MERL80 PWAI099 FPS Material Not Available ,
Sideplate - FRT & RR MERL80 PWAI099 FPS Material Not Available r: !
Vortex Plate MERLS0 PWAI099 FPS Material Not Available . |
' HPC Discharge Seal *PWAI075 *PWAI075 _ ]
i Static _-; 1
Vane SI *MERL200 PWAI480 FPS Material Not Ava;lable
OAS PWA655/Ceramic PWA655/Ceramic r| ,
OAS Suprts. _ FRT & RR PWAIO07 PWAI007 _
: TOBI System PWA649/AMS5596 *AMS5662/ Cost Saving and Schedule
AMS5596
• Outer Case *AMS5662 *AMS3662 _-_ _"_
i Turbine, Intermediate Case
, I
! Hot Strut |
•
Aero Fairings *MERL200 *PWA647 FPS Material Not Available - : !
No. 4&5 Brg. Supprt. PWA649 *AMS5662 Cost Saving and Schedule _ :
Structural Struts PWA649 *AMS5662 Cost Saving and Schedule " j
LP_! V
'I IRotor
Blades R2 *PWAI447 *PWAI447 !l 1
R3 anO R4 PWA655 PWA655 !
R5 MERLIOI PWA655 FPS Material Not Available _-, i
:{
Z,J t
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TABLE 7 (Conttd)
, FP__SS IC/LS Difference
*::I_ Disks MERL80 PWAI099 FPS Material Not Available
Spacer Seals *MERL80 *PWAI099 FPS Material Not Available
Hubs _RL80 PWAI099 FPS Material Not Available i
- Static
g Vanes S2 *_RL200 ePWAI480 FPS Material Not Available :$3 - $5 P_655 P_655
'l
Shrouds & Seals _$5536 _$5536 !
b
Case _$5662 AMS5662 "
Exhaust Case i
J
_ ID/OD Case MERLIOI _$5666 FPS Material Not AvailableStruts MERLI01 _S5599 FPS Material Not Available 1¢
i
LPT Sha[t P_733 PWA733
MIXER AND EX_UST ._.._
Mixer i[ ,Mixer Lobes PWAI231 _$5599 Cost Saving
Mixer Support MERLI01 _$5666 FPS Material Not Available
I
Tailplug _S5599/_$4910 _$5599 Cost Saving i
Center Vent Static _S5504 _S5504
g
*Revised from December 1979 /[ ,
!
I
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TABLE 8 '
i
MATERIAL EQUIVALENCY
PWA 647 MAR-M509 i!
PWA 649 Inconel 718
PWA 655 Intone1 713C
PWA 733 17-22-A; Teu_lex (Low Alloy Steel) , i
PWA 1007 Waspaloy ]
i PWA I010 Inconel 718 i ;
PWA 1075 A286 " "i
j
PWA 1099 Modified IN-lO0 Alloy (Formerly MERL 76) _ : "
PWA 1202 Titanium (8AL-IMO-IV) i
PWA 1214 Titanium (6AL-2SN-4ZR-2MO) :
: High Creep Strength l i
PWA 121_ Titanium (6AL-4V) J
; Forged Below Beta Transus _'-4 "
I PWA 1224 Titanium (6AL-2SN-4ZR-2MO) _'
Forged Below Beta Transus
,i PWA 1225 Titanium (6AL-2SN-4ZR-2MO) _; :::'
! Forged Above Beta Transus '_,_
!, PWA 1226 Titanium (6AL-2SN-4ZR-2MO) i i
Forged, Beta Annealed,
_ Precipitation Heat Treated -_ "
PWA 1231 Titanium (6AL-2SN-4ZR-2HO) ' :
Cross Rolled, Beta Annealed,
! Precipitation Heat Treated *
t F_A 1262 CastTitanium (6_L-4,) . _ !
PWA 1422 MAR-H 200 + HF
PWA 1447 HAg-M-247 :-I ;
I
26 I
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I TABLE 8 (Cont'd)
t PWA 1455 Modified B-1900
PWA 1480 Single Crystal NI Alloy
I MERL 80 Modified IN-100 Alloy
MERL I01 Titanium Aluminide Alloy
I MERL 200 Single Crystal NI Alloy
I System-Related Activities
All of the work planned for system-related activities for this reporting
I period was completed. Table 9 presents a summary of the work accomplished,including updates to the d sign of the flight propulsion system, compon nt
• design support, economic and fuel burn anal-ses support, and NASA requests.
t Results and conclusions are su_arized in the following paragraphs.
E
TABLE 9
SUMMARY OF ANALYSIS AND DESIGN UPDATING EFFORT
FOR THE CURRENT REPORTING PERIOD
I
I REQUIREMENTFPS DESIGN COMPONENT BENEFIT NASA
EFFORT REFINEMENT DESIGN SUPPORT EVALUATION REQUEST :
FPS Status Cruise TSFC X X X ,
Breakdown ,
I Status DOC Update X k
X
(
Fan M_; Update Effect X X X
I Active Clearance Control X X i
Philosophy Update I
!
I Windmilling Performance X !
Noise Reviews X X X X i
I IC/LS Performance Update X X 1
I
I IC/LS Nacelle Design X IParameters I
t
IC/LS Acoustic Treatment l
" I Options X X !
27 i
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Flight Propulsion System Cruise Thrust Specific Fuel Consumption Breakdown
Update. The breakdown of thrust specific fuel consumption improvement of the
flight propulsion system relative to that of the JT9D-TA reference engine was
redefined, based on the March 1980 update at maximum cruise. Table 10 compares
the results with the previous breakdown of May 1979. Performance-related
flight propulsion system design changes since the May 1979 update are (I) an
improved design point location on the fan rotor map, (2) refined fan duct exit
guide vane losses, (3) numerous secondary airflow system revisions, (4) blade
tip-to-case clearance improvements in the high-pressure compressor and
high-pressure turbine, and (5) a drag increase resulting from an update to the r i
preliminary designs of the exhaust mixer and nacelle.
TABLE I0
COMPARISON OF FLIGHT PROPULSION SYSTEM THRUST SPECIFIC FUEL CONSUMPTION i
i
L (JT9D-7A Reference Engine; Maximum Cruise: 35,000 ft; ;
• 0.8 Mach no; Standard Day)
TSFC Change (Percent) i
HAY 1979 STATUS MARCH 1980 STATUS
Low-Pressure Spool -5.8 -6.0 I
L_J
High-Pressure Spool -3.5 -3.7 "_
v--| iCycle -3.2 -3.2
Mixing/Installation -2.4 -2.2 = _
TOTAL -14.9 -15.1 _I
Flight Propulsion System Direct Operatin 8 Cost Update. The effect of the i l
March 1980 maximum cruise thrust specific fuel consumption estimate on the
average direct operating cost for the study airplanes and missions was " ' i
• assessed. (Weight and costs were not updated at that time, so their effects on !
direct operating cost are unchanged from those of the October 1979 update.) "
The results of this assessment showed an improvement in direct operating cost !
advantage for the flight propulsion system relative to the JT9D-7A reference
engine. These results are summarized in Table II. •
P
/
" I
i
i"
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•_ | TABLE Ii
"_ FLIGHT PROPULSION SYSTEM AVERAGE DIRECT OPERATING COST UPDATE
(JT9D-7A Reference Engine)
Z
7-- Fli_ht Propulsion System Chan_e Direct Operating Cost Change
" _, (Percent)
"_ -0.4% _ TSFC (Max. Cruise) -0.2
t_ I_ --- _ Weight (Not Updated)
_ !_ - - - ACost (Not Updated)
- - - A Maintenance Cost (Not Updated)
• _ TOTAL -0.2
10/79 Status -7.4
3/80 Status -7.6
_- Fan Map Update. At the completion of the detailed aerodynamic design of the
fan, updates were made to the fan rotor and duct exit guide vane performance
|" maps, and the maps were incorporated into the engine performance simulation.
Their impacts on flight propulsion system performance wece then determined.
Performance changes relative to the previous fan representation were small at
- V" the maximum cruise and maximum climb flight conditions and only slightly
l larger at takeoff (see Table 12). The major cause of these changes is a
" reduction in fan duct efficiency. Figure 7 shows the resulting difference in :
part power cruise thrust specific fuel consumption. A 0.l-percent performance
penalty occurred at the minimum thrust specific fuel consumption condition, i__'
This resulted from a lower peak efficiency relative to that of the previous '
fan. (
The inner stator (Sl) and low-pressure compressor representations were not
revised in the propulsion system simulation because the designs of these i
,. components are not yet complete. The effects of the revisions to the duct I
I. section map on low-pressure compressor operating lines, however, were small.
]
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Figure 7 Updated Fan Impact on Flight Propulsion System Cruise Thrust Specific
Fuel Consumption - Lower peak fan efficiency has caused a O.l-percent
penalty at part power cruise. _i
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TABLE 12
EFFECTS OF FAN DESIGN MAPS ON FLIGHT PROPULSION
' K SYSTEM UNINSTALLED PERFORMANCE
Map Representation
_ September _ril
m 1979 1980
Maximum Cruise
I (35,000 ft._ 0.8 Mn, Standard)
Combustor Exit Temperature (F) Base 0 i
A Thrust (Percent) +0.17
ATSFC (Percent) +0.05
m AFan Duct Efficiency (APercent) -0.20
AOverall Pressure Ratio (Percent) 0
Maximum Climb 1
(35,000 ft._ 0.8 Mn, Standard +18 F)
I _Combustor Exit Temperature (F) Base +15
_Thrust (Percent) +0.20
_Thrust Specific Fuel Consumption (Percent) +0.16
_ _Fan Duct Efficiency (_Percent) -0.I0
I _Fan Duct Pressure Ratio (Percent) +0.06
_Fan Duct Corrected Airflow (_Percent) +0.i0
I _Fan Corrected Rotor Speed (_Percent) -i.00
_Overall Pressure Ratio (Percent) -0.49
Takeoff
! i(0 ft._ 0 Mn_ Standard +25 F)
ACombustor Exit Temperature (F) Base +I
I AThrust (Percent)  œ IAThrust Specific Fuel Consumption (Percent) +0,98
i
AFan Duct Efficiency (APercent) -I.15 i
I AFan Duct Pressure Ratio (Percent) +0.13 i• AFan Duct Corrected Airflow (APercent) -0.I0 iAFan Duct Corrected Rotor Speed (APercent) +i.00
AOverall Pressure Ratio (Percent) +i.00 !
mm
i Active Clearance Control Philosophy Update. Analyses were conducted to
J
establish a refined tip clearance control philosophy for the high_ressure
• am spool components. The results of these analyses were then used to update| flight pr_ulsion system performance at the takeoff and climb flight
. conditions consistent with the March 1980 maximum cruise update. The detailed
design of these components during the March 1980 time frame indicated that
I takeoff and cruise aerodynamic design point tip clearances are similar.
' 31
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Further investigation of the designs showed that tip clearance at the climb
condition was essentially equal to the cruise and design point clearances. Tip
clearances are summarized in Table 13.
The high-pressure compressor uses air from the fan duct for clearance control.
The fan duct bleed is closed at takeoff, and opens for high-pressure " i
compressor case cooling at cruise and climb conditions. I
.,
The high-pressure turbine uses air bleed from the lOth stage of the
• high-pressure compressor at cruise and climb conditions. For clearance control
at takeoff conditions, analysis results indicated that the high-pressure
turbine required a 30- to 70-percent air bleed split from the 10th and 15th
stages of the high-pressure compressor to maintain the proper tip clearance.
Z
Windmillin_ Performance. Flight propulsion system windmilling performance was
defined in order to provide conditions for combustor sector rig simulated
altitude relight testing. These data were derived using the design table _ '
performance simulation for consistency within the combustor program.
Windmilling performance points were generated in a Math number range of 0.4 to
• 0.85 and at altitudes of 20,000 feet and 35,000 feet. A summary of combustor
windmilling conditions is presented in Table 14. •
Noise Reviews. Several areas of flight propulsion system noise were reviewed.
These included a noise comparison with the JT9D-7A reference engine, airplane _ j
design data for noise measuring station calculations, and a general updating "_
of estimated noise. B-
The estimated noise levels of the JT9D-7A reference engine were compared with '._
those of the flight propulsion system installed in the Pratt and Whitney
Aircraft international airplane. The results of this comparison (summarized in ;--I
Table 15) indicates that the noise level of the JT9D-7A reference engine is _ I _
approximately 2 EPNdB greater than that of the flighL propulsion system. A
rating philosophy difference between the engines, however, gave the
_--_
JT9D-7A-powered airplane a relative altitude advantage of over 300 feet at the _ i
takeoff noise measuring station. When the rating of the two engines was -
equalized, the takeoff noise of the flight propulsion system was estimated at
4.3 EPNdB lower than that of the JTgD-7A reference engine. - i
I
i NASA was supplied with data from the airplanes of both Pratt & Whitney
! Aircraft and the airframe manufacturers in order to provide additional _nsight -
i into the impact of engine thrust size or rating philosophy on takeoff altitude _ I
over the noise station. Collected data are presented in Table 16. A comparison
of the presented data shows that the engines for the airframe manufacturer
airplane_ are takeoff-sized and that the engines for the Pratt & Whitney -"I
Aircraft airplanes are cruiJe-sized. !4
I
7] !b .
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TABLE 14
FLIGHT PROPULSION SYSTEM COMBUSTOR CONDITIONS DURING i
WINDMILLING
(FUEL FLOW = 0 LB./HR.)
COMB, INLET COMB. INLET COMB. INLET
ALTITUDE AMB. TEMP. TEMP PRESS. AIRFLOW
FT. HACH NO. (F) (F) lb/sq, in. lb/sec
35,000 0.40 -66 -46 3.54 0.62 iJ
35,000 0.45 -66 -43 3.59 0.77 '
35,000 0.51 -66 -38 3.67 1.01
35,000 0.57 -66 -33 3.76 1.19 _.
35,000 0.63 -66 -25 3.91 1.44
35,000 0.69 -66 -14 4.09 1.65 -
35,000 0.75 -66 -3 4.33 1.89
35,000 0.85 -66 25 4.88 2.44 ;
20,000 0.40 -12 II 6.92 1.14 ,
20,000 0.45 -12 15 7.02 1.44
20,000 0.51 -12 20 7.16 1.81 t
20,000 0.57 -12 27 7.35 2.20 : _ !t i
20,000 0.63 -12 38 7.74 2.76 " ' !
20,000 0.69 -12 52 8.23 3.31 J
20,000 0.75 -12 66 8.80 3.83 ;r i20,000 0.81 -12 85 9.57 4.54 '- J
20,000 0.85 -12 102 10.48 5.32 i
l
TABLE 15 " "_ i
"- "7 " _ ':Y
COMPARISON OF FLIGHT PROPULSION SYSTEM AND 1 _ "_
JT9D-7A (REFERENCE ENGINE) NOISE ---
EPNdB
!
PRATT AND WHITNEY AIRCRAFT INTERNATIONAL AIRPLANE - ]
Noise Condition JT9D-7A Reference Engine Fli_ht Propulsion S_stem I
Approach 105.6 103.9 I i
- ! !
Takeoff 104.8 102.9
Sideline 97.8 95.5 s
t
° t I
t t
b
t
- i
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T_LE 16
AIRPLANE DESIGN SUMMARY i
¢
ENERGY EFFICIENT ENGINE AND JT9D-7A ENGINE INSTALLATIONS
E 'DOMESTIC INTERNATIONAL
l
gEE JT9D-7A EEE JT9D-7A
Pratt & _itney Aircraft
• Field Length (ft) 8,000 7,000 i0,000 8,500
t,
, Initial Cruise Alt. (ft) 35,000 35,000 33,000 33,000 !
_ Boein_
Field Length (ft) 6,000 6,000 - -
Initial Cruise All. (ft) 40,000 38,000 - - !
Lockheed }
Field Length (ft) 6,975 6,970 9,460 9,400 iInitial Cruise All. (ft) 37,000 35,000 34,000 33,000 i _
!
Douglas i i
Field Length (ft; 8,000 8,000 Ii,000 II,000 i
Initial Cruise All. (ft) 34,400 34,100 33,300 32,700
At the close of this reporting period, a flight propulsion system noise i
E reassessment was started. The pu_ose of this reas_essment was to evaluate the Istatus engine configuration and perfo_ance and a revised noise prediction i
procedure. Engine and airframe data required for this analysi_ were defined. I
I The airframe used .as the Pratt & _itney Aircraft international quadjet,which has not changed since previous noise estimates. The englne perfo_ance
data used were consistent in definition with the March 1980 flight propulsion j
system update, and the dimensions for the engine and nacelle co_onents were
I based on the flight propulsion system definition of 31 July 1980. Figure 8 i
shows the resulting flo_ath definition and the locations currently available
for acoustic treatment. Acoustic analysis now being conducted is including the I
I noise i_act of pylon and lower bifurcation wall treatment. Il
I
, !il ,
l
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F
mr Integrated Core/Low Spool Performance Update
: _" The integrated core/low spool performance eva_ua_ion was updated to account
L for design changes since September 1978. Major changes affecting performance
: are (I) secondary system airflow increases and fan mJr improvements associated
with the October 1979 flight propulsion system update; (2) high-pressure
I[ compressor and high-pressure tip
turbine clearance improvements, secondary
system airflow reductions, and a nacelle drag increase associated with the
March 1980 flight propulsion system update; and (3) elimination of the scaled
T" fan rig from the program. The results of the integrated core/low spool|. performance evaluation are presented in Table 17.
TABLE 17
INTEGRATED CORE/LOW SPOOL PERFORMANCE EVALUATION RFSULTS
o Expected (50% probability of achievement) integrated core/low spool thrust
'[ specific fuel consumption at the maximum cruise flight condition is -10.3% 'relative to the JT9D-7A reference, 0.4 percent worse than the September
1978 estimate.
i[ o Expected thrust specific fuel consumption results are the same for the
m
integrated core/low spool with the alternate shrouded fan.
I[ o Compression system sea level operating line shifts relative to the flightpropulsion system level are not significant, i
I[ o The integrated core/low spool design table exhaust nozzle area is stilloptimum.
o Sea level static takeoff thrust at rated temperature is incre sed by 1.75%. i
A "fixed hardware" approach was used in evaluating the performance of the
|" integrated core/low spool. Turbine geometries were held constant at the !|. component aerodynamic design levels. Mixing plane areas were also held
constant at the integrated core/low spool design table levels, and combustor !
E exit temperature (CET) ratings were fix,_ at the integrated core/low spooldesign table levels. Jet no_le area was varied for possible reoptimization.
Expected levels of component, turbine cooling air, and secondary system
airflow performance were reassessed consistent with the October 1979 and March
1980 flight propulsion system updates and the current program definition. [Reassessed component performance results are presented in Table 18.
J
B Factors contributing toward the currently expected integtlted core/low spool t
i
m ximum ruise thrust specific fuel consumption are shown in Tabl 19. The It[
| ,!
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itemized component and system changes occurring since September 1978 resulted
in a net thrust specific fuel consumption penalty of 0.4 percent. The new
status level represents a 10.3-percent advantage for the integrated core/low
spool relative to the JTgD-7A reference engine. The results of additional
analysis indicated that these performance results are valid for either the
shroudless or shrouded fan. Elimination of the shroudless fan scaled rig test
from the program reduced the expected outer fan efficiency during the
integrated core/low spool testing from 85.7 to 84.5 percent. The efficiency of
the alternate fan is also expected to be 84.5 percent in the integrated
core/low spool because, although it is inherehtly lower in fully developed " :
efficiency because of shroud-induced aerodynamic losses, its technology is
currently more mature.
A breakdown of the major elements contributing to the thrust specific fuel
consumption improvemen_ of the integrated core/low spool relative to that of
the 3T9D-TA reference engine was defined, based on the May 1980 update at
maximum cruise. These elements and their contributions are presented in Table
20.
Figure 9 shows variations of integrated core/low spool thrust specific feel _ i
consumption and thrust with changes in exhaust nozzle area. Takeoff and cruise
thrusts are near maximum levels, and cruise thrust specific fuel consumption
is essentially optimum with the integrated core/low spool design table area. --
Therefore, no nozzle area revision is required at this time.
!
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i Figure 9 Effect of Exhaust Nozzle Area Variation on Integrated Core/Lov SpoolPerformance (Base area is design table value)
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T_LE 18
EXPECTED INTEGRATED CORE/LOW SPOOL COMPONENTS (MAY 1980)
AT P_SPECTIVE AERODYNAMIC DESIGN POINTS (35,000 FT., 0.8 MN)
(50% PROBABILITY OF ACHIEVEMENT)
FNOD 84.5
i
17 FNID 87.5
° T
LPC 87.4 _
I_ HPC 86.5 - ; f
!
/1 P/P BURN 5.5% _ _
rlHPT 87.3 -_
. . l
Ap/p TRANS 1.5%
LPT 90.1 _ ;
" " i
A P/P TEGV 0.9X
/1P/PDUCT o.74Z '-_
t
A p/p DUCTMIXER 0.29g "i "
/I p/p PRI MIXER 0.57g
A p/p TAILPIPE 0.43% _ (
TCA % WAE 17•3%
;]
DRAG 385 Ib I :
;
I ]
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TABLE 19
THRUST SPECIFIC FUEL CONSUMPTION UPDATE SUMMARY- MAY 1980
._ ]: Maximum Cruise (35K Ft., 0.8 Mn, Standard), JT9D-7A Reference Engine
i-- Component/System Chan_e TSFC Chan,e (Percent)g_
10/79 Secondary Flow System (+1.35% Core Flow) +0.50
[ 10/79 Fan Rotor Map/Exit Guide Vane Loss -0.30
._.
r" 3180 Secondary Flow System (-0.5% Core Flow) -0.25
I. 3/80 Nacelle Drag (+24 Lb.) +0.25
: _r- 3/80 +0.1% A HPC Efficiency (0.013 - 0.012 in. -0.05
I. |Average Tip Clearance) i
3/80 +0.6% AHPT Efficiency (0.019 - 0.014 in. -0.35 iv--
| Tip Clearance)
I!,
3/80 -1.2% _tFan O.D. Efficiency (Elimination +0.60 _
- of Scaled Fan Rig)
• I. i
3/80 -0.3% A Fan I.D. Efficiency (Elimination +0.02
I: of Scaled Fan Rig) Total +0.42
9/78 Status -10.7 El
5/80 Status -I0.3
TABLE 20 i
t
INTEGRATED CORE/LOW SPOOL THRUST SPECIFIC FUEL CONSUMPTION IMPROVEMENT !
MAY 1980 STATUS In
Ft., Mn, Standard), JTgD-7A Reference Engine
Maximum Cruise (35K 0.8
TSFC Chan_e (Percent)
E Low Pressure Spool -2.8
High Pressure Spool -1.7
B Cycle -3.9Mixing/Instal lat ion -I .9
TOTAL - I0.3
E ,
t
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Expected integrated core/low spool compression system sea level operating line
shifts relative to the flight propulsion system base operating lines are
summarized in Table 21. The design match does not affect the fan operating
line. Resulting operating line variations slightly improve takeoff surge i
margins for both compressors. The conclusion based on this analysis is that
desig,, turbine vane areas are acceptable for the test program.
TABLE 21
INTEGRATED CORE/LOW SPOOL COMPRESSION SYSTEM OPERATING LINE VARIATION i
FIXED TURBINE, EXHAUST MIXER/NOZZLE DESIGN GEOMETRY j
SEA LEVEL STATIC, TAKEOFF
. . j
I !
• Component Operatin_ Line Chan_e (Percent)* _ |4
I Fan 0.0 _
Low-Pressure Compressor -0.5 i,
I
High-Pressure Compressor -I.6 i i
* Relative to flight propulsion system operating line I
Component and system changes made since September 1978 combine to improve
expected sea level static takeoff thrust at rated combustor exit temperature -- :
by 1.75 percent. Integrated core/low spool takeoff thrust is currently ! _ I
.... =
estimated to be 37,440 pounds.
._ . ._
_Integrated Core/Low Spool Nacelle Design Parameters _." _'_,! Definition of the nacelle performance design parameters for the integrated I
core/low spool was initiated. The maximum inlet airflow condition and "] :
• tentative inlet acoustical treatment requirements have been identified. A . : :
I
l performance review is now underway to determine the requirements for the
maximum fan duct airflow and the exhaust nozzle area variation for the - , |
bifurcated duct configuration. I
] " , !
A review of the nacelle inlet requirements was completed. The results of this . ,
review indicated that the preliminary Design parameters established early in i I
the program for the flight propulsion system should be maintained. The inlet I
will be designed for growth capability. It will accommodate 8 percent greater I
airflow than the base level at the maximum flow flight conditions of 36,089 " _ I
ft, 0.701 Mach number, standard +18 F, and maximum climb. An inlet length was I
established to allow an acoustical treatment length-to-fan diameter ratio of I
0.56. This acoustical design parameter, however, is currently being _ i
re-evaluated as part of the noise reassessment. ! I
?
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| ,The performance study to define the design parameters for the bifurcated fan
duct was started. The selected configuration uses bifurcated duct hardware
I" from an existing engine, which is adapted to the Energy Efficient Engine fan
& case with a 30-inch extension. The tailpipe for the core retains the tailplug
design being developed for the mixed exhaust system. Based on this system
; configuration and approximate nominal fan duct nozzle areas, pressure losses
° r were estimated. These are summarized in Table 22. To complete the inputs
required for the performance study, flow coefficient estimates were made for
the assumed exhaust nozzle configuration, which is convergent with a
sharp-cornered throat, rhese estimates are plotted as functions of nozzlepressure ratio in Figure I0. )
I TABLE 22 f
ESTIMATED TOTAL pRESSURE LOSS FOR INTEGRATED CORE/
I LOW SPOOL BIFURCATED FAN DUCT SYSTEM(TAKEOFF: 0 FT., 0 MACH NO., STD)
t
Total Pressure Entrance Est. Entrance !
i
Loss - % Mach No. Area - in..sq.
!
Fan Duct
30 In. Extension 0.17 0.48 2910Existing Bi-Ducts 1.26 0.35 3750
Nozzles 0.17 0.35 3750 !
r -- -- I
Ib Total 1.60
Core Tailpipe 0.78 0.31 1065g ?
A preliminary basel.ne perfo1_ance estimate was established for the integrated I
core/low spool with the bifurcated fan duct configuration. Design Ilimits--including compression system stability maximum airflow through the, !
fan ducts, and possible exhaust nozzle area variation requirements--are now i
K being defined. [!
Integrated Core/Low Spool Acoustic Treatment Options !
K Two options for acoustic treatment were evaluated in terms of their impacts onintegrated core/low spool test results: (i) bare wall hardware testing with
treatment effects analytically derived and (2) use of simple treatment shapes
K (cones and cylinders) rather than designed contours. Concerns were that ifacoustic treatment is eliminated entirely, the accuracy of the noise estimate
is reduced, and the use of simple acoustic shapes can adversely affect thrust
i specific fuel consumption. The results of this assessment indicated: (1)analytically derived, treated noise estimates would be _1.0 to _3.5 EPNdB less
accurate than directly measured noise, depending on flight condition and noise
source, and (2) the use of simple acoustic shapes will increase thrust
I specific fuel consumption by approximately 0.2 percent.
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i The inaccuracies involved in estimating treated noise from hardwall results
are summarized in Table 23. These results were derived using an estimated +25
percent accuracy for the attenuation predictions.
Simple shapes for acoustic treatment were defined, and the resulting effects
on thrust specific fuel consumption were estimated. Assessment results are
shown in Table 24. The definition of the acoustic shapes was based on the -
minimum number of cones and cylinders required to closely approximate the
designed flowpath. Resulting losses were estimated based on Math number and
wall static pressure gradient effects. -,i
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.(
" ,> |-- ESTI_TED NOISE T_ATMENT ATTENUATION ACCU_CY
:3,
=. + EPNdB
Noise Source Approach Takeoff
.j' • Fan Inlet 1•5 2•0
i ,
: Fan Aft 3.5 3.0
•_ _" Turbine 1.0 1.0
I.
"_ i_ TABLE 24
,_ ESTI_TED PERFORMANCE I_ACT OF SIMPLE ACOUSTIC PANEL S_PES
_ . Assumed Panel
Section Shape % TSFC Penalty Remarks
" Inlet Cone 0.00 Throat to "A" flange is
already a cone•
• I-i Fan Case Average Cylinder "A" flange to blade
leading edge•
" 0. II
Cone Blade leading edge to fan
!-i duct strut.
Fan Duct Cone Inner wall is already a " _
Cone.
- 0•04
Cone Outer wall
''i_. Tailpipe/Plug Contoured 0.00 Shape set by mixer
t
requirement. !
I Total Penalty 0.15%|--
I_ 3.1.4 Program Risk Assessment
NASA approval was received to reschedule the program risk assessment update to
g late 1981, for planning purposes.
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3.2 TASK 2 COMPONENT TECHNOLOGY
3.2.1 Overall Objective
The overall objectives for Task 2 are to: (I) establish preliminary component
configurations, (2) conduct supporting technology programs to evaluate Energy
Efficient Engine concepts, (3) produce component detailed designs, and (4)
evaluate the Energy Efficient Engine high-pressure compressor, combustor, and
high-pressure turbine in full-scale component rigs.
3.2.2 Task Overview !
The Task 2 effort focuses on the design fabrication, and testing of the major ....
components to be used in the core and integrated core/low spool experimental it
verification programs of Tasks 3 and 4. In addition, the results of Task 2 i
testing are fed into the flight propulsion system analysis and design updates -_
of Task I. Specific performance goals for these components are shown in the
subsequent component effort sections of this report.
The preliminary component designs are based largely on results from the Energy !
Efficient Engine Preliminary Design and Integration study (NAS3-20628) ii
combined with results of other government and Pratt & Whitney Aircraft related i
programs. There are areas where additional evaluation of Energy Efficient !
Engine concepts is necessary before committing to the Energy Efficient Engine _..
detailed design. In these areas, supporting technology programs provide that
evaluation in a timely manner. The detailed component designs are accomplished _.
as an extension of the preliminary component designs, reflecting supporting 1
technology program results, as applicable, and Task 1 input. ! : _
Preliminary component designs are "flight" designs and support the propulsion _ ! J
system preliminary design effort of Task _. Systems (lubrication, breather .... i _
thrust balance, and active clearance control) are worked jointly between Tasks
I and 2 during the preliminary design phase. A detailed design of the exhaust - i
mixer is not accomplished under Task 2. Instead, a test mixer detailed design
is provided as part of Task 4. _,
i
Program fabrication schedules are stringent, and certain constructions require I
early starts. In general, raw material is ordered as early as rough silapes can i
be defined, thus ensuring material availability at the time detailed drawings !
are completed. As hardware definition becomes known during the detailed design "';
phase, those parts requiring early fabrication are identified and permission .
to proceed is requested from NASA.
The program logic diagram is shown in Figure II, and the work plan, in Figure
12. The logic diagram shows the relationship of the supporting technology -'"
programs to the component effort. Specific logic diagrams for each component
are shown in subsequent sections. = I
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'_ Critical Milestones
i_. _, (I) High-Pressure Compressor:
(a) Complete first high-pressure compressor rig test.
: (b) Complete high-pressure compressor airfoil design update.
:_ _ (c) Define the high-pressure compressor airfoil rework for the core.
i
_' (2) Diffuser/Combustor: !
{ I (a) Comfirm the combustor liner configuration. !
(b) Complete the annular combustor rig test.
(3) High-Pressure Turbine:
"_ o Complete high-pressure turbine rig testing, i
I ii
_: Most of the work planned and approved from contract award through the end of }
: the current reporting period (30 September 1980) has been completed.
= Exceptions are indicated in the appropriate technical progress sections of _
this report. Figure 12 identifies tasks that were completed during the
previous reporting period. It also identifies tasks which were initiated, !
T continued, or completed during tee current reporting period. The component
discussions that follow describe this work in more detail.
3
,p Major program changes affecting Task 2 include (i) elimination of the scaled
& fan supporting technology program, (2) transfer of the alternate fan analysis I_
and design effort from Task 4 to Task 2, (3) transfer of the primary i
: (shroudless) blade fabrication effort from Task 4 to tho TRW subcontract }
T effort is Task 2, and (4) addition of a tangential on-board injection rig test
to the high-pressure turbine rig test program. !
.! !f
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3.2.3 Fan
3.2.3.1 Overall Objective
The overall objective of the fan effort is to design and develop, through
supporting technology, a single stage fan utilizing shroudless, hollow
titanium blades which produces a pressure ratio of 1.74/1.56 (outer
diameter/inner diameter). The duct adiabatic efficiency goal for the flight
propulsion system is 87.3 percent, and the expected efficiency of the
experimental fan component for the integrated core/low spool phase is 84.5
percent. The aspect ratio of the blade is 2.5. Additional design parameters
are shown in Table 25.
3.2.3.2 Component Program Overview
The overall t_sk effort consists of (i) a preliminary analysis and design
phase, which determines the feasibility of the blade design; (2) a shroudJess
blade detailed design, which completes the blade design and produces drawings
for fabrication. (This initial detailed design efforL is a two-part program:
the blade design is completed in 1979; the remaining fan component ha_ _are - _
design is completed in 1980); (3) an alternate (shrouded) fan componel
analysis and design task that will provide a more conventional design serving i
as an alternative to the prima_y (shroudless) design, if required; and (4) a
shroudless blade supporting technology program, which verifies the structural
integrity of the blade design. Blades are produced under a subcontract effort _.I
by TRW. Figure 13 shows the relationship between program activities and
contract Tasks I, 3, and 4. Critical program milestones of the component _r_ i
effort are noted in the work plan schedule (Figure 14). ! t
TABLE 25 .
FAN DESIGN PARAMETERS _: "
r
Aerodynamic "_! i
Specific Parameter Requirements Design Point ii
Wa 8V_T2/O T2 (Ibn4/sec) 1372.8 i
Wa0v_/o T2/A (Ibm/sec/sq ft) 43.0 (
N/_0T 2 (RPM) 4215.0 1
UTIP/ T2 (ft/sec) 1496.0
Bypass Ratio (Wa duct/Wa enRine) 6.51 _
Duct Pressure Ratio 1.74 -
Duct Adiabatic Efficiency Goal (percent) 87.3 .
Surge Margin SLTO Goal (percent) 7.5 " ' t
Aspect Ratio (nominal) 2.5 , ! I
Hub/Tip Radius ratio 0.34 1
Taper Ratio 1.46 "'I i
Number of Fan Blades 24 I I
Design Life (hours) 20,000 I
o,
5O
I
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_. 3.2.3.3 Component Erfurt
: _ 3.2.3.3.1 Objective
_ Design a single stage, hollow, shroudless fan blade that meets or exceeds the
stated goals.
i 3.2.3.3.2 Scope of Total Work Planned
: _ The fan component effort conszsts of a preliminary analysis and design phase
& and a detailed analysis and design phase. There is no component rig program.
The fan blades for integrated core/low spool testing are fabricated as part of
: the TRW subcontract effort in Task 2. The remaining component hardware is
fabricated of the effort in Task _.
as part program
The preliminary design phase provided a layout drawing and a substantiating
design data package (presented to NASA at the preliminary design review inF bruary 1979). This liminary design of the shroudless fan consisted of a
twelve-month effort. During this time, the feasibility of the flight
E propulsion system fan was also established. The studied designs provided theconfiguration definition to the supporting technology programs.
The shroudless fan detailed design effort comprises two elements: (I) the
E detailed design of the blade, completed in 1979, to provide the hollow bladetechnology program with a blade design which is fabricated under TRW
subcontract: and (2) the detailed design of the hub, shaft, nose cone, _nd fan
E case in 1981 in time for the Task _ fabrication phase. An aft part-span shroudfan blade component is designed for possible use as an alternate in the
integrated core/low spool phase, should the shroudless blade technology
program encounter an unexpected delay. Hinimizing cost, this design is based
E on an existing similar design, and is finished concurrently with theshroudless tan effort in 1981. The results of these detailed design efforts
were presented to NASA at an interim design review in September 1979, which
E will be followed by a detailed design review, presently scheduled for july1981. Figure 14 indicates that preliminary design of the fan component has
been completed and detailed design o_ the shroudless blade is complete.
E .2.3.3.3 Progress
Technical
3.2.3.3.3.! Summary of Work Previously ComRleted
E The flight propulsion system fan componen_ is illustrated in Figure 15 and
incorporates the following major features: (I) 24 shroudless hollow titanium
E blades, (2) a cantilevered rotor to eliminate the need for inlet case struts,(3) blade tip learanc cont l through use of tip trenches and an abradable
rub strip, (4) noise reduction through the use of acoustically matched case
treatment, (5) Kevlar for blade containment, and (6) an integral fan
I exit/intermediate assembly 2S fan exit 10 of
case comprisin_ guide vanes,
which provide structural support for the fan case, thereby eliminating the
need for a separate set of struts.
l ,
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Detailed design of the shroudless hollow titanium fan blade was completed
during tlle previous reporting period, and an interim design review was held at
NASA-LERC in October 1979. The final design concept for the blade remains
unchanged from that developed in the component preliminary design effort and
is shown in Figure 16. The configuration is a 2.5 aspect ratio, two-thirds
hollow design with integral platforms. The hollow section comprises three
radial ribs and one cross rib. This construction provides adequate stiffness
to meet bird strike, flutter, and vibration requirements. An aerodynamic
refinement incorporated into the blade during detailed design was improved
multiple circular arc airfoil sections to minimize shock losses and maximize
efficiency. Table 26 sun_marizes the shroudless fan blade general parameters, -
Table 27, significant stage aerodynamic parameters, and ]'able 28, significant
geometric parameters. Current fan performance parameters at significant engine " ;
operating conditions are presented in Table 29
TABLE 26
, SHROUDLESS FAN BLADE GENERAL PARAMETERS
Hub/Tip Ratio 0.34 (LE)
0.393 (Avg.)
Aspect Ratio Av_. Span 2.70* .
Root Chord ,_
Span- Avg. (in.) 24.572 _ I
Root Radius - Avg. (in.) 15.918
Root Chord (in.) 9.093 I
Taper Ratio Tip Chord 1.46
Root Chord i t
!
l
t/b at Root 0.0954 - , i
_ t/b at Tip 0.0252 i
; 1
(xci,ord @ Root (degree) 85.82 '
_" ¢xchord @ Tip (degree) 21.88 ; i
Root angle (degree) 24.28* ;
i_ Tip Angle (degree) 4.14" _
- Number of Blades 24
o I
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T .LE26(Con'd)
!_ Material _S 4928
i, Airfoil Root Fillet Radius (in.) 0.35
i ][ Redline Rotor Speed (rpm) 4267
LuF Rotor Speed (rpm) 3988
Jr Uti p at Redline speed (ft/sec) 1515
E Uti p at ADP (ft/sec) 1385
Uti p Corrected at ADP (ft/sec) 1496
(ft/sec) 1895
E * A local chord reduction near the airfoil root increases the aspect ratio. Amore standard linear chord distribution would yield an aspect ratio of 2.5.
' I_ TABLE 27
AERODYNAMIC PARAMETERS; STAGE AVERAGE CONDITIONS
]: AT/eT2 _'- °F
Full Span Average 99,7
]_ Fan Duct Portion Only 102.7
Reaction Ratio (Mass Average Including Duct Exit Guide Vanes) 0.845
I: Velocity (Medial _ectored Average), ft/sec 628
i
E BLockage _ % i
Fan Leading Edge 0.25 '
Fan Trailing Edge 0.45 !
Exit Guide Vane Leading Edge 0.63Exit Guide Vane Trailing Edge 1.62
Swirl -_ ft/sec i
l
I
Fan Leading Edge 0 I
Fan Trailing Edge (Full Span Average) 545.4 i
I Exit Guide Vane Leading Edge (Duct Average) 503.5 i
Exit Guide Vane Trailing Edge 0 i
I
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TABLE 28
GEOMETRIC PARAMETERS
!
BLADE SPANWISE LOCATION
Root Mean Tipt
Solidity 2.19 1.59 1.25
'i Radius Inches 15.9 28.2 40.5
Camber Degrees 56.0 15.9 0.6
Stagger Degrees from Axial 3.7 42.4 68.1
s
; TABLE 29
CURRENT FAN PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS
En$ine Operating Condition :
i Aero. Des. Maximum Maximum
Point Cruise Climb Takeoff "
Pressure Ratio
] j
I
! (Duct Section) 1.74 1.71 1.78 1.58 I
(Core Section) 1.56 1.54 1.60 1.44 .-,
J
, Bypass Ratio 6.51 6.62 6.33 6.91 |-i i
.. |
; Efficiency (Percent)
1 (Duct Section) - Adiabatic 87.3 87.7 8b.5 88.9
: .-I
I - Polytropic 88.1 88.5 87.4 89.5 I
_ •.... J
(Core Section) Adiabatic 90.2 90.5 90.0 91.4 _ _
- Polytropic 90 7 91.0 90.5 91.7
I Corrected Airflow (Ib/sec) !
I
i l
(Total) 1375 1355 1395 1215 "- i
(Duct Section) 1190 1180 1205 1065 !
(Core Section) 183.0 178.0 190,5 153.5 " (
Inlet Specific Airflow i
(tb/sec/ft2) 43.0 42.5 43.7 38.1 i
I
Corrected Tip Speed (ft/sec) 1495 1470 1540 1340 - I 1
Rotor Speed (rpm) 3900 3835 4105 3865 l
I
•
Exit Temperature (F)
(Duct Section) 72 69 I01 169 . _
(Core Section) 51 49 79 149 ' i i
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Structural analysis of the final blade aerodynamic design resulted in small
stagger angle changes relative to the preliminary blade design to provide _,
increased torsional frequency margin on 4E resonance at redline speed. Bladeresonance and flutter characteristics are such that stability has been _
achieved in the tirst three modes of operation. These characteristics are
described in Figures 17 and 18.
_ Steady stresses at the airfoil root caused by centrifugal and untwist loads
are considered acceptable for a glass bead peened surface to provide adequate
low cycle fatigue life. Stresses in the hollow-solid transition region: (internal) are also acceptable and provide adequate low cycle fatigue life for
a stress relieved surface. The_e stresses are summarized in Figure 19 and in
• _,_ Table 30. All stresses were calculated assuming a maximum blade metal
L temperature of 150 F.
TABLE 30
AIRFOIL AND ATTACHMENT STRESS SUMMARY
Concentrated (I) i
Stress
Location (ksi) !
Root Leading Edge Concave Surface 76.5 •
t_
I Root 40% Chord Concave Surface 101.8 i
Root 85% Chord Convex Surface 94.8 !
I Internal Surface at Solid to Hollow 64.8 _Transition Region 70% Chord, . _
Concave Side
I Root Dovetail Fillet 89.0(2 ) il
I
E (1)Includes gas bending and tilt stress conlponents @ LCF speed (3988 rpm) i
(2)Neck P/A = 17.0 ksi I
I il i
J| '
|
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Figure 17 61ade Frequency Characteristics - NASTEAN analysis for the
coupled blade and disk was used to tailor the blade geometry
first mode so that the 2E resonant frequency occurs a low rpm.
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i Figure 18 Blade Flutter Characteristics - The hollow blade is predicted to
be more stable than the solid blade when using the NASTRAN mode
E shape.
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"_ I The large size and low aspect ratio of this blade diminish the pu_sibility of
_t gross bending or torsion failures du_ to bird ingestion• The ioca I leading ,
'_ edge bird ingestion capability was a_sessed by using a solid blaC, analysis
:_ I modified to account for local inertia and shear area changes resulting from
. _ the airfoil hollowness. The results of this analysis, shown in _igure 20,
indicate that although the hollow blade design has less ingestion capability
_ T than the comparable solid blade design, it falls below the solid blade limit
and is therefore deemed to have acceptable bird strike characteristics•
_ In addition to the modified solid blade a_alysis, the local leading edge
capabilities were compared to an existing shrouded blade design with NAST_N
analysis. The results of this effort indicated that the stress r se caused by
the hollowness was offset by a benefit because of the absence of a shroud hard
I point. !
k
[ 90-SOLID HOLLOW _ SOLIDBLADE EXPERIENCELIMIT
80 REGION REGION I _ l
7oI- _ _ '
5o:- // I HOLLOWAIRFOIL
40
N 20 _'
o.# I I I !Ii I I 1
0 2 3 4 5 6. 7
INCHESFROM LEADINGEDGE
l
I Figure 20 Fan Blade Leading Edge Bird Ingestion Parameter
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3.2.3.3.3.2 Current Technical Progress
The analysis and design of the alternate (shrouded) fan component was
completed. This effort included aerodynamic, structural, and mechanical design
of _he fan blade, fan containment case, fan di3k, stubshaft, nose cone, and
the ass(_ia=ed attachment hardware. The shrouded fan rotor was designed to be
intercila_:geable with the primary shroudless fan hardware. Specifically, a
common nose cone, blade lock, and stubshaft is used for both designs. The fan
_ontainment ca_e design, however, is unique to eac; configuration because of
aerodynamic flowpath differences. A cross-section of the shrouded fan design
is shown in Figure 21. Detailing of final blueprints is now in progress.
Aerodynamic Design _
The shrouded alternaLe fan was designed so L,_t it could be easily
interchangeable with the shroudless primary fan. T_u _Iternate fan, however,
• is different from the primary fan in a number of ways. The i,ner flowpath is
the same for both configurations, b_t the outer flowpath of the alter,ate fan
? was recontoured in the vicinity of the blade tip in order to restore the area
, rat_u and reduce tip loading. The radial pressure ratio distribution of the i
primary fan was modified in the alternate configuration. This made up for the
additional aerodynamic loss caused by the part span shroud and permitted the
use of a common low-pressure compressor inlet stator and fan duct exit guide :
vane. The alternate fan incorporates design contoured airfoil sections in the _ J! i
outer half of the span and conventional multiple circular arc airfoil sections i
inboard. The alternate fan blade is thinner than that of the primary fan, so _ i
the design contoured airfoil sections avoid excessive acceleration upstream of , ,
the shock. A complete descripticn of the fan blade general parameters, overall :,!
performance, and airfoil geometry are pr2sented in Tables 31 through ._._'
The flowpaths of the alternate and primary fan configurations are compared in • "
Figure 22, and the aerodynamic design parameters are compared in _able 35.
Figures 23 Ehrough 35 and Table 36 compare the blade design of the alternate - i
fan to that of the primary fan, and Table 37 compares the performance of both f
configurations. Table 38 shows an additional prediction based on experience
with large s_ngle part span shroud far blades, i
i
i
I
l
!
I
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Figure 21 Shrouded Fan Component
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!_ TABLE 31
SHROUDED FAN BLADE
_: GENERAL PARAMETERS
Hub/Tip Ratio 0.34
Avg Span
_| Aspect Ratio ( _) _.0
.'_ Root Chord|
f Span - Avg. (in.) 24.981 in. ;
!
Root Radius - Avg. (_n.) 15.28 ,
Root Chord (it..) 6.218 i
-_ . -
:i Tip Chord .,n.j 9.062 ;
Tip Chord :)
:i _a,.er Ratio ( ) 1.457 i
-' Root Chord
_ t/b @ Root (conical) 095 i
%:
_i c/b @ Tip (conical) .022 k
t _ chord @ Root (degrees) 88.25 -- I
• _ chord @ Tip (degrees) 25.52 J
i Root Camber (degrees) 59.5 -_
Tip Camber (degrees) 1.3
: !
j Number c,_ Blades 36 li
Blade Weight (ib) 10.767 ![
Material Titanium (6AI-4V) }
Airfoil Root Fillet RaaJ_: (in.) [
z
IJ
• Redllue Rotor Speed (rpm) }
!
LCF Rotor Speed (rpm) 3879 I
)
Utip at Redline Speed (ft/sec) 1498 " I ]!
Utip at ADP (ft/_ec) 1387
"-i i
[l_jp Corrected at ADP (ft/sec) 1498 ! I,
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-. TABLE 32
FAN OVERALL PERFORMANCE
Pressure Ratio 1.74
;5
.... Efficiency (%) (Adiabatic/Polytropic) 86.3/87.3
'_ i Weight Flow.(Ib/sec) (Corrected) 1373.0
-.. eb Specific Wt. Flow (Ib/sec/ft 2) 43.0
TABLE 33!_ STAGEAVERAGECONDITIONS
_ !" Reaction (_Protor/APstage)
Fan OD - DEGV 0.824
" Fan ID - Stator I 0.672
E Loading (D-Factor) Rotor 0.533
DEGV 0.394
_ Stator I 0.355
L
: Temperature Rise (A F)
Fan OD 90
i" Fan ID 69
mt
Rotor CM in/_/'Ot2 (ft/sec) 716 ""
CM out/_/_St2 (ft/sec) 564
Stator Cm in/_t2 (fr/sec)L
Ch out/_/_t2 (ft/sec) i
(OD/ID) 636/617 i
E Aspect Ratio 3.8 ]
E Blockage Rotor In I%otor Out/Stator In 3%/2.5%
• Solidity (Rotor/Stator @ Mid-Span) 1.40/1.63 (OD)
E 1.40/1._9 (ID)
Swirl Conditions (ft/sec)
I Cu/V_t2 Rotor in 0out 563
Stator in 513 (OD) 624 (ID)
i out 2 (OO) 290 (ID) i, 1
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TABLE 34
AIRFOIL GEOMETRY
Root DEGV
Radius Root 15.28 25.92
(Inches) Mean 27.77 3?.54
Tip 40.26 40.26
Solidi_y Root 2.59 2.10
Mean 1.54 1.62
Tip 1.29 1.36
Camber Root 59.5 50.1
(B2-B1 Conical) Mean 20.0 45.7
(degrees) Tip 1.3 54.2
Stagger (degrees) Root 1.75 13.60
(90 - ch) Mean 43.48 12.71
Tip 64.48 15.31
TABLE 35
AERODYNAMIC DESIGN PARAMETERS
FAN COMPARISON CHART
f
_
Alternate Fan Primary Fan i I
W_/_T2/o T2 1372.8 1372.8 ;
NI/_/'0-T2 4215 4215
UT_/-OT 2 1499 1496 :
W/A 43.0 43.0
I
Hub/Tip Ratio 0.34 0.34
I
Aspect Ratio 4.0 2.5 [
Taper Ratio 1.45 1.46 "i
Number Blades 36 24 }
Bypass Ratio 6.51 6.51 " _
Duc_ PR 1.740 1.740
Duct Goal 86.3 87.3
T1
Surge Margin Goal (Percent) 15 J 15
68
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i-i TABLE 36
BLADE DESIGN DETAILS: SHROUD DESCRIPTION
- Alternate Recent
Fan Experience
Ii Shroud Thickness/Span Ratio 1.3% I.I - 1.3%
[i Shroud Spanwise Location 71.5% 68 - 73.5% _:
Shroud Cho,dwise Location Aft Mid - Aft
f
i
Ii
TABLE 37 i
PERFORMANCE PREDICTIONS
DUCT EFFICIENCY - FLIGHT PROPULSION SYSTEM '_
i
Alternate Primary
Fan Fan ;
V "
I Basic Design System 85.2 86.5 "!
. Tip Trenching 0.2 0.2 i
] ,I
• Quasi 3D Design ana Design 0.5 - 1.0 0.5 - 1.6 i
Contoured airfoil I
Guide Vane I
" Predicted Efficiency 86.1 - 86.6% 87.4- 87.9%Q
Flight Propulsion System Goal (86.3%) (87.3%)
E
E b I,
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TABLE 38
PERFORMANCE PREDICTIONS
EFFICIENCY POTENTIAL BASED ON PREVIOUS EXPERIENCE
' Base Efficiency 87.1
(Fan Performance Data Plus
EEE FEGV Design Prediction)
i
Scaled to EEE Tip Speed -2.7
Scaled to EEE Pressure Ratio +1.8
Efficiency Potential Without 86.2% :
Fan Technology Items
Flight Propulsion System Goal (86.3%) !
Fan Blade Mechanical Design
The mechanical design of the alternate fan blade was sLarted. A scaled version
of an existing airfoil, serving as a base design, was modified to Energy _"
Efficient Engine vibrational, aerodynamic, and structural requirements. To __j
meet _bese requirements, the shape and thickness of the scaled airfoll had to
be changed considerably. "7
Bending stresses at the blade roo_ were reduced to zero at low cycle fatigue •
speed by pro-tilting the airfoil in the direction of the gas load. The final
"cold" tilt, which also incorporates the etiects of airfoil untwist and
uncamber, was established at a position on the airfoil 0.315 i_l_ axially and
0.140 _nch tangentxa!ly. This balancing of stresses at low cycle fatigue speed
resulted in acceptable stresses at the aerodynamic desigh point. Along with
airfoil balancing accomplished by tilt, the blade is balanced about the root
by a 0.80-inch stacking line-to-blade root center line offset. This not only
accommodates tl,e centrifugal load of the blade and sllroud and gas loads, but
• also the platform and neck pulls, yielding z_ro moment about the Z plane. I
Maximum _lade pull As Q0,O00 _ounds. : ;
: The a_t part span shroud, positicned toward the blade _railing edge at the
_' 71.5 percent span location, was designed in accordance with conventional I
_, shroud design criteria. Initially, several aerodynamic/structural
'_ modifications were required because of the high airfoil bending stresses . !
i caused by the shroud. These stresses were reduced to acceptable levels by (i) !
increasing the airfoil thickness/chord (e/b) ratio in the vicinity of the " '
silroud _Id (2) revising the shroud geometry. Maximum concentrated stress in
the shroud lillet is now 106 ksi at low cycle fatigue speed. A 65-degree "
shroud angle was incorporated based on recent test results of a similar design
blade.
i i
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d
The design of the blade root attachment was selected based on the :vail_bility
of an existing disk broach tool. Blade attachment stresses, summarized in
: _ Figure 36, are well wikhin design limits with this root configuraticn.
A vibration analysis was conducted on the final aerodynamic design of the
_ Dlade. Blade resonant and flutter design criteria were met in all areas.Acceptable first, second, and third mode frequency margins were zttained (_ee
Figure 37).
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Figure 36 Blade/Disk Artachmenr Stress Summary , L
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Figure 37 Energy Efficient Engine Shrouded Fan Blade Resonance Diagram I
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' Critical tip mode resonances were calculated and found to be outside the
. normal engine running ranges. Table 39 summarizes the tip mode margins.f
TABLE 39
l
{ ALTERNATE FAN BLADE TIP MODE RESONANCE MARGINS
m
[- 10E 20E 30E
First Tip Mode 54Z @ Redline -91Z @ Min Cruise -40% @ Min Cruise
Second Tip Mode 236% @ Redline 68.32% @ Redline 12% @ gedline
A colu tip gap of 0.100 inch will allow the blade to run line-on-line with the
" flowpath at tile aerooynamic design point. This gap accounts for steady statethermal and centrifugal loads on the blade, disk, and case, and for gas loads
cn the airfoil. The effects ol case deflection and transients on this tip gap
-i will be considerea during a fan and low-pressure compressor gapping study,hich is scheduled for completion during the next report period.
• _. Fan Containment Case Design
I
The fan containment case was designed for the primary fan component, and
featured interchangibility with th_ alternate fan configuration, as required.
r" This case is a two-piece, "non-flight" weight configuration designed for low[. cost. Its material is AMS 5062 low carbon steel (aluminum is used in the
flight propulsion system design) with epoxy co nposite rub strips and aluminum
honeycomb/stainless steel mesh-covered acoustic treatment. A sketch of the
I- case is shown in Figure 38. "_
The [towpath wail contour was established early in the design phase. The
f- contours of the alternate and primary configurations wer_ compared, and the
1_ forward flange of the case was fixed at a point where be'oh flowpaths were
common. This allows the use of a common inlet duct for each fan design.
Case thickness was set by containment criteria. The thicknesses required for
blade containment were 1.00 inch for the primary fan and 0.850 inch for the
alternate fan. The case thickness was therefore established at 1.00 inch.
Blade passing resonance was not factor in the
a case design. The inte-action
of the case and rotor vibrational frequencies in the primary shroudless fan
indicated that coincidence rings should be incorporated to stiffen the case.
These rings are not required in the alternate shrouded fan, however.
H
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E Fan Stubshaft
The stubshaft was sized for use with both the primary and alternate fancomponents. The size of the stubshaft was established by the design
requirements of the heavier rotor for the primary fan configuration. The
requirement to withstand a blade loss set the flange thickness and the sizes
E number, and diameter of the bolts. A sketch of the stubshaft and a stress
suwary are presented in Figure 39.
E Fan Hub and Nose Cone Desi6n
The fan hub, shown in Figure 40, wds designed to flight propulsion system
E criteria. This hub configur_ion had to be designed so that the rotor of thealternate fan could be interchangeable with the rotor of the primary fan. To
permit interchangeability, the blade centerline is displaced forward to allow =
the leading edge position of the blade to be comon with the shroudless
design. This produces a corresponding forward displacement of the hub rim.
The nose cone assembly, _ including the blade retention feature, was designed to
H be interchangeable with either fan design. Aluminum was specified for theintegrated core/low spool ardware, and a composite m terial will be used in
the flight propulsion system. All stresses shown in the Figure 41 nose cone
E assembly description are within design allowables.
Fan Component Materials
I
E A sumary of materials incorporated in the shro_,ded fan component is shown in [
Figure 42. I
l
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3.2.3.4.1 Scaled Fan Rig Test Program
_ratt & Whitney Aircraft and NASA have mutually agreed to delete the scaled
fan supporting technology effort from the overall program because (1) results _-_
of rig testing would not be available to affect the final shroudless blade | [
design and (2) re-assessment of the balance between available contract funds L.|
and cost of technical work planned for the remainder of the program indicated
that the technical effort would have to bereduced.
L!
3.2.3.4.2 Hollow Blade Technology_Program "_:/
3.2.3.4.2.1 Objective _ '_
Evaluate the final construction technique for the hollow fan blade to
determine the commercial engine durability of the flight engine fan design R
employing thistechnique. |_3 '-:_!
3,2,3,4,2,2 Scope of Total Work Planned _
_J
This supporting technology program effort consists of the phases shown in
Figure 43. Rockwell International was retained as a subcontractor to provide _
test specimens fabricated by the superplastic forming-diffusion bonding | _ . _
(SPF/DB) technique, TRW has been retained as a subcontractor to provide _ _/_.
full-scale blades for structural testing, Figure 43 identifies those tasks
that were initiated and completed in the previous reporting periods, and those _'_
that were to have been completed or initiated during the current reporting LI
period. _._
3.2.3.4.2.3 Technical Progress _
3.2.3.4.2.3.1 Summary of Work Previously Completed _:_-
Rockwell Efforts .....
Rockwell, originally scheduled to produce twenty-four specimens to be used in 17 i'="
evaluating the superplastic forming/diffusion bonding process, encountered _J •
technical difficulties during the fabrication of the original prototype test
specimens. Rockwell was unable to solve these problems with the available _ ....
subcontractor funds; therefore, it was mutually decided to terminate all _|
technical efforts. Rockwell summariled its technical efforts in a final _)" i_
technical report and submitted the report to Pratt & Whitney Aircraft. The I
Rockwell final report was reproduced in its entirety in the Appendix to the [7
Fourth Semi-Annual Status Report. LJ
[1
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THW Efforts i _
i J ,t
TRW subcontract efforts up to the current reporting period have concentrated +_
on (I) selecting a fabrication method for full size hollow blades and (2) the _ I
fabrication of diamond shaped test specimens to be used in verifying the ; J ' T
; selected fabricatio_ process. "i
i?A fully laminated approach (Figure 44) was selected as being more :_ r"
cost-effective in production quantities than conventional forging or ,__
isothermal forging. The diamond shaped test specimens (Figure 45) were ._
fabricated using laminated titanium sheets and steel alloy cores to creat::the _ +°
he, ow sections. By varying fabrication parameters, TRW was able to make a L-| ._
preliminary assessment of the process margins required for fabrication of +_
full-size blades. However, TRW encountered significant d_fficulties in _ -x
fabricating diamond specimens suitable for testing. Consequently, the test and _ i_
post-test analysis efforts were not in_.iated until the current reporting __
period. These difficulties included (I) Hot IsaaC•tic Press container leaks, _ _
(2) iron core shift, (3) microporosity at the bond interface, and (4) J_I _'
irregular hollow cavity surface finish. Each problem was addressed and +_
corrective action is shown in Table 40. '....
Full-scale blade fabrication activities have included (1) definition of the (
geometrical characteristics of the plies and completion of a program to ++
generate the plies with core cutouts, (2) selection of a machining approach as _ __
the most :oat-effective for producing cores in experimental quantities, (3) L_ _,__e_
completion of the design of the hot ilostatic press cans, and (4) significant _._
progress in the fabrication of tooling required to produce the blades. I_} _'
U
TULI 40 _+
ILqIM_ OF DIAMOHD InCZlIN F_TION DI_ICULTI|8
++
Hot lsoststi¢ Press Increased the vidth of the omtoin•r floqo _ieh |_ +++
Container _lk8 pelleted use of • _re effective elm _ld tither L+_ +'than the fusion but¢ _ld previ_sly usld. .., +.
Iron _ro Shift Our- X-reX inspection van added to she assembly procure _ .-
InI _ISIlbiy ind _ot So lnsufo propr lifo IIlISt_ durlq •iIIIb[ F, CoII IJ _IlOStltiC Pries _¢11 shill doli_ lhI _I llOllltiOhll _lll Viii It- -.
quire •dJuselnto in She teoghoil forliq Koooss. _++
.ioroporosi,y.,,h. -- tIprOVIn, he, +.n.ohie.d by--vi..+on _ i'Iond Interface fr_ the _Id preen and by hoatl_ the tlt•niI to
_0 F _ilo hot v•euI_e_lliq I6I|LIL_Io en-
erep_d 8aeeIduriq She oou_at_r ouli_ pr_ess.
Irrelulnr _llov kbetiuei•I t_proveuenC in fioioh_8 aehieved I_
Cavity 8urf•on Finish ¢h_u_ the use of hi.or e•rbon •ll_ steel oaten. t.,./
Hove_r. this alloy o•ueed _81_8 of the titaniu ',
tO e_tok _tlo e_lq. _li le u_IoopUblI a_ the M
use of hi_er _r_s sees1 a11_ _e been mJeee_. U_e t_te¢ of thole lr_lsritiee viii the_fo_
_sl_ted durl_ _e e_ei_m eases.
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Prosress
TRW Prosram
The TRW test specimen program consists of two phases: (1) critical experiments
and specimen fabrication and (2) blade process development. Progress in these T
_ two area is described in the following two subsections. A discussion of the -|
results of a Pratt b _nitney Aircraft analysis of the TRW specimens is also
included.
-i Critical Experiments and Specimen Fabrication _
= Ten diamond-shaped specimens were hot isostatically pressed as a group in !_
April. Four of these specimens developed l'eaks iu their hot isostatic presscontainers and were therefor unsuitabl _or further processing. The six
remaining specimens wer. X-rayed and C-scannned. The results of this analysis :i_
f-_ indicated that five specimens were well-bonded and one specimen showed _
L evidence of poor bonds. The cores remained in the same_positiou both before _,_"
and after the pressing cycle. These six specimens were_then machined to the _,
proper size. Two 0.125-inch holes were drilled in the tip of each specimen and _
the cores removed. The interior cavities of the specimens were smoothed by an :,etching process, and the specimens were shipped to Pratt &Whitney Aircraft in ""
mid-June. The results of the specimen fabrication are summarized in Table 41. !_
TABLE 41
SUMMARYEVALUATION OF TRW DIAMOND-SHAPED SPECIMENS
-Diamond Material* Visual Core** I'_
Specimen Direction (Decanned) X-ray C-scan Separation (in.) :
11 Longitudinal Good Good Good 0.28-0.29 _
14 Longitudinal Good Good Good 0.23 !ll!
_ 16 Longitudinal Good Good Good 0.20-0.217 ongitudinal oo 2-0.25 I
18 Longitudinal Not Bonded .... l_
20 Transverse Not Bonded ....
21 Transverse Good Good Good
0.20
22 Transverse Not Bonded ....
: 23 Transverse Not Bonded ....
24 Transverse Good Questionable Questionable 0.19-0.20
ii U • Evidence of poor root consolidation.
• With respect to the material rolling direction.
• * Core separation was the same before HIP as it was after.
g
g
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Blade Process Development q
TRN used the results of the critical experiments and specimen fabrication
phase to establish an approach for producing the required full-scale blade. _
There were two approaches considered: (I) cambered assembly and (2) flat _J
assembly.
Cambered Assembly. A cambered assembly procedure was initially considered. In
this procedure, the hot isostatic press cans and plies are pre-formed to the
desired blade shape pri_r to lay-up, assembly, and hot isostatic pressing.
Canning problems during assembly, however, and the additional cost of _-_
ply-forming rendered this approach infeasible. _ .:
Flat Assembly. In the flat assembly approach, the plies are laid up flat,
_ assembled, hot isostatic pressed, and then cambered and twisted in one _-[
i operation. This operation appeared leasible, but carried a high degree of risk --because o_ the simultaneous cambering and twisting of the airfoil. _The selected approach (see Table 42) represents a modification of the flat _,.
:! assembly procedure. The hot isostatic press can is formed by welding the
,| outer-most titanium sheets to a root block, into which the laid-up plies are
_ assembled.
i :;/"
TRN BLADE ASSENBLY PROCEDURE _ '_.
!
o _=Neld solid root blocks to titanium sheet cover skins, _
o Lay up flat plies with core-registry maintained by two titanium pins in
the root and one titanium pin in the tip. .!
package between cover skin. Titanium pins in root area of }i_
t _
o Place assembled
}] plies extend into the solid root block.
i
0 Seam weld, leak check, hot outgas and seal. _tIb,_#
o Hot isostatic press assembled package.
o Camber, in camber tooling.
o Twist, in twist tooling.
o Forge in isothermal forge tooling. L_
"/
• o Finish machine and leach out cores. |7
94
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Status of Indididual Process Development Efforts
Blade Ply Definition. Ply definition for the blade was completed during this _-_
I reporting period. Some of the assumptions used in ply generation are asfollows: (1) the plies viii be O.030-inch thick; (2) there viii be a full ply i
located along the mean camber line; and (3) there will be full piles on the -,
I concave and convex surfaces of the airfoil. A maximum of 10 percentdeformation by isothermal forging is planned, and a chemical milling envelope f
of 0.O025-inch was added. The programs to generate the piles with the core
i cutouts was completed, debugged, and computer plots were generated. _°
The airfoil comprises 31 plies. The core cavity geometry of the ply was _'
computer-defined, but the radii of the core corners in the ply were manually .:_.
I defined because of the complexity of the core geoaetry. The computer plots [:_w re subsequently modified to include additi nal stock in the root and tip
areas (for the 7 full length piles). _
A vendor-run numerical controlled machining operation was selected as the most
cost-effective and timely method of producing the 12 sets of plies requied for
i development. Two other methods considered were (I) a tape controlled punch i__, press (Wiedematic) and (2) stamping. _ .
Cores. The length and complexity of the required cores has increased their !:_"
I cost and has made their procurement more difficult. The cores are being _._
i
produced by numerical control machining. The vendor developed the numerical _control tapes, built fixtures, started machining trials in plexiglas to test
I the tapes, and fabricated 12 sets of cores. The cores were delivered to TRW in _August .... _
Hot lsostatic Press Cans. The hot isostatic press can featured a provision _
i for seam welding and a gutter to divert vapors during welding that may be i_ _'caused by contamination of the titanium alloy plies. The can material r
specified was DOAK steel. Cost quotations for can fabrication and associated _:
I tooling were solicited from two deep drawing vendors and a hydroform vendor. '"The cost quotations from the deep drawing vendors were reasonable for can :_
fabrication, but were unreasonable for tooling because the deep draw on the _:
i root area required two sets of tooling. The hydroformvendor, considering the i_-_
cans too long for fabrication, did not provide a cost quotation even when i:'"
offered an option to fabricate the cans _n halves. !_-
I TRW decided to use a 0.030-inch titanium akin for can materialbecause of the _{high costs of the existing can material and because of th unavailability of a
hydroform vendor. The titanium cover sheet is approximately 1-inch wider on
the sides and end than the maximum dimensions. These will be welded by the f
tungsten inert gas method. Solid blocks were selected because of the
difficulty and cost of forming the sheet around the root. The root blocks are [
welded to the cover skins before assembly. After assembly, the oversized cover
skins are seam-welded together. This design allows for the removal of
sufficient material to ensure against any heat-affected sones caused by
welding.
a
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Ply-Core Assembly Tooling. The ply-core assembly tooling has been designed
and built. The tooling fixture is a flat, wooden block with provisions for two
locators at the root end. During assembly, the plies will be secured by a
3/8-inch titanium bar, which wili be attached to 2 correspondingly sized holes
L|located I/4-inch from the root end in a machined area of the airfoil. One hole
is located along the blade stacking axis, and the other is located 2 inches
from the stacking axis along the root end. Initially, the holes were _
positioned 3 inches apart; however, when the final design of the ply was
established, the holes were placed closer together to maximize the number of
double-pinned plies. In addition, a single pin is located at the blade tip r-_
along the stacking axis to help in aligning the full length piles. _.
The root/cover skin-welded assembly is aligned with the airfoil ply assembly _-_
by 2 holes drilled approximately 1 inch into the covered skin sheet and root _
block. These holes also serve as gas exits between the cover skin and root _|
blocks after seam welding. -_-
Camber Toolin 8. The initial blade lay-up will be uncambered and Untwisted.
Initially, tooling was designed to subsequently camber and twist the hot
isostatically pressed blade in one operation; however, TRW has decided to _ ""
perform the camber and twist in separate operations because of the inherently _:|
lower risk. Camber tooling was designed during this reporting period and an
order placed wi:h a tooling vendor. Untwisted versions of airfoil :
cross-sections were drawn onTRW's computer. These were used by the vendor to _ "_i_
produce wooden models, which in turn were used to produce electrical discharge
machining electrodes. The camber tooling was completed and delivered to TRW in _
early September. _ _
hJ
The concept of the tool design is relatively simple (see Figure 46). The tip _
of the blade is held by a fixture. A pin I-I/2 inches in diameter extends _
beyond the tip and is located along the stacking axis of the blade. The _ :_
alignment at the blade root is maintained by the sides ,)f the root block. The _
blade is placed hot (1600-1700 F) in the die and "squeezed," cambering in the i_
root and airfoil. The excess material in the root is machined after cambering, rl "'
The camber dies are operated at about 400-600 F, and the cambering is Ll
performed in a 1500-ton hydraulic press.
Twist Toolin s. TRW completed the design of the twist dies, and these dies _ " '
were fabrica{ed by a vendor, TRW will use support .tooling previously used in a g_J
successful Pratt & Whitney Aircraft blade fabrication program. The risk in the
current program is considerably lower because of the demonstrated success of _ "
this support tooling.
[1
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The blade is twisted by a two-step approach using a die for each airfoil 'i
section: root, center, and tip. First, the airfoil is clamped with the dies at ::
the center of the blade. Second, the dies at the tip are clamped together. The .
clamping action at the tip allows some twist to be put into the blade. The J l "'
remaining twist in the center-to-tip section is accomplished by rotating a LJ " i
large bull gear to which the center dies are mounted. This process is repeated
for the root-to-blade center section. During twisting, orly the center set of U-l :
dies and either the root or tip dies are used at one time.'The twisting is [_
performed at temperatures between 1600 and 1750 F.
Isothermal Forge Tooling. Fabrication of the IN-IO0 isothermal forging dies R '
was completed. The airfoil electrode_ used to electro-discharge machine the _-J
airfoil were inspected and found to be acceptable. These electrodes were then
released to the tooling vendor for electro-discharge ,chining of the airfoil [7 _
surface. The airfoil surface for both the die and punch were electro-discharge L_ : :,
machined and the IN-IOO castings were returned to TRW for inspection. : _
Following inspection, the dies were released to the tooling vendor. This r-_ _:_
Hvendor has also mauhiued root and root gutter electrodes from wooden models _ ,
supplled by TRW. '_'
Die Nest, Heatin s Elements, and Insulation. The die nest for holding the H "__:_'_IN-IO0 isothermal forging dies has been built, received by TRW, and inspected
(in particular, the cooling plates have been tested for water leaks).
A partial shipment of the heating elements and the IN-IO0 die set insulation _ _:
was received. The remaining material is anticipated to arrive during early _
October 1980. _a
Blade Fabrication. The fabrication of five blades was started during this
reporting period. Table 43 describes the configuration and status of each _,_
blade. _ &_:_;'=
TABLE 43 ":_.
'.dr -
TRW BLADE STATUS _ .... :
Blade Number Plys Core..__._s Roo_.._.tt Status _ ""
1 Hand cut None Blocks HIP'ed, leaked _. :
2 Hand cut Partial Blocks HIP'ed, leaked, re- _ _,+',_proc ssing
3 NC machined Full None HIP'ed (no results)
4 NC machined Full Blocks Being A_sembled B5 NC machined Full Blocks Being Assembled i_
J _
; o
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E Blades I and 2 (see Table 43) were assembled and hot isostatically pressed in
I
August. Blade 1 did not have cores, and was therefore assembled using
expedient hand-cut titanium plies. Blade 2 was similar to blade I except it
-3
E had small cores, based on the diamond specimen core geometry. Both of these ._blades developed leaks during the hot isostatic press cycle and did not bond. "
Leaks were found in small cracks in the heat affected weld zone in the root
region of both blades.
Blade 2 was subsequently repaired using an improved weld configuration in the
root region. Although not expected to result in good quality bonding, this
reprocessing should produce a suitable for tooling verification trials.
part
Blade 3 is the first of the blades to be assembled with numerical control :_
machined cores and plies. This blade was fabricated without root blocks in _ :_order to simplify first article ssembly. It will be pr cessed through the
camber, twist, and forge process to evaluate the hollow section."
Blades 4 and 5, except for the addition of root blocks, have the same _;
characteristics as blade 3 and incorporate the improved root area weld '_:-_
conflguration. These blades are being assembled and will be shipped to the hot
isostatic press vendor in early November 1980.
Evaluation of TRW Hollow Diamond-Shaped Specimens
Random destructive sampling of TRW hollow diamond-shaped sample 25T was _
conducted. Each bond plane examined was characterized by chain micro-void _
_
porosity as shown in Figure 47. Individual voids typically ranged from _
O.O01_inch to O.O02-inch in diameter. These voids in the etched _/
were inspected
condition on a scanning electron microscope at high magnification (they were
too small to be inspected in the un-etched condition). The results of this i i_
E examinatlon indicated that these voids are spherical depressions different i_fro classic surf ce etc pitting. !. ,
E Ft, rther evidence of the nature and extent of these voids was gained by _examining the fracture surface of tensile specimens which failed along bond
planes. Tensile specimens were machined from the root simulation areas of
specimen 25T; The specimens were machined transverse to the bond planes.
I Tensile data are shown in Table 44. All but one of the specimens failedthrough the bond plane in a brittle manner. Visual inspection of failed
specimen fracture surfaces indicated varying degrees of discoloration on the
I surfaces apparently indicative of bond contamination (see Figure 48). Scanningelectron microscope Kevex analysis di n t iden ify any chemical differences
in the normal versus discolored areas. The nil or low ductility values may i
i have been attributable t this apparent bond contamination. The brittle bondfailures enabled the suspect microvoid conditions to be evaluated on a
cross-section plane. Scanning electron microscope analysis of these bond
planes indicated apparent microvoids (see Figures 49 and 50).| ,
|
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Fisure 47 Chain Hicro-voids Alon8 Bond Line at 500x Hasniffication ..-
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: Fisure _8 Fracture 8urgace og Brittle Bond Plane Tensile Specimen Failure
- The dark discoloration area |u88este bond contamination. _ ,i.I,
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Figure 49 Scanning £1ecgron Hicroscope Hicrograph of Bond Plane Tensile i_-
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Fifure 50 Stereo Pair Micrograph (500x) of an Apparent Void on Bond Plane _ :_'Tensile Failure Fracture Surface
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. _|The cause of the microvoid condition was not determined Gas contamination _ .
(shop or process atmosphere) caused by inadequate cleansing, vacuum degassing, I ':
material laminates were examined with a scanning electron microscope to ,_
determine surface conditions and gain further insight into the apparent causes
of the microvoid condition. A micro-pocking condition was observed (see Figure )
I 51) with disparities in size range generally similar to bond microvoids. Thiscondition was considered to be unusual for sheet metal. The effect of this
surface condition on future processing is not yet determined, i'_.
To improve specimen quality, TRN took steps to improve the specimen ]'-_
fabrication process. These improvements included hot ieostatic press package k_
i vacuum degassing techniques and hot isostatic press can weldment sealing _]_techniques. TRW then produced a sample incorporating these techniques, andPratt & Whitney Aircraft evaluated the sample. Eleven destructive
microsections were made in various locations around the perifery of the blade
and root section. Evaluation of these mic_osections indicated that the bond
planes were again characterized by chain microvoids, which were substantially
smaller (0.0002 inch) than in the previous sample (see Figure 52). Several
I isolated occurrences of beta flec (0.010 Co 0.170 inch) were also identified _"(see Figure 53). The beta flecs were proximate to a bond plane and were mostly _._-}_
centered on the bond line (see Figure 54). This suggests that the problem was
caused by the process rather than by the material itself. !.
TABLE 44
I TENSILE DATA I','
Specimen Temp. O.02Z YS* 0.2Z yEW Ultimate Elong. Area Area Load I-_-!:_
Strength "--'-"- tion (Z) "---
(p.i) ,
I 1 70 112,190 121,950 123,580 0.9 04 0.00615 760 i_ "
2 70 119,770 125,400 135,850 14.1 43.4 0.00622 845
i 3 70 120,320 125,200 126.830 0.6 0 0.00615 7804*w 70 105,340 - 106,920 0 0 0.00636 680
5 70 120,830 124,010 131,950 3.4 5.5 0.00629 830
6 70 120,890 125,820 134,050 6.7 8.8 0.00608 815|
wys = Yield Strength
I ** Specimen 4 fractured at 0.02 percent yield 8trenzth
SxtensomeCer located on 8rips
Elongation measure change in overall length over parallel section
103
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Figure 51 Scanning Electron Microscope Micrograph (2000x) 0.O10-inch Sheet _ _
Laminate _,
...................................................................... _ ;_.__
_ilure 52 Chain Micro-voids Alone Bond Line at lO00x _tInific,cion - This
indicates a smaller void diameter compared vith blade samples
processed earlier in _he prolras.
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Figure 5_ Beta Fleck (200×) Centered on _nd _ine - Note delineation of _._=
bond line by chain micro-voids. _;|
3.2.4 Low-Pressure Compressor _
3.2.4.1 Overall Objective ;i'
Design a four-staKe low-pressure compressor with • design pressuce r-_ _
ratio of 1.77 and an adiabatic efficiency of 89.7 percent. The _
corresponding expected efficiency for the low spool component of the ---
experimental integrated core is 87.4 percent. Additional desig..goals _;
t_ __'_are an inlet flow of l&2.1 lb/sec, a surge margin of 20 percent, and a !::_
life of 20,000 missions and 30,000 hours. _ °'_
3.2.4.2 Scope of Total Work Planned _-_ _
The program consists of (1) • preliminary analysis and design phase I_'
thaC determines _he feasibility of the lov-pressure compressor design, _
and (2) a detailed analysis and design phase that completes the _ i_/
compressor design for use in the integrated core/low 8pool (Tas_ _). L_
There is no component rig program or supporting technology program. The
design data and the verification of advanced conceptr are obtained
principally from rela_ed Pratt &Whitney Aircraft programs such as an
in-house 8upercrlticsl cascade program, the NAVAIRSupercri_ical
Cascade Tes_ (Contract), and the NASA Front Stage Program (Contract No. r_ _iNAS3-20899), Hardware for the low spool phese of the low-pressure {.]
compressor integrated core/lo_ spool phase is fabricated in Task &. As L._ _
shown in _igure 55, Che preliminary design effor_ scares aC the _i
1984024319-124
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I beginning of the contract in support of Task 1. The results areprese_it_d in a preliminary design review in February 1979. Thelow-pressure compressor detailed analysis and d_sign begins in October
1979.
i Following the acceptance by NASA of the low-pressure compressor ' "
detailed design, the low-pressure co=pressor component is fabricated !
I and tested in the Task 4 integrated core/low spool program. The work iplan schedule for the low-presssure compressor component effort is
shows in Figure 56 and indicates that the preliminary design has been
completed and the detailed design i_itiated. Critical milestones areI
_ noted.
Detailed design_activitywas initiated earlier than originally planned
i _ = in order to provide=enough design-definition _n order to permit early I= -_
al !
procurement of hardware requiring long lead time and to meet the ) _
schedule requirements associated with a pending accelel:ation of the _o
_l integrated core/low spool test program, i"-_'_
m
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Figure 55 Low-Pressure Compressor Program Logic Diagram
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3.2.4.3 Technical Pro6ress _ .:
3.2.4.3.1 Summary of Work Complete d
The compressor is c6_posed of 4 stages, 820 airfoils, and features anaverage blade aspect ratio f 2.3 and an aver ge gap-chord ratio of _ /
0.9. Yt_ hub/tip ratio at the inlet and exit are 0.84 and 0.83, o0
-- [_ respectively. The component design that envolved from the preliminary _
design activity is illustrated in Figure 57. J_
The electron beam welded titanium drum rotor assembly is connected to _:_:
• _ the low rotor shaft through a single hub bolted to a common fan hub i_
low-pressure compressor hub joint forward of the number 1 bearing. The _
rotor features canted titanium blades with axiaI attachments and rotor _
[7 rim seals for reduced inner cavity volumes. _;,
IA
The compressor stator assembly supporting cases and inlet splitter are
fabricated from aluminum for reduced weight. The 10w-pressure ;_
feature circumferential, trenched, abradable rub _*
compressor cases
strips over the blade tips to provide the blade tip clearance needed to *::
prevent rubbing under transient engine conditions, while reducing the ,_"
efficiency penalty associated with tip clearance. The inner stator _ishrouds also feature abr dablerub strips to provide the equired :
clearance control under the rotor knife edge seals. Rub strip material _'_
in both inner and outer diameter locations is silicon rubber. _,
Low power surge protection and reverse thrust stability are provided by _
a fifth stage annular bleed. Circumferential holes aft of the fifth ._
stator provide required airflow to a fully modulated annular bleedring, which translates forward via a linkage system to allow bleed air _
to exit from the compressor and dump into the fan duct forward of the *_"
U fan exit vanes. The bleed system is sized to provide a m_ximum of 15 *percent of flow extraction fro the core flowpath. "_i
The low-pressure compressor design incorporates several aerodynamic ' "
features to maximize efficiency. The largest efficiency benefit resultsfrom the low axial velocity ratio employed in the flay pattern _:_,_
selection. As a result, it has a somewhat higher aerodynamic tip speed _,
and lower specific weigh t flow than the JT9D-7A reference enginelow-pressu e compressor. An additional efficiency improvement is gained
through the incorporation of tip trenches over the rotor tips. At
typical clearance levels, the trenched rotor has a smaller efficiencyloss caused by tip cl arance effects, i
Controlled diffusion airfoils were se!ectea for use throeghout the
low-pressure compressor.-Back-to-b_;b testing of controlled diffusion
airfoils and the more conventional multxple circular arc airfoils has
shown that the controlled diffusion airfoil offers an improvement in
critical Hath number and an increase in incidence range. Noreover, b
109 *
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analytical predictions indicate that boundary layer separation
characteristics were improved in the controlled diffusion airfoils when _ ;-
compared to the 400 series airfoils. Current performance parameters at i_
: significant engine operating conditions are listed in Table 45.
ql-
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Fisure 57 Low-Pressure Compressor Component r_ !
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TABLE 45 __
I CURRENT LOW-P_SSU_ COMPRESSORPERFORMANCEPARAMETERS •
I!
i Engine
Operatin s Condition
ADP Max. Cruise Max. Climb Takeoff :_
Efficiency (Percent)
I Adiabatic 89.9 90.3 89.5 92°0 iPolytropic 90.6 91.0 90.3 92.4 '
Inlet Corrected Airflow _ _
I (Ib/sec) 125.5 123.5 128.5 112.5 " "_
mN
Inlet Specific Airflow t_. -
i (Ib/sec/ft2) 35.6 35.0 36.4 31.9 _;
Inlet Corrected Tip Speed I _:
K (/rise:) 797 786 817 723 ,,_Exit Temperature (F) 151 146 190 - 246
3.2.4.3.2 Current Technical Progress _
The aerodynamic and mechanical design of the low-pressure compressor
component was continued during this reporting period. Aerodynamic 1-,__,
design of the blades and stators is nearly complete, and final !_,,
i structural analysis of these airfoils is approximately 75 percent _complete. Only minor structural/aerodynamic modifications are expected :
before this work is completed. The final flowpath and configuration i:::"
i have b_en selected. The mechanical design of individual parts is now in i:
. _ progress, i _
I Aerodynamic Vesi6n ii!_-
The final aerodynamic design of the low-pressure compressor was !
initiated, using the aerodynamic guidelines presented in the Fourth I
Semiannual Status Report. The axial gapping between the blade and vane i:
rows, established during the preliminary analysis and design phase, was !
found to be inadequate. Therefore, the low-pressure compressor flowpath -_
was redrawn with the correct gapping. This revised gapping, however, i
resulted in a 2-inch increase in the length of the lo_pressure I_
i
compressor. To correct this problem, the rear stage blade roots were
moved closer to the intermediate case (the required spacing between the .t
111 L.
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_ fifth stage rotor and the case was maintained). This reduced the ,-'i
: overall length increase to I inch, and also reduced the cant angle in N • i
_ the fifth stage rotor from 26 degrees to 17 degrees. Aerodynamic design LJ ,
; work then proceeded using this revised flowpath and the previously -"
established airfoil designs. _ /
: Aerodynamic Ioadings were balanced at a performance point with 10
percent surge margin above the 63 percent maximum cruise operating
point. The low-pressure compressor aerodynamic design point parameters !l -::_
are presented in Table 46. i.J _:_
' TABLE 46
. - ION-PRESSURE CONPRESSOR AERODYNAMICDESIGN POINT SUNNARY _ f_-) __.
Stage _
FAN ID "
ATo/e T2 OR 80.7 27.2 30.2 31.2 26.2 "*_
AProtor/APstage 0.670 0.544 0.563 0.580 0.675 r-_ _/
Reactions
Loading "Dr" Rotor 0. 325 0.368 0.408 0.413 -
"Dr" Stator 0.354 0.319 0.373 0.416 0.430 _*.
D L
Aspect Ratio Rotor 2.29 2.42 2.29 i_"
Span/broot Stator 1.51 2.19 2.29 2.46 2.51 :?_:
.
g Blockage Rotor Out/Stator In 4.0 1.9 .7 1.5 2.8
Stator Out/Rotor In 4.0 2.5 2.4 4.3 6.1 [l "Velocity Rotor In 622 591 556 533 ,..2. -
Cmave/Vr'0" T2 Rotor Out 568 543 518 484 _
ft/sec $tator In 633 578 556 526 487 r]
Scator Out 618 579 548 529 494 _ "
Swirl Rotor In 290 236 186 118 r_
Cuave/_'T2 Rotor Out 498 472 446 359 U
ft/sec $tator In 624 498 476 453 368 "
Stator Out 291 235 184 116 5 [l
[J
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The use of controlled diffusion airfoils was maintained throughout the __
low-pressure compressor because they have more range and exhibit lower .!loss than conventional series airfoils. The controlled diffusion " J
airfoil_ were designed at the aerodynamic design point and their -:
perfo_ance was evaluated at the following additional points:
D (1) operating line: 63 percent of maximum cruise. :_
U (2) 10 percent surge margin at constant speed above the 63 percent ._maximum cruise point. .... ;N-_
(3) 15 percent surge margin at constant speed above the _
aerodynamic design point. ' _%
(4) operating line maximum corrected flow. _ _L_
The controlled diffusion airfoils were designed to maintain low losses
U at all flight conditions. This approach, however, was proven impossible _.for some sections of some airfoils. All the airfoils were designed to ;:
have sufficient area margin ag the maximum flow condition and to be in r'
the low loss range for the operating line condition. Some increase in _
E loss was allowed for the near surge conditions. A comparison design i_using series airfoils showed that some of the airfoil sections had
insufficient low loss range to meet operating line conditions,
E indicating the gain achievable with controlled diffusion airfoils. A _final design geometry summ ry of the airf i s used in the low-pressure ,_C
compressor is presented in T_bles 47 and 48. Final structural analysis _.
of these airfoils is underway. Completion of this analysis is expected _t_
E by mid-October 1980.
TABLE 47 i
E FINAL BLADE GEO_TRY S_HARY '
I Sta e__2 Stage 3 Stage 4 Stage 5 i?
AF Series CDA* CDA CDA CDA
I No. Fo_.ls 82 88 90 74 ,
Material AMS 4928 AMS 4928 AMS 4928 AMS 4928
m Root Radius (in.) 19.52 19.49 18.47 16.60
Mean Radius (in.) 21.46 21.20 20.13 18.42
113 " "
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TABLE 47 (Cont'd)
Sta_e 2 Sta_e 3 Sta_e 4 Sta_e 5
Tip Radius (in.) 23.26 22.93 21.80 20.12
Length (in.) 3.74 3.52 3.40 3.46
UHub/Tip Ratio 0.84 0.85 0.85 0.83 _
Root Chord (in.) 1.55 1.51 1.42 1.60 0 !_-
Mean Chord (in.) 1.65 1.51 1.42 1.59
Tip Chord (in.) 1.77 1.51 1.42 1.60 t_..:y_
Aspect Ratio 2.41 2.33 2.39 2.16
j'r_
t/broot O.085 0.083 O.085 0.068
t / bmean 0.056 01064 0.065 0.048 0 _,_[__-:,
t/btip 0.030 0.044 O.045 0.036 _ ,_
0 *root deg. 43.4 35.6 43.9 43.2
0 *mean deg. 18.4 20.3 22.2 18.0 i_;_**
li;
8 *tip deg. 27.9 25.8 28.7 26.2 _ _*"-,_
_ch root deg. 69.02 65.45 65.44 61.60 _ if[?_(xch mean 58 7 5 68 53 90 52 15 . .
I._
(xch tip deg. 47.50 43.61 42.40 44.86 D i
Solidity (root) I.I0 1.09 1.10 1.18 !": "
Solidity (mean) 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.03 _*%'
Solidity (tip) 0.92 0.92 0.93 0.94
n
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TABLE 48
FINAL VANE GEOMETRY SUMMARY
Stator _
1 2 3 4 5"
AF Series CDA CDA CDA CDA
No. Foils 76 102 110 108 90
Material (Steel) AMS 4135 AMS 4135 AMS 4135 _ AMS 4135
: Root Radius 19.21 19.59 19.12 17.67 15.43
Mean Radius 21.32 21.41 20.76 19.35 17.32
Tip Radius 23.18 23.17 22.44 21.03 19.03
Length 3.97 3.60 3.40 3.45
HUB/TIP 0.83 0.85 0.85 0.84 0.81
Root Chord, I.D. 1.65 1.48 1.43
Mean Chord 1.65 1.48 1.43
Tip Chord, O.D. 1.65 1.48 1.42
Aspect Ratio 2.18 2.30 2.41
t/broot, 1.D. 0.050 0.070 0.070 0.070 .079
t/bmean 0.061 0.070 0.070 0.070 .077
t/btlp, O.D. 0.070 0.070 0.070 0.070 .073
0 root 39.4 40.8 34.5 47.4 58.6
0 mean 22.7 22.9 27.0 36.3 42.9
8 tip 22.4 36.2 39.5 50.3 56.3
a ch root, I.D. 56.24 58.22 63.92
a ch mean 62.46 64.43 66.90
a ch tip, O.D. 55.75 61.55 60.53
Solidity (root) 1.659 1.363 1.360 1.386 1.426
Solidlty (mean) 1.493 1.248 1.252 1.266 1.278
Solidity (tip) 1.341 1.156 1.160 1.171 1.168
A pressure and temperature analysis of the compressor was completed.
The data are _eing used in the design of each part in the component,
The analysis results are shown in Figure 58.
Mechanical Design
Rotor. The mechanical design of the low-pressure compressor rotor was
_n_n_'_ated during this reporting period. NASA approval was received for
using a bolted rotor configuration in place of the drum rotor for the
inCegtatbd core/low spool. The bolted rotor offers cost benefits in
both analysis and fabrication areas. The rotor design also includes the
use of existing design rotor fastenings.
Ststor and Case Assemblies. Mechanical design og the stator and case
assemblies wee initiated with the intent of producing a low cost
design. The design concept o£ the flight propulsion system has been
115
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retained. This design, however, will not be optimized to achieve the !
lightest possible weight for the integrated core/low spool. Thi3 will i:
EE reduce design effort and machining requirements. The current design of
the low-pressure compressor component is presented in Figure 59. ::
Number 1 and 2 Bearing Compartment. The design of the number 1 and 2 i
bearing compartment was completed during this reporing period (see _t
, Figure 60). To reduce cost, this design incorporates as much existing !i_
m hardware as possible. This hardware includes: (1) number 1 and 2
bearings, (2) bearing housing, (3) bearing support, (4) carbon seal, i
and (5) fastenings.
The number 1 and 2 bearing compartment houses a ball bearing in the '
number 1 position and a roller bearing in the number 2 position. Both
_ bearings meet all integrated core/low spool llfe requirements. The ii B number 1 bearing features a split inner race, and the number 2 bearing
is characterized by a do_ble-shouldered outer race. The flight
propulsi@n system requires larger diameter bearings in both positions. _-,
I The number 2 bearing does'not meet flight propulsion life i_
system
: requirements. _ description of the number 1 and 2 bearings is presented :_
: in Table 49. " _g
The number i bearing housing meets all integrated core/low spool
requirements for blade loss loads and oil drainage flow rates. The
r_"
_ front flange of this housing is larger than required for the flight : ,
il propulsion system, and, therefore, could b_ optimized for reduced
! weight.
TA3LE 49
BEARING DIAMETER| ,No. 1Bearin 8 No. 2 Bearing _
Type Unflanged Ball Split Unflanged Roller Double I _
I Inner Race Shouldered Outer Race
Size 210 x 350 x 55.9 mm 130 x 180 x 21.9 mm| J,Material :_
Rolling Element PWA 793 PWA 723
I Rings PWk 793 PWA 723Cage AMS 4616 AMS 6414
No. o£ Rolling Elements 20 26
I Rolling Element Size (in.) 1.5625 dia. 0.55i2 dla. 0.5512
x long
Internal Radial Clearance (in.) 0.0133-.0145 0.0036-0.0052
DN Value, max 0,819 x 106 0,507 x 106
I Cooling Scheme Axial Scoop JetUnder Race i-
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FAN/LPC r "_
STUBSHAFT
'? DEOI LER _
i;
_/1 BEARING
• #'1 BEARING
OIL SUPPLYL_NE !':_!"
E BEARING ....SUPPORT _ _
t
,i,...60 I.o,2 i::
[
The number 1 and 2 bearing support is designed to m¢',:t blade loss load _'
E and spring rate requirements. An existing bol_ was incorporated at theintermediate case mount flange, which was sized for the fan blade lobe
t'¢requirement. Calculated stresses for the blade loss ccldition are shown *+;
E in.igur. 61. i?_The oil system for the number 1 bearing delivers oil to the number 1 _' :
H bearing and seal at a rate of 18 lb/min. The oil is routed by way of an _:%axial Scoop attached to the bearing nut, end reachet the bearing I_"_'_:through Blots and grooves in the stubaheft, nuts, and spacers. The oil ,
drains to the intermediate CaR bottom strut through holes in the
I bearing housing and bearing support.
The radial vane de-oiler, mounted on the atubshaft, removes the oil
I vapor fro= the engine breather air at a flow rate of 0.118 percent Wee.This de-oiler consists of radial vanes braaed into machined grooveB _nAM$ 5062 Bteel BideplateB.
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H
INTERMEDI ATE CASE_ •
_.__ ,_ - FLANGE :_ "_ '"
,= I / ";:
DESIGN / - _ J I _ _ I_,,_ ,_..
LI.BOLT&NUT _ L
BLADELOSSSTRESSES
I(,/LS FPS t:, ""*
- LOCATION LOAD,q LOADS r'l ",,,-:;
A*A 60,8K 72.7K ; *":
B'B R2.8K 75,1K '_:_" "
C-C 114.1K 136.5K * ,,
D-D 108,5K 129.8K ]r'] (
E-E 40.1K 40.1K
I! ;
Fisure 61 Number 1 and 2 Bearing Support Flange i:
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3.2.3 Hi,h-Pressure Compressor
3.2.5.1 Overall Objective
Deszgn a ten-sLage, high-pressure compressor that produces a pressure ratio of
IA, and has an adiabatic efficiency of 88.2 percent and an average blade
aspect ratio of 1.3. The corresponding expected efficiency for theexperimental i;_tegrated core/low spool component is 86.4 percent. _ditional
design goals are an inlet corrected flow of 77.5 Ib/sec, a surge _rgin of 20
percent, and life of 20,000 missions and 3O,OU0 hours.
3.2.5.2 Scope of Total Work Planned
The program consists of (I) a high-pressure compressor preliminary analysis _+and desi n phase, which dete_ines the feasibility of the comp essor de ign; i+_
(2) a detailed analysis and design phase, which provides the hardware design ;+_
for the high-pressure compressor rig program, core test, and integratedcore/low spool Program; (3) a high-pressure compressor hardware fabrication +
program, which supplies non-rotating and rotating component hardware to the t-
high-pressure compressor rig program; and (4) a high-pressure compressor :
rig to verify and optimize the design. The design i+
component
effort does notPr°gramrequirea separate supporting technologyC°mpresS°rphaseto provide _++
design data and verification for adverted concepts. This info_ation will be :_
obtained principally from other Pratt & Whitney Aircraft programs+such as an _in-house supercritical cascade program and a NAVAIR supercritical cascade test +:
(Contract). _ii 'The preliminary design activity provides layout drawings and substantiating i l
data, which are presented to NASA for _pproval at a preliminary design review +.
E in September 1978. The results of the detailed desi_ activity are presented |_"for NASA approval at a detailed design review in February 1980.
L
Figure 62 shows the relationship between the elements of this task and i _
E contract Tasks 1, 3, and 4. The program shown in the figure begins with thepreliminary design activity w ich provides desig input to the high-pressure
compressor component rig program and to Task I as well as to the detailed
i design activity that immediately follows. Component and rig hardware is ++fabricated simultaneously. All component hardware is transferred to the rig i
program in October 1980 for assembly in the test rig. Upon analysis of the _
first test data, the high-pressure compressor airfoil designs are updated, as _ +
i required, to optimize the compressor design. The resultant updated airfoilrequirements are trans_rred to Task 3 for hardware fabrication and to Task I !
for flight propulsion system update, the second rig test incorporates the ,
I reworked air_oils and its results are used to evaluate the perfo_ance of the iopti.,ized compressor design. The crxtical milestones for the high-pressure
compressor effort are shown in the work plan schedule in Figure 63. This
i figure also indicates that the preliminary design of the component has beencompleted and that detailed design of both the component and rig were well
along at the beginning of this reporting period. Component and rig fabrication i
efforts prior to this reporting period consisted primarily of early raw
I material procurement. t
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3.2.5.3 Technical Progress . .! !
3.2.5.3.1 Summary of Work Previously Completed
I-7 /
All detailed analysis and design work for the high-pressure compressor LI "I
component and rig was completed during the previous reporting period, and a
i design review was held at NASA-LERC in February 1980. A detailed discvssion of
.--'1
! the results of this effort is presented in the Fourth Semiannual Status _ _
Report. A bried summary of these results is presented in the following _J
paragraphs.
T--]
The Energy Efficient Engine high-pressure compressor component and its _J .
companion rig design are illustrated in Figures 64 and 65, respectively. The _:;_
compressor has ten stages. The first four stages have variable geometry _ '_
stators. The front case is split case configuration to accommodate the U
variable geometry stators. The rear is a single piece. Active clearance -_'
control is incorporated in the rear stages. :o_
This high-pressure compressor design also features a drum rotor construction, _:_"• _.
extensive use of titanium in the static structure, and significantly fewer
airfoils. These technology concepts combine to make the compressor assembly _
lighter, less costly, and easier to maintain. L!
The drum rotor construction features an electron beam welded titanium front _ ._
end bolted to the NERL 76 (PNA 1099) powdered metal compaction, nickel alloy, _ ._
rear section. Axial blade attachments are used in the first three stages, and _
tangential attachments are used in the fourth through tenth stages. The _ _compressor also employs integral knife edge seals and reduced volume inner
cavities for reduced cavity losses. The variable geometry stators employed in
the first four stages represent current state-of-the-art design. '_-
The single piece rear case does not have the axial split usually associated _-:_
with a drum rotor design and therefore results in a lighter, less costly case, i',_
These combined features make the case less susceptible to ovalization and more _ i"
capable of providing improved control of blade tip clearances, i_
The rear stator and shroud configuration incorporates pairs of vanes brazed i
into 90-degree shroud assemblies, riveted together in groups of three. These _ [_
90-degree groups attach to the case by special hook attachments, located at a-_
the ends of each group. The groups are attached to the case at locations I:
s_lected to provide optimum blade tip clearance. This construction also _'] 1:minimizes steps in the flowpath and allows the most effective use of active U
clearance control.
The high-pressure compressor rig consists of the following items:
(1) Inlet section that simulates the low-pressure compressor flowpath,
with inlet _istortion generation capability ,
(2) High-pressure compressor rotor assembly,
[l
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(3) Component front vane case with associated vane adjustment hardware,
E (4) Unique rig rear compressor case with remotely variable stators in all
stages,
(5) Simulated diffuser and burner section,
(6) Close-coupled throttling valve, and
(7) Rig drive system that adapts to the component rotor. -.;
Both internal and external active clearance control systems were evaluated. ;.
The selected external active clearance control system eliminates the complex _ ,_
design problems of the internal system. A most important feature of the '--_
external system is that it provides a method for which the optimum blade tip [_,
clearance might be achieved by case rotor thermal matching z_
i:
E The aerodynamic design of the high-pressure compressor was updated subsequentto the preliminary design review. Aerodynamic revisions included (I) a _ i-.
reduction in inlet hub/tip ratio, (2) reaction changes, (3) endwall camber !_:
modifications, (4) gap/chord revisions, and (5) use of controlled diffusion :
airfoils in all stages with the exception of the first two rotating blade ;_.
rows. These two blade rows have supersonic and high transonic tip Math numbers
and are bladed with multiple circular arc airfoils. Multiple circular arc _
E design parameters have been optimized in this Mach number range, based on NASAand Pratt & Whitney Aircraft experimental te t results. _--I.
Table 50 compares the updated design with the previous configuration _ _
established at the preliminary design review. The changes to the design
parameters sheen in Table 50 were presented to NASA at an interim design
review in early October 1979. The updated design incorporates the effects of [i_
I engine downsizing. Current performance parameters at significant engine i,71.'operation conditions are presented in Table 51.
I The mechanical design of the compressor was also updated as the detaileddesign effort progressed. Table 52 compares the present compressor design
status to the goals at the aerodynamic design point. " _
I r:
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TABLE 50 'i
ENERGY EFFICIENT ENGINE _
HIGH-PRESSURE COMPRESSOR DESIGN COMPARISON SUMMARY i_ "
AERODYNAMIC DESIGN POINT _[
"
PRELIMINARY UPDATED :,
DESIGN PARAMETERS DESIGN DESIGN
Number of Stages 10 10 n i =:'
Pressure Ratio 14 14 _ _
Adiabatic Efficiency Percent 88.2 88.2 ;_W
Surge Margin, PercenL 25 20 ::_
Corrected Flow, lb/sec 88.1 77.5 0 -_
Corrected Speed, rpm 11,384 12,136 _
Inlet Corrected Tip speed, ft/sec 1323 1245 t_Inlet Specific Flow, Ib/sec/ft 2 38 38 _] _
Inlet Hub/Tip Ratio 0.63 0.56 _J _:
Exit Hub/Tip Ratio 0.922 0.924
Exit Mach Number (without blockage) 0.28 0.287 "_ !ii_Average Aspect Ratio 1.56 1.52 i
Average Gap Chord Ratio 0.93 0.89
Axial Veloclty/Wheel Speed Ratio 0.55 0.56 _
Number of Variable Stator Rows 4 4 _ _of Airfoils 1320 1265 -- _Number
(without inlet guide vanes)
TABLE 51 D _CURRENT HIGH-PRESSURE COMPRESSOR _'._
PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS
I"I
Engine Operating Condition U
i
Aero. Maximum Maximum
Des. Point Cru:se Cruise Takeoff _ _-
Pressure Ratio 14.00 13.90 14.00 13.25 L: m
Efficiency (percent)
(Adiabatic) 88.3 88.4 88.3 89.3
(Polytropic) 91.7 91.8 91.7 92.3
n I
Inlet Corrected Airflow U
(lb/sec) 77.65 77.25 77.50 75.10
Inlet Specific Airflow U
! (lb/sec/ft 2) 38.0 37.8 37.9 36.8
I]
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TABLE 51 (Cont'd)
i
i
'I
Engine Operatin_ Condition _
Aero. Maximum Maximum .I
Des. Point Cruise Jruise Takeoff !
Inlet Corrected Tip Speed _[(ft/sec) 1245 1245 1245 1230 I
,_ Rotor Speed (rpm) 13180 13095 13580 13970 ;
Exit Temperature (F) 898 882 977 1055
>
• _ _
TABLE 52 ::
? PRESENT COMPRESSOR DESIGN STATUS COMPARED TO GOALS _:?_
•
Parameter Goal Statu__s ;
, Pressure Ratio 14.0 14.0
r_ Flight Propulsion System Adiabatic :;
Efficiency (percent) 88.2 88.3 _,
Integrated Core/Low Spool Adiabatic i_
' E Efficiency (percent) 86.4 86.5 i_Average Blade Aspect Ratio 1.50 1.55
Inlet Corrected Flow (lb/sec) 77.5 77.5 ;
Surge Margin (percent) 20 20
Drum Low Cycle Fatigue Life _
Missions 20,000 4000* _I
Hours 30,000 6000* _.
' L * The lives shown represent the predictions for the expermental
hardware, given the present state of materials development. These !
are acceptable for component rig and integrated core/low spool
E Goal lives still be achieved with advancestesting.
can expected
in materials technology.
I The design of the compressor intermediate case was included in the
high-pressure compressor preliminary analysis and design effort and was
continued into the detailed analysis and design phase. The intermediate caseperforms many functions in support of other engine parts and co ponents, and
| '|
m _
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has a very important effect on overall engine cost, weight, and performance. _ [
The nine most important functions of the case are listed below.
I. Supports the fan case _'
2. Provide a portion of the fan flowpath and provisions for clamping of
nacelle "D" ducts
3. Carries the nacelle loads (load sharing assumed) H
4. Contains the fan exit vanes
5. Supports the low-pressure compressor static structure and bleed
actuating mechanism6. Forms the low- to high-pressure compressor flowpath
7. Supports the fan and high-pressure compressor rotors _..
8. Provides front mount locations _ " .....
9. Supports accessory drive shafts and gears tJ
The initial titanium intermediate case design incorporated eleven structural -'_.,
struts. However, structural analysis of the sixth and seventh stage high
pressure compressor redesigned airfoils revealed vibration probl2ms with the
eleven-strut intermediate case. Based on this analysis, lie fourth mode and ;i "
tip mooe resonances in the operating range would occur unless the rotor 6 f_]
airfoil was significantly modified. To avoid any major impact on the rotor 6
airfoil design, a ten-strut intermediate case was incorporated. _-] , ,_
These ten struts are the main structural elements and continue radially inward _:_
into the compressor section struts. The remaining nineteen vanes are _ _nonstructural, and are bolted between the fan duct walls. By providing a _:_'&J
continuous load path from the fan vanes into the inner case structure, the
usual connecting torque box is eliminated. The upper vane forms the leading I_
edge of the pylon, _d the remaining vanes are aerodynamically matched to the _] _'
resulting distribution. Figure 66 shows the intermediate case intregrated with LJ I_j_,_
[lrThe intermediate case has no stress problems. The only =tructural limitations "
on the case are those resulting from changes in the fan blade tip clearance
and the towershaft clearances. Preliminary analysis indicated that this design ii_"
met all stiffness requirements. " •
The ten main structural vanes in the case are of a continuous beam -
construction. These vanes will be manufactured by diffusion bonding followed
by superplastic forming to a finished shape. The parts will have smoother, _
more accurate aerodynamic shapes. Various standoffs and support collars will i
also be diffusion bonded in one operation, resulting in considerable savings !"!
in cost over conventional techniques. IJ
The high-pressure compressor teat rig (see Figure 65), designed to the planned 8msi
maximum rig test conditions, accurately simulates the speed, temperature, |i
stress level, and secondary flow requirement8 of the high-pressure compressor
component. [1
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A rotor-frame system analysis identifying critical speeds within the expec_.ed _I ",i
operating range ot the high-pressure compressor rig was completed. ,.
i [ ",
in the component design, the rear hub was shortened and the bolt circle pulled R ''I
l in radially. This change necessitated a redesign of the rig forward thrust _ _j!
i balance piston and the no. 4 bearing hub in order _o retain the existing ,_.:4__%
mock-turbine coupling shaft and the tooling _.oinstall this shaft. This change R /:_resulted iL,increased rotor length and static exit voh,me between the exit _._
guide vanes. The close-coupled throttle valve was increased over the original _':_
concept, but is still within the range required to properly simulate engine [L_[_i
surge/rotating stall boundary characteristics. _] _4
3.2.5.3.1 Current Technical Progress !....
The analysis and design of the high-pressure compressor component was _o
completed during the previous reporting period, but the detailing of the final k_.
hardware drawings was continued during the current reporting period. All _ _:_"
drawings required to provide component hardware in support of the _] _
iiigh-pressure compressor rig were completed. These drawings cover the titanium [_r
front drum rotor, nickel alloy rear drum rotor, all ten stages of blades, the 17 [--<_
front compressor case the inlet guide vane and the vanes for stages 6 through _ F _8, and the related vane actuation hardware. The drawings of the component _
hardware not featured in the rig still need to be completed. These include the _7"
mid-compressor case and the stators in stages 9 through 14. These drawings [_ _'_-.
should be completed late in the next reporting period in time for the _
fabrication of the integrated core/low spool. _
Case _ _-_-_: .,i._
Intermediate
All efforts on the compressor intermediate case were completed during this _
reporting period. Detailed drawings were prepa,ed for the -15 degree uncamber
structural strut, non-structural s_.ruts, accessory towershaft system, internal _
lubrication system areas, towershaft drive gears, and entire assembly. Design i_f-_
revisions that could result from detailed design efforts of the fan, _'_ :_;
low-pressure compressor, and integrated core/low spool will be co.ducted as i: 'i;'_
part of the work under the WBS elements corresponding to these ite,_s. _
Hi_h-Pressure Compressor Component Fabrication (in support of _he rig program) _/_
.... i__!
Fabrication of all component hardware to be used in the high-pres_ure _:_ _
compressor rig program was continued during this reportiag period. The current :_
status of the hardware is discussed in the following paragraphs, i_:i_!.
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Titanium Drum Rotor. The machining of all eight rotor to their pre-weld
disks
configurations was completed. The joining of the_e rotors by electron beam
welding is now in process. Two sub-assemblies have been formed to date: the
l 6th through 8th stage rotor sub-assembly (see Figure 67) and the 9th through13th stage rotor sub-assembly (see Figure 68). Joining of these two
sub-assemblies, along with the start of final machining of the outer surfaces,
l is scheduled for mid-October. The rotor will be prepared for blading andinstrumentation in early January 1981. Fabrication of the 12th stage bleed
tubes and the blade locks is also in progress.
_ Nickel (MERL 76) Rear Drum Rotor. Machining _f the rotor was continuedAlloyduring thi_ reporting period. All lathe work was completed except for final _-_=_
machining of the knife edge seals, which are machined last to preclude T_-X
possible handling damage. Flange hole dr_lting and instrumentation hole idrilling is now in process. Th rot r is shown i Figure 69. This rot r will _
be completed bladed and instrumented early in the next reporting period. Two [ _;
spare rawmaterial compactions were also prepared. _l'_,--
Hi_h-Pre_zure Compressor Blades. Two sets (plus sparcs) of blades were
fabricated during this reporting period, and passed first-article aerodynamic I_
I inspection. The first set is scheduled for mid-October delivery, and the I_
second set is scheduled to be delivered in January 1981. I\,'_-
__ Front Compressor Case. The fabrication of the front compressor case was i_continued. Activlties during this reporting period included split flange _
welding, final inside and outside machining, and vane trunnion hole drilling. '_"_
Figure 70 shows the case during the vane hole drilling sequence.instrumentation holes are now being drilled. The Completed case will be
transferred to the rig assembly effort in early November.
Vanes: Inlet Guide Vane Through Stator 8. Vendor fabrication of the inletguide vane and stators 6, 7, and 8 was initiated during this reporting period. |_
:irst-article inspection has been completed, and delivery is expected by _
. mid-October. _"
Vane Actuation Hardware and Minor Parts. Vane actuation levers and unison
rings, vane trunnion bushings, and all fastenings (nuts and bolts) for the
compressor assembly are now being These parts are expected to be
fabricated.
delivered for assembly in the rig by December 1980. _ _
I Hish-Pressure Compressor Ri6 Analysls and Design :_
Detailed drawings of all rig hardware were completed during this reporting
l period with the exception of the diffuser case drawing, which is approximately Ii95 percent complete. A full-rig assembly drawing, providing a complete parts rlisting and specific assembly requirements, is also nearing completion.|
| ,
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Fisure 67 Hish-Pressu=e Compressor Drum Rotor Assembly - View showin 8 6th,
7th, and 8th stage disks after electron beam welding.
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I Figure 68 High-Pressure Compressor Drum Roeor Assembly - View showing 9th
through 13_h s_ge disks after electron beam welding.
_ _ _
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Figure 69 High-Pressure Compressor 14Ch and 1_h Stage Disk
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_-(i "1i The planning and design work on the new tooling required to assemble the i i
component and rig was completed. Thirty-two new tools or adapters were :
designed, including balance adapters for the front and rear drums, lifting _-|
devices for the hubs and cases, various build fixtures, a hydraulic tool to ) ! I
install the vane bushings into the cases, bearing installing and torqueing _ -_
tools, a special torque wrench for the mid'compressor joint bolts, a rotor i
transport stand, and 2 vane/arm matching toolings. _I
: The design of the facility adapting hardware and the rig secondary air system
hardware was started during the reporting period and is approximately 60
_ percent complete. This hardware includes flow diagrams, piping arrangements, _
and electrical control devices for the systems controlling rig bleed air, oil _
flow, and cooling water flow. _ :
The ble d ir sys m will consist of individual v lves and orifice metering L_ _,
sections in each of the nine controlled air systems of the rig. Also, a new _L
• front mount is being designed as well as a bellmouCh-to-plenum closure adapter. _'
The rig front mount consists of two vertical struts and one horizontal strut.
The vertical struts attach to the horizontal centerline of the intermediate _ :_
case and to the facility floor through spherical bearings. The horizontal
strut attaches to the bottom centerline and the wall. The mount system _ _:
restrains horizontal and vertical loads in the front case. It permits fore and T_ _!
aft motion of the intermediate case caused by thermal growth, and accommodates L_ _
rotation about a vertical and horizontal axis perpendicular to the rig _
centerline. _::-
The results of a recently conducted facility installatlon study revealed that i-_ ,
the rig could be transported to the test stand almost completely assembled. _
The bellmouth is the only part that would have to be installed at the test _ :_stand. This approach offers more advantages over the previously considered
method in which the rig had to be disassembled back to the intermediate case _
before transport. An exisiting rig transport stand is now being modified for r'_ " :
in the program. This stand will be used in the final stage of assembly to _ t :use
support the instrumentation panels and to move the rig to the test facility. _
High-Pressure Compressor RiS Fabrication
t_
Rig hardware fabrication work was continued. All remaining rig hardware 't
details were ordered. Most of the effort is now being directed coward the rear y_
split variablevane case, which is pacing the assembly schedule. The case has _]
been completely welded, including split flanges and both bleed manifolds. The
external contours have been finished, and vane trunnion hole drilling is r!
scheduled to begin in early October. The rear vane case is shown in Figure 71. U
Fabrication of the rear variable vanes (stages 9 through 14) was also
continued. First-piece inspection has been completed, and the "production of _ ,
each vane row has been approved. All parts are scheduled to be received by the L_
end of October. A partial shipment of the 14th stage vanes has been received.
These vanes are being inspected prior to machining for leading edge rl
instrumentation provisions _] b
V ...... ,• . : _;_ >:_ VA_ _ _ ,,dim#_a_m_'-- _"
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Figure 71 High-=Pressure Compressor Rig Split Rear Case During Set-up
i Before Final Inner and Outer Surface Machining t
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The struts of the rig intermediate case were welded into the inner and outer ! I '!
flowpath rings. The case is now being final-machined. The intermediate case " "
| inner flowpath, outer flowpath, andstrut prior toweldingare shown in -_ "-_
I
Figures 72 through 74. _ t• i
! The rear bearing support case has been completely welded and is now being i
] final-machined. The rear bearing support case after welding is shown in Figure _
i 75. ___
i
!
i Most of the refurbishment of existing adapting hardware has been completed. T-1 !
i This includes weld repair and machining modifications to the aft bearing case
and miscellaneous support hardware, plus parts inspection and minor parts = '
replacement on the rig throttle valve case assembly.
HThe vendor fabrication of the rig diffuser case is on schedule. The vendor is ;s
also expected to machine all instrumentation provisions. The instrumentation ,_
will be subsequently installed at Pratt & Whitney Aircraft. This fabrication _ !i_
Ueffort is being conducted using preliminary drawings. The final drawings used _;_"
to complete fabrication will be available in October.
High-Pressure Compressor Ri_ Assembly :_
A detailed rig assembly plan was established during this reporting period. The ;:,_
plan was reviewed by the assembly department, and schedule milestones and _ _
parts availability deadlines were established. The assembly process will begin _
on I October. The initial stages of this activity will consist primarily of
preparing available hardware for the required instrumentation in accordance ['I
with the approved instrumentation plan. U " _
The test facility preparation schedule was also set during this reporting @---I
period. The necessary adapting hardware will be procured during the fourth _
quarter of 1980 and during the first quarter of 1981. Hardware installation l.J :_:o;}!
will start in February 1981 and will be completed in time for the delivery of ....
the rig to the test stand in May 1981. _ °.L
KI
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3.2.6 Combustor !
& Design a full-annular two-stage combustor and demonstrate three advanced '
technology concepts: (1) a curved-wall strutless diffuser, (2) a two-stage • i.
_ combustor having a carburetor tube main zone, and (3) a segmented combustorliner featuring advanced wall cooling. The goals established for the combustor
rig are the same as those set for the flight propulsion system component (see
_ Table 53).
TABLE 53
E GOALS EST_LISHED FOR THE COMBUSTORCOMPONENTRIG )
t .
Pattern Factor, Maximum 0.37 _,,,
Section Pressure Loss 5.5 percent PT3 ;. ,
Hydrocarbon EPAP 0.4 '.,
E Carbon Monoxide EPAP 3.0 _;_NOx EP_ 3.0 _
SAE Smoke Number 20 _
Radial Profile 250 degrees average-peak i
E Liner Life 8000 hours, 4900 missions _" i
J _
3.2.6.2 Scope of Total Work Planned i :
i"
1
The overall task effort consists of a component effort and two supporting Itechnology sub-tasks. The component effort comprises the analysis and design
of the combustor component and a combustor rig test prozram. The two !
supporting technology programs are (1) the dif£user/combustor model test
program and (2) the combustor sector rig _'ogrem. Figur_ 76 shows the r
relationships between these activities and their relationship to Tasks I, 3, I
and 4, The work plan schedule for the component effort is shown ir Figure 77
and critical milestones are noted.
J
II ,
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t3.2.6.3 Component Effort ,i
3.?.6.3.1 Objective _j
Conduct the design, analysis, hardware procuremenL, and full-annular rig i
testing activities necessary to develop a full-annular combustor that meets
the program goals. _ _J
3.2.6.3.2 Scope of the Total Work Planned
The analysis and design effort consists of both a _'eliminary and a detailed ili_
analysis and design phase. The rig program entails t_lesix sub-tasks shown in "_
Figure 77. A preliminary design activity is conducted to establish the " _
feasibility of the combustor as proposed for the flight propulsion system. The _
studied designs provide configuration defini;ions to the supporting technology ......
programs. This preliminary activity results in layout drawings and _'_
substantiation of design data which are presented to NASA at a preliminary _ _:_
design review in January 1979. ._ '_
Detailed design activity starts in March 1979. Results available _rom the _ _ :_
supporting technology programs are used to substantiate or improve the .-_..,_
configurations establ_hed in the preliminary design. Also, more _h_stica_ed . /_
design and analytical procedures than those of the preliminary effort are _
used. The results of th,_ effort are presented to NASA in = Detailed Design _ • _-
Review (DDR) in January 1981. Detailed drawings are scheduled for comp{etion
approximately two months later.
of combustor rig parts progresses concurrently with _ -o_
Design and fabrication
those of the component parts, permitting the start of full scale rig assembly :%_in the second quarrel of 1981. Various modifications to the combustor
configuration are tested to develo? the final corfiguratio- that satisfies _ _._i_
program goals. Testing of the various configurations consi .. mainly of air i_:_
schedule variations to demonstrate emissions, exit radial temperature profile, '_-_
performance goals, and durability. In May 1982, the final diffuser/combustor
configuration is assembled into the core engine for testing in late-1982. _ .............."_
All of tLe work rlanned and approved from contract award through the end of _ _'_
the current re_orting period (30 September 1980) has been completed. Figure 77 _ ....} =
indicates that component preliminary analysis and design was completed during I_ "'_'
a previous reporting period. Component detailed analysis and design _as " "_ :_
initiated during a previous reporting period and continued during the current _,_,
reporting period. Rig analysis and design was initiated during the previous
reporting period, and continued during the current reporting period. _-.-
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E '3.2.6.3.3 Technical Progress i
-_ 3.2.6.3.3.1 Sugary of Work Previously Completed :i
The combustor component is illustrated in Figure 78, and its companion rig is
shown in Figure 79. The basis for the component design was the two-stage -_
Vorbix combustor investigated in the NASA gxpermental Clean Combustor Program(ECCP). The design therefore incorporates two distinct burning zones: a pilot
zone designed ¢o minimize idle emissions and provide adequate stability and
relight characteristics, and a main zone that provides fuel-lean combustion tominimize emission of smoke and oxides of nitrogen. .
The outward-canted, strutless, curved-wall prediffuser aligns compressor exit ....
air with the line of the combustor to reduce losses associated
center pressure
with flow turning in the combustor hood region. Diffuser case struts are
aerodynamic members designed to reduce combustor flow maldistribution and to ._':-_"
improve liner durability and pattern factors. The combustor hood is positionedrelative to the prediffuser dump plane t minimize the overall prediffuser and
shroud pressure losses. The hood features sufficient volume to establish
plenum feed characteristics. Pilot zone dome height maintains the same ratioof fuel nozzle spacing to dome height as was used in the Vorbix combustor of
the Experimental Clean Combustor Program. A proportionately larger _
recircuiation zone results, which will improve relight and starting _
character;stics and will enhance the potential for reduction of idle _._emissions. The rate of pilot zone heat release _s reduced (through lower
reference velocity and higher pilot zone residence time at idle) to enhance
E the possibility of meeting the 1981 emissions standards for carbon monoxide _ .and hydrocarbons. - ._
The main zone design retains the features for reducing oxides of nitrogen
demonstrated by the Vorbix combustor of the Expermental Clean Combustor :/
Program. The length of the Energy Efficient Engine combustor has been reduced _
by removing the "throat" section characteristics of the Vorbix combustor. This i:,_
also reduces the cooling air requirements and increases the possibility of fchieving reduced high-power smoke emi sions and improved combu tor
durability. A compa('t carburetor fuel injection system is used to provide
mixing of fuel and air outside the combustor zone. This also leads to reducedsmoke emissions. Carburetor tube air transports fuel into the main zone of the
combustor. This results in adequate fuel penetration over the entire range of -
operating conditions. Carburetor tube shroud air (introduced through separate
swirlers in the Vorbix design) is introduced through radial in-flow swirlers "concentric with the %el nozzles. The injector concept improves main zone fuel
penetration and atomization characteristics over the entire range of combustor
operating conditions.
The segmented liner construction uses Counter-Parallel Flffi/ALL g segments
cast from PWA 1455 turbine alloy. The inner and outer liners are divided intocircumferential segments in both the pilot zone and main zone. These segments
are -,tooorted by inner and outer structural frames. Hooks on the back of each
[l
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_egment engage with circumferential rails on the structural frame Co position _ !
these_ents.,i_eofa t,pi_al_,._ se_,ent,=,.beene:t,,,,:te<,_..:,<720_0.....
cTcles or 11,700 hours, vhere life is defined as one numoer oz cyc==_ v= ,,v_.o "- i
before a crack appears in the liner segment. !
i . i
STRUCTURALSTRUT(24)" AERATEDNOZZLE(24) R LJ
• o._a
CLUSTEREDFUELNOZZLEASSY(24) _//I_- -__
(1 PILOT & 2 MAINZONE)
fUELMANIFOtD---------" II lY/I I/ / \ .......... }...I
AIIOJUNPERTUBESHROUO___J _ [ / PRES. _ATOIIIIZINGNOZZLE(48)
-!i
I?
Figure 78 Combustor Component B
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The design of the compressor exit guide vane assembly was included in the _ _ i
4
design of the combustor component because of its interaction with the
prediffuser duct. The assembly is shown in Figure 80. This configuration _
features: (I) A vane having integrally attached inner and outer shrouds but il ,!
circumferentially separated into groups of five vanes to relieve thermal
gradient stresses, (2) decoupled inner and outer prediffuser duct walls, (3) --
sheet metal seal for the gap between the exit guide vane and the inner j_
I;prediffuser wall, (4) feather :_eals to control air leakage through the gaps
I
between segments.
The exit guide vane design shown in Figure 80 incorporates a single row
airfoil. A back-up design, based on a dual row airfoil approach for air
entrance and turning angle, will be fabricated if the expected efficiency of :_-_-_
the single row exit guide vane is not demonstrated during testing of the Build
1 high-pressure compres.mr rig. • i
Current performance parameters for the combustor component at significant [-] _" _
kJengine operating conditions are shown in Table 54. ,-_,
TABLE 54 _ '. :
!J
CURRENT COMBUSTORCOMPONENTPERFORMANCEPARAMETERS _,_
Engine Operatin_ Condition -'._"
Aero. Des. Maximum Maximum ._
Point Cruise Climb Takeoff i'_
Inlet Corrected Airflow (Ib/sec) 6.91 6.92 6.88 6.95 _"
• t
Inlet Pressure (Ib/in 2 Abs) 203 196 214 453 > "
Inlet Temperature (F) 898 882 977 1055 _
•
Section Pressure Loss (Percent) 5.50 5.53 5.46 5.57
Fuel - Air Ratio 0,02415 0.02365 0.02620 0.02670
Exit Temperature (F) 2355 2315 2525 2615 LJ ' _
Combustor Efficiency (Percent) 99.95 99.95 99.95 99.95 ",
The component test rig (see Figure 79) will be used to conduct high-pressure,
high-temperature tests of the complete combustor to document combustor
emissions and to develop performance characteristics (pattern factor, radial, LJ
temperature profile, and pressure drop) before installation and testing in the
engine core.
[1
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The designs of the prediffuser, diffuser case, combustor section, and fuel _ ]
injector are tailored to the design specifications of the combustor component.
Rig-unique hardware includes (1) an inlet centerbody assembly to provide flow _z •
transition between the facility ducting and the rig inlet duct, (2) a profile !l
and turbulence generation section to simulate compressor exit conditions, (3)
simulated tangential on-board injection bleed and active clearance control
customer bleed ports, and (4) a cooled exit section that mates the diffuser
case to the exhaust duct and permits testing with an instrumented traversing
rake installed downstream of the combustor.
Detailed design efforts on the rig were completed during this reporting
period, and a detailed design review was held at NASA-LERC in September 1980. _
The results of this design effort are discussed in section 3.2.6.3.3.2. __] _-
tJ
3.2.6.3.3.2 Current Technical Progress _*
The following work was performed during the current reporting period: = ,_
(I) The combustor carburetor tube configuration was selected; _ _
(2) The fuel nozzle support assembly configuration was
completed; U :'
(3) An ignitor configuration was selected, based upon an :*_
existing design, and design work on the fuel manifold _ _
system was started; Z_[ I_(4) The design of the component rig was completed;
(5) Fuel manifold design work was continued; and _:,
(6) combustor fabrication work was continued. 0 '_i_i*_
Each of these items is discussed in the following subsections. _.
Carburetor Tube Configuration Ii_:_:
Final definition of the combustor carburetor tube configuration was completed .
(see Figure 81). This tube will be cast in Inconel 625 material, a z_on-cobalt _
alloy that adequately provides the strength required for such a configuration. LJ
The carburetor tube configuration incorporates many of the features developed _
in the combustor sector rig test program, includin_ (I) radial inflow swirler _ _ -
vane geometry, (2) co-rotational (secondary) swlrler vane geometry, and (3) _ _ .
optimized carburetor tube length. . _
The carburetor tube support was designed to provide positional stability when _,
exposed to maneuver and pressure loads. The front end of the preliminary ,_
design configuration was supported, but could move in and out of the burner i
segment at the rear end. The additional penetration of the carburetor tube _]
into the combustor was acceptable. Although considered very unlikely, the loss U
of the rear portion of the carburetor tube rear lip could allow the tube to i
drop significantly since it pivoted at the front end. Additional support lugs
were incorporated at the rear end of the carburetor tube to provide a fully U
supported design.
I1,
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Fuel Nozzle Support Assembly • I 'i
The design of the fuel nozzle support assembly was completed during the ?-I i
current reporting period. Casting was chosen as the fabrication approach _ [ i
because of the complex geometry of this assembly. A conceptual layout was _ i T
developed in terms of a cast construction.
The material selected for use in the fuel nozzle support assembly is AISI 347 ]
(AMS 5362). This material possesses high temperature capability, good
castability, and good dtctility. In addition, a structural analysis of the _ :
fuel nozzle support assembly indicated that the maximum anticipated stresses U J
for this assembly are well within the capabilities of the material. This
material also costs less than Inconel 718 material, and, unlike Inconel 718,
does not require precipitation heat treatment after brazing. Each of the _ "_
candidate materials for the fuel nozzle support assembly is listed in Table
55. The stresses in the support assembly are summarized in Figure 82.
T_LE 55
FUELNOZZLESUPPORTCAST_TERI_ REVIEM _| , _'_
_
Material Ft30_0.2%_ Castabtltt_ Machinabtltt_ Brazab|l,_ ReststanCecorrostonto _MaxOperating .OuctilttYT_F .@ 700F e__"
AISI 347
(_S 5362) 20K 25K Good Difficult Good Excellent 1600 Excellent 9.8
17-4
(AHS 5355) 103K 9_ Good Good Good Good 6_ Fair 6.7
Greek _] ,_:AScoloy
(_S 5354) 36K 57.5K FatrlGood Fair Good Good 10_ Fatr 6.3 !_
lnco718 _ •(_A 649) 80K 69K VeryGood Difficult Au-Nt Good 1800 Good 8.0
Brazedtn L| rSolid Con-
dition
•ASTM iA 296 77.5K 50K Good Fair/Good Good Good 9_ Fair 7.0
AS_
A 439 34K 36K Good Good Good 15_ Poor 8.9 !1 "PMA-IM-4430 33K 27K Good Difficult Good Good 13_ Excellent 8.7
i
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Two vendors were consulted for fabricating fuel nozzles. Detailed nozzle _ I i
performance requirements were defined based upon sector rig performance data. __
Table 56 shows fuel scheduling and operational requirements. Each vendor,
working within the constraints of the conceptual layout of the nozzle, _ "
submitted a proposal for supplying a completely assembled fuel nozzle support
(see Figure 83), Both vendors were judged capable of meeting the _stablished !
performance requirements, but the Ex-Cell-O design was selected because of its _ ;
lower cost to the program. L]
|
TABLE 55
?
FUEL SCHEDULING AND OPERATING REQUIREMENTS __ :
L_
Sea Level =_
Condition Takeoff Idle Start Altitude gelight t-] C_,_'_
-- (Atomization Limited) _1 _Y;
Burner Inlet Air _-_
£emperature (R) 1522 853 541 496 L] ;_
Burner Inlet Air
Pressure (psia) 458 64 15.4 4.8 _"
Fuel Flow (pph) 230 42 22.9 18.3 _
[] :Nozzle Air Passage
Effec_ 0.290 min. - - -
(flow area, sq. in.) 0.320 max.
Air (_P/P) Across ' '"
Nozzle 0.040 0.040 0.009 0.022
Spray Droplet SMD
(micron) _50 <50 _lO0 -
(pph/_" ps id 12.0 - - -
[1:
i1 ''1
i
[1 "
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Ignitor Configuration _'| ''iLI ,u
,|
The final ignitor configuration was established. Because the ignitor mounts _/
into the di'.fuser case and protudes into the combustor, its final dimensions _ ',|
cannot be _sLablished until the designs of the diffuser ca_e and combustor are _ ] " [
• complete. A dimensional review of existing ignitors i_dicated that one of :
these ignitors can be used in the Energy Efficient Engine program. This _
configuration provides the required reliability and will cost substantially _ _
less than a part unique to the program. The only modification it requires is "_'J i
° an extension of its mounting thread (see Figure 84). .."
Combus tot Component Rig -_:_=:_
Rig Anai_sis and Des':,n. The design of the combustor componenL rig was _
essentially completed during the current reporting period. The only item styli _ _= _
requiring work is the fuel system, which is now being designed as part of the _'i
component detailed design effort. A review of the combustor compolen= rig a-_ !j_
design was conducted at NASA-LERC on 18 September 1980, and NASA approved this _ _"design on 29 September 1980. i'-_
• !_/"/:_'#
The rig was designed so that it could be easily :installed in the Pratt & _ _:'-Z_,_"
Whitney Aircraft high-pressure combustion test facility. This facility _ .:-__-,:-!-
features modular capsules to expedite installation. As a test series is ".._._,
: completed, the capsule is replaced by a previously assembled c_,osule, and the . _
next series of t_.stsbegin. _ _
o The rig was designed to accommodate combustor inlet tempera_.ures up to I000 F _
and combustor exit temperatures averaging at 2500 F with a maximum of 3200 F.
._pressure different_l _as conservatively set at 5_ pounds per sqaare inch. _ _
RiglFacilit_ Mounting. As shown in Figure gS, the rig is mounted _ithin the |_] :_!'_
facility capsule between an inlet hello,4 and a conical aft support spring. _ _
The inlet bellows impo,es a 600-1b axial load on the rig. :_J_...
All cases between t_e facility bellows and the diffuser case are ,nade of AMS
5596 (Inco 718) material and have been checked _or elastic buckling. _xter_al _ ...._
pressure A p used for analysis was 50 psi, which is conservative r_lative to :'':'_"_
the expected operating pressure o_ 6 psi. An axial load of 600 lb and an _ _:_:
appropriate moment is applied to each case. This moment results from having _j '_ _",
,_ the rig mass cantilevered from the rear support. The highest _._ress, duct, _ "*_
P/789202, is 7400 psi; critical buckling stress is 9000 psi, resulting in an r_ ,'__'_,_I_I_'
: acceptable buckling factor of 0.8. U _!_i'_'-""
The most highly stressed flange is o. the duct attached to th,_ diffuser case _, :_
front end with a stress of 71,u00 psi relaciw co a 0.2 percent yield strength
for AMS 5596 (Inco 718) at 1000 F of 120,000 psi. I_ :,_-._
A spring mount is positioned between the diffuser case rear flange and the i _:/: :_
test facility capcule. This design reduces the stresses introduced into the _ _ .
diffuser case from differential thermal growth. _ximum stress in the= ;pring ,,_-_
from 50 psi pressure differential, 600 lb axial load, and a 5,_,000 :.nch/Ib _:_ :__:,._
160 I_._
i ./r2_-':
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moment is 58,200 psi. The material used for this spring is AHS 5596 (Inco 718)
with an allowable 0.2 percent yield strength of 120,000 psi at I000 F.
;
: F Provisions have been made for the extraction of air for customer bleed, IIQ
tangential on-board injection bleed, and active clearance control. Plumbing
was designed to connect to bleed ports on the diffuser case bleed annulus for
customer bleed and active clearance control air. This air is piped through the
capsule wall and vented to ambient air. Because of thermal and tolerance
differentials, connection between the rig case and the caFsule is made with
E flexible tubing. Tangential on-board injection bleed air is separately metered ._ofrum the other bleeds. It is collected in the in-board cavity transmitted
through 3 of the 8 hollow struts in the rig inlet case assembly and routed to :_
flexible plumbing. The tangential on-board injection blepd air is then carried
the wall and vented to ambient air.through capsule
Ri 8 Instrumentation. Rig instrumentation requirements are shown in Figure J.
E The station 3.0 and 4.0 probes extend into the gas path and meet all design _:_requirements. The station 3.0 probes will also be used in the integrated -_
core/low spool tests. These probes mount on the diffuser bleed annulus. . ;
Because of case structual considerations, the pads could not be positioned ina manner that would allow a probe assembly path normal to the flowpath. The
probes are shown in Figure 87.
The area between the flo_q>ath and annulus must be adequately sealed because _
the probes pass through the bleed annulus To acconplish this, the probe _f
support shaft has been machined into a spring. When the probe is installed and _
bolted to the outer case, spring compression provide s a seal between the _
r
flowpath and the annulus. Spring co pression results in a maximum stress of
63,400 psi relative to the AMS 5596 material allowable shear stress at 1000 F
of 80,000 psi. A right and left hand helix is machined into th_ _pring to I_
eliminate twist. The foregoing stress results from a 0.0_0 inch pLeload minus i
0.012 inch thermal load and a maximum tolerance deviation of 0.025 inch. The !_*
material used is AMS 5596. i _r
g '" 1The design of the burner emissions rake heads is patterned after those
successfully used in previously operateo sector rigs. Cooling flow
i requirements for these rakes are summarized in Table 57 in terms of thefollowing conditions: (I) a £ P of i00 psi across the head, (2) a maximum
burner discharge pressure of 320 psia, (3) cooling a_r supply maximum inlet
pressure 420 psia, and (4) nt a temperature of 250 F. '-'| :TABLE 5 7 -I]
[
I RAKE COOLING FLOW BEQUI_MENTS
i
i Thermocouple sensor supporu 0.012 lb/sec ;Pulsed Thermocouple cooling air 0.07 lb/sec
Gas sample probe 0.031b/set/sensor i
163
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The station 4.0 instrumentation will be routed out through the facility rake _
support. Inner flowpath instrumentation will be carried through 5 of the 8
hollow struts in the rig inlet case assembly. All instrumentation will be 7_
connected to patch panels mounted on the inner wall of the capsule. Thi_ _
agreement provides for quick disconnecting capability from the test facility _ )
to facilitate rapid installation and removal.
-1Fuel Manifolds
The design of the fuel manifold was initiated during the current reporting ---
period. Fuel manifolding is a straightforward design task wherein the major _ I
concerns are to avoid interferences with other lines and to ensure ease of "_
assembly and disassembly. The Energy Efficient Engine design will be totally
enveloped by a sealing shroud to preclude the possibility of a fuel leak _
impinging upon a hot case (see Figure 88). _-|
Pressurizing valves will be included in the fuel manifold scheme. These valves _r-1 _,,_
uniformly pressurize the manifold system to prevent head effects at low fuel _._ _ _,_
flow, which might result in fuel dribble and possible maldistribution.
Combustor Fabrication Effort _
The objective of the combustor fabrication effort for this reporting period
was to identify and procure the raw material requiring a long lead time. Raw _I ' "_'_
material casting orders have been placed. _J _,_"
The diffuser case casting vendor is assembling the first wax pattern. The _ _
pattern is assembled by wax-welding 24 segments (see Figure 89) into a
complete ring. Bleed and instrumentation bosses are then located by an _=
indexing fixture and are wax-welded in position. Layout inspection of the
first wax assembly is scheduled for early October. The _investment process will [] ,:_"
require approximately two weeks. Initial pouring is scheduled for late October. _ :!_
g
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Figure 89 Diffuser Case Wax Pattern _
._ 3.2.6.4 Supportin_ Technology _ _- '": "
3.2.6.4.1 Diffuser/Combustor Model Test Program
All work under this supporting technology program has been completed. Program i_
results to date are summarized in section 3.2.6.4.1.3 of the Third Semiannual _¢
i
Status report, dated October I0, 1979. The only work remaining was a retest ofthe revised thickn ss diffuser case design. This testing was completed during
the current reporting period. Results are described in section 3.2.6.4.1.1.
3.2.6.4.1.1 Current Technical Progress
Structural analysis of the compo.,ent diffuser case during the detailed
analysis and design effort revealed that the baseline strut configuration was
not adequate in carrying the case loads. A structurally adequate design with a lJ
thickened trailing edge and features that permit easy casting was subsequently
designed, fabricated, and evaluated as an addendum to the diffuser/combustor _ t
model program. _
Performance tests were conducted to evaluate the effect of the revised strut I
contour on the inner and outer shroud dump losses. Wake rake traverses were _
conducted on the inlet to the inner shroud. Traverses were performed behind L]
both the baseline and revised struts employing an eleven-element wake rake. A
comparison of the baseline and r_vised strut designs is presented in Figure 90. _ :
_LJ
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Figure 90 Comparison of the Baseline Strut and the Revised Strut _;'•
Rig inlet Mach number was varied over a wide range and total pressure losses
the inner and shroud measured. The results of the dump loss -_
to outer were
measurements are presented in Table 58. The _hickening of the trailing edge _,
from 0.120 inch to 0.300 inch as well as the increased taper near the inner ; :
E and outer diameter case walls (for ease of casting) result in an increase inthe dump losses of approximately 0.2-percent PT3" _ {
TABLE 58 |i
COMBUSTOR SECTION TOTAL PRESSURE LOSS SUMMARY
(ST3)
11 iDemonstratedBaseline Strut Revised Strut Program Goals
Section 5.2 5.5* 5.3 (cold)
Inner Shroud 2.2 2.40 _ 3.0
i Outer Shroud 2.7 2.95 _3.0 i
* Combustor hole pattern was designed with pressure distribution data from the
baseline strut tests which allowed for higher liner pressure drops. Revision
I of the hole pattern will enable Che goal secCion loses Co be achieved, ib
169
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._ Wake rake traverses were conducted behind both the baseline and revised struts __
at the inlet to the inner shroud annulus (approximately 2.5 in. downstream of i
the strut trailing edge). The width of the eleven element wake rake ._i encompassed 62 percent of the nominal distance between the struts.
.! Circumferential movement_of the rake by one full width therefore ensured more _°
than I00 percent circumferential coverage of the distance between struts. The
i total pressure characteristics downstream of the struts are presented in i-_ i
Figure 91 at various inner shroud span locations. No wake characteristics are
i evident in either strut data.
! (A) TOTAL PRESSUREVARIATION BEHIND BASELINESTRUT " _rl ,
; | lJ: _ 0.98 --
t
. ) -50% SPAN
_ o.97-
_ o. _
_ ._ 0.98 --
_1 I_.. TRAILING EDGE
\ _ I _ IF THICKNESS, !_
i ST.UT L"l
i (B)TOTAL PRESSUREVARIATION BEHIND REVISED STRUT
, 013 _2 _7_ _ _
CIRCUMFERENTIAL RADIAL
, 0,9"t -- DAT,,...,._ LOCATION _ LOCATION :
e STRUT #18 100% SPAN
I_: O STRUT #18 60% SPAN
x" STRUT SPAN
o.9s- STRUT
TRAILING C] BETWEEN#18 & 19 S0%SPA ' L_ i
EDGE _ STRUT _7 50%SPAN ,
0,95 --_- S ' $ S.
#18 #19 #20 _ !
I
Figure 91 Inner Shroud WakeRake Traverse Results !
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_ I_ 3.2.6.4.2 Combustor Sector Rig Test Program
_ E 3.2.6.4.2.1 ObjectiveEvolve and experimentally substantiate the design features of the two stage
_ (aerated nozzle pilot and carburetor tube main zone) combustor. Tile !
Ir! modifications formulated during the program are aimed at _educ_ng the {
l, emissions, pattern factor, and cost and weight as well as im[:.:ovingthe
durability and maintainability of the combustor section. Specific emissions :
and performance goals are the same as those of the combustor component.
3.2.6.4.2.2 Scope of Total Work Planned
;_ _ The combustor sector rig test program consists of the five phases shown in _.
I, Figure 92, which indicates that analysis and design were completed during a
previous reporting period and that fabrication, assembly, testing, and
" _ post-test analysis were initiated prior to the current reporting period. A _:fmodular high-pressure test rig representing a 90-degree sector of the full _
annular engine diffuser/combustor section is designed, fabricated, and _
assembled. This rig includes the transition duct (circular to sector
E _ cross-section) inlet section, diffuser case, combustor, and instrumentationused to sample pressure, temperature, and exhaust gas. Modular design features
are employed to facilitate variation _f prediffuser contour, diffuser case ,=
strut geometry, prediffuser dump/co_bu_LOr front-end geometry, and combustor ,_
pilot and main zone geometry. The abllity to vary the number and type of main i!_
zone fuel injectors is also incorporated into the design. A second diffuser
case/combustor assembly is also fabricated. The fabrication and assembly
| efforts for the rig and the _cond diffuser case/combustor assembly are phased i
to permit modification of one combustor while the other is being tested. A
third combustor liner assembly featuring segmented liners and advanced cooling i_"
Testing incl des pilot zone optimizations, changes in temperature history,
Ii_ variation in number of fuel injectors and fuel spray characteristics, and I
I; combustion air variations in the pilot and main zone to regulate exit _i
temperature profiles and emissions. Tests consist of cold flow pressure loss _ i
meaEurements, parametric idle testing with only the pilot zone fuel injectors i
flowing, definition of l_an blow-out characteristics, and pilot/main zone fuel {
split variations to minimize emissions. [ '
I Performance and emissions data are recorded at every test point by utilizing I ;an automatic data recordi..o system. Following d finition of a optimum _ !
combustor in the high-pressure facility, the sector rig is transferred to the I '!
altitude relight facility and tests condacted to determine the altitude _
I relight stability the _ombustor. .
i
and characteristics o_ i i
{]
Processed data are analyged in depth following a test sequence with a
I particular configuration to evaluate the status of the emissions, performance, ,and durability characteristics relat;ve to the program goals. Modifications of
the rig hardwaze are then formulated to improve deficient areas.
i 1
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li 3.2.6.4.2.3 Technical Pro,ress
3.2.6.4.2.3.1 Summar7 of Work Previousl 7 ompleted
The baseline sector rig assembly with an instrument_ _ vane pack installed in
the exit plane is shown in Figure 93. The liners used in early rig testing are
i of conventional louver construction, employing Hastelloy-X, to expediteconfiguration changes during the primary test program. The vane pack assembly
consists of eight instrumented vanes, four pressure vanes and two "dummy"
vanes.
TOSI BLEED
SIMULATION '
PLENUM
REMOVABL_ _ _
PRE.DIFFUSER .\
CONTOURS _ _, '
• _ L._
CUSTOMER .'_ -
SERVICE _ACTIVE _ M_'_CLEAR,,NCECONTROLA,RPORT ---- i,
REMOVABLE
AFT.DIFFUSER
SEPARATE FALSE WALLS
PILOT & MAIN
ZONE FUEL INJECTOR PADS INSTRUMENTED -'
VANE
PACK
E Figure Rig Cross-3ection - The combustor liners for
93 Combustor Sector
rig application are of conventional louver construction
employing Hastelloy-X, thus expediting the configuration char, geB
E durin; the primary te_t prolram.
|
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Each instrumented vane features four gas sampling ports and five ,_,ermocouple _,_ "_
ports. The pressure vanes include five kiel-ilead pressure sensors and will be :"
used to measure combustor exit total pressure profiles. High-pressur_ air is : _ .'i
used to conveccively cool the leading edge of the vane, and is subsequently _ -_,
ducted into the body of the vane for transpiration cooling. The m_nifclding of _,
_he 32 gas sampling lines has been arranged so that _i_her radially averaged _-I _ _
or circumferentially averaged exhaust emissions can be obtained. The radial U _:
averaging method will be used for the majority of the tests. This will enable _ _
evaluation of emissions as they vary circumferentially, that is, in-line witl_ _ _i
pilot or main zone-nozzles, struts, etc. The circumferential averaging _-_ _ _:._techniques will be employed for selected configurations to evaluate the ra_l _ _
emission profiles. _ _ _
Following the change ". segmented liners in the component design, the sector _:_
zig combustor design was revised to be compatible with the component design. ___
This revised combustor assembly, featuring the inner and outer liner support
frames and the four types of segments, i_ shown in Figure 94. _ _
The rig stYuctural case (including the strut section), p_ :iffuser walls, _;_,-,
shroud false walls, and two exit pressuze plate., were fabricatcd _nd the _ _pilot and main zone fuel injectors were received from vendor_. The _ _::_"
instrumented exit vane pack and the traversing rake were also fcLrz_ta_. _ _
Fabrication problems with the vane pat:; and combustor assemblies cau_e_ the _ _i___'_
test date t_ be postponed to November 1979.
The carburetor tube airflow and fuel spray chqracterization tests w_re _:_
initiated, and the effect of flow areas and swirl strengths of five carburetor _a
tube geometries were evaluated in an airflow rig. The scaled _o_el g_cmetries i_
included variations in lengt!., rate of convergence, a.d degree of turning. _
Fuel spray quality at the discharge plane of the tubes was determined in a [_
spray characterization rig. Through iterat_ve teatin& in both rigs, the _ _
internal geometric ch_racterist,cs of the carburetor tube were designed to _
obtain the necessary uniform spray pattert :,nd the most effective fuel _ _ _
Uatomization. Typical fue| droplet s;._ wgs measured at 35-40 microns. These ,_:_features have been incorporated into thehigh-pressure rig hardware ..... _-_
The initial conceptt_al design was compared to the present d_slgn that evolved ,_ o
through tho test seouence, gesults of this comparisun are sho.,n in Figure 95, h_*'_
The important areas of change from the initial concoptual d,_igu are the !_
floating nozzle guide, nozzle tip immersio_ depth, and carbu etor tube and I'_
radial inflow swirler sizing. _ _i-=,_!_!
Before the start of the current repo-ring period, six factor rig teats were _:'_
co _ucted using the conventional 1o, red design. The teat_ cm, sisted of (1) a _ _
shakedown tes_, (2_ pilot ao_,e injector comparison test, (3) baseline #'J _:_:_
performance test and (_) three development tests exh:_,itlng evolutionary i _ :_
changes to the baseline configuration. _ _:_
_-_ _'1:2
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l Figure 94 Revised Combus[or Assembly with SegmenLed Liners
INITIAL (CONCEPTUAL) DESIGN MODIFIED DESIGN '"
.J
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I
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J
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I 'Figure 95 Main Zone Fuel Injector Configurations 1
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As discussed in the Fourth Semiannual Status Report, the B-type nozzle - ,
exhibited a lower swirl strength characteristic than the A-type nozzle. This
characteristic resulted in a front-end recirculation zone that caused - •
increased emissions of carbon monoxide and total unburned hydrocarbon
emissions. Consequently, the performance tests were conducted using the A-type
nozzle. --;
t
3.2.6.4.2.3.2 Current Technical Progress
The combustor sector rig effort during this reporting period consisted of (l) " ?
fabrication and assembly of the segmented liner evaluation rig, and (2) o
assembly and testing of the baseline rig.
Se_taented Liner Fabrication and Assembly
Finish-machining of all segments, inner and outer liner support frames, and i
the combustor sideplates was completed during this reporting period. Figure 95 _ _a
shows the details of the cast liner segments subsequent to the , • :
electro-chemical and electro-discharge machining and grind operations. A side
view of the overall rig liner assembly is presented in Figure 97. " "
i
Based on airflow calibratlon of the sector rig segments, approximately 31
percent Wab will be required for liner cooling. This value is compatible . .
with the design goal of 32 percent Wab. A detailed breakdown of the segment
effective flow areas (ACd) are presented in Table 59.
TABLE59 _!
SECTOR RIG SEGMENT ACd TEST KESULTS }
Segment ACd (in2)
Inner Front 0.129
Inner Rear 0.234 }
Outer Front 0.135 _! i
"l Outer Rear 0.229 -
"'T
t
Instrumentation and assembly of the rig was completed at the end of the _
reporting period and the rig was shipped for seal leakage testing. |
Sector Ri a Tests _ "
z
m
Eight sector rig tests were conducted during this reporting period. The tests [
consisted of six emission/perfo_ance evaluations and two altitude relight : _ ;!
characterization tests. A brief summary of the test configurations is _; .
presented in Table 60.
A typical emi.sions/performance test compri.e, cold flow pressure loss _i ii
measurements idle fuel-air ratio excursions, definition of lean blow-out
limits, and pilot/main zone fuel split variations at approach, simulated climb
176
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_. and sea level takeoff operating conditions. Combustor pressure
inlet was
limited to a maximum of approximately 230 psia by test facility airflow
limitations. Altitude relight tests consisted of a series of ignition attempts
F. at combustor conditions representative of compressor windmilling over theEnergy Efficient Engine flight envelope. The combustor operating
characteristics used to establish the sector rig test conditions are
_. summarized in Table 61.
TABLE 60
SUMMARYOF SECTOR RIG TESTING
Test Type Purpose/Comments
r-
I, 7 Emission/ Changes relative to Run 6 configuration
Performance o increased carburetor center tube flow by _20%
_, o reduced the ACd of the pilot nozzle inner passageby _30%
o reduced ID louver 6 cooling by _2% Wab
_, 8 Emission/ Changes relative to Run 7 configurationPerformance o installed 20 ° insert type swirlers in carburetor
secondary air passage
I_ o modified pilot nozzle blockage
9 Emission/ Changes relative to Run 8 configuration
Performance o reduced ID louvers 5 and 6 by _35% and ._45%
_. respectivelyo added 0.300 x 0.706 in. dilution slots in IV louver 7
_. I0 gmission/ Changes relative to Run 9 configurationPerformance o increased carburetor center tube flow by _I0% :_21
o reduced carburetor tube length by --10% -_
o modified OD and ID dilution air schedule[ ,
II Emissions/ Changes relative to Run 9 configuration
Performance o installed 35 ° insert type siwrlers in carburetor !
E secondary air passage :o modified rear dilution schemes to affect radial
profile shift.
12 Altitude Evaluated with Run I0 configuration and Type B
Relighr pilot nozzles
E 13 Altitude Evaluated with Run 10 configuration and A
Type f
Relight pilot nozzles
I 14 Emission/ Installed profile generation screen and evaluated IPerformance the sensitivity to the diffuser inlet pressure profile with i
Run 11 configuration, i
i
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TASLE61
COMBUSTOR OPERATING CHARACTERISTICS d
'1 ',ICondition Pt3 (psia) Tt3 (F) (f/a) 4 .
Idle 63 391 0.0098 _ I_
Approach 168 659 0.015
Climb 384 (232)* 934 0.023 _i _'i
Take-off 444 (236)* 991 0.025
Cruise 203 899 0.024 , _ ,
*Values in parenthesis indicate sector rig test conditions when different from
actual. _ --_
!
Emission/Performance Tes:s _
The early phase of sector rig testing, as described in the Fourth Semiannual :_ :Status Report, consisted of pilot optimization tests to reduce low power . ::
emissions of carbon monoxide and total unburned hydrocarbons. Progressive fuel :::;
enrichments of the pilot zone in tests 4 and 5 reduced carbon monoxide ,' _.
emissions by 63 percent and total unburned hydrocarbon emissions by 90 percent. _ :'_"
{
During the current reporting period, efforts were directed toward optimization
of fuel staging at the approach operating condition and reduction in high _
power NOx emissions. Two approaches for NOx reduction were evaluated, both _directed toward improving main zone fuel injector tube performance. The first
(tests 7 and 10) concentrated on increasing the carburetor tube core airflow !
to improve fuel air preparation and lower overall main equivalence zone (seeFigure 98). In the second approach (tests 8 and 14), swirl was introduced in
the secondary air passage. These series of tests are discussed in the
following two subsections. _ :
Carburetor Tube Characterization Testing. The results of carburetor tube
characterization testing, presented in the Fourth Semiannual Status Report,showed that droplet size decreases with increasing core velocity. This means
that increased core flow could potentially improve fuel/air preparation as i
I
well as reduce main zone stoichiometry. Tests 7 and 10 were conducted to _ ,
address this possibility. These tests featured increased core flow by using i_
larger radial inflow swirlers and by reducing carburetor tube length. The i
results of these two tests indicated reductions in the levels of NOx emissions
at climb for each test configuration (see Figure 99(a)). i] L,li
!
I] '
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During the running of tests 7 and 10, combustor section pressure loss varied :
between the test configurations. This resulted in airflow distributions that
caused variations in carburetor tube flows, making it impossible to control
time. The NOx reduction trends, however, were clear, i
one parameter at a
Secondary Swirl. In tests 8 and 14, swirl was introduced in the secondary air i
passage to provide a triggering action for more rapid mixing between secondaryand core airflows. The finger se ls shown in Figure 98 were replac d with
swirl generation inserts angled in the flow direction (co-rotating with core s
t
flow).
A 20-degree swirl angle, evaluated in test 8 (see Figure 99(b)), contributed
toward a significant reduction in NOx emissions. In test 14, the swirl angle
I V was changed to 35 degrees and the number of inserts was reduced. In addition, '
I. the passage area was increased to maintain high secondary airflow rates. These _
modifications however, failed to offer further reductions in NOx emissions,
I_ (see Figure 99(b)). Moreover, these modifications adversely affected emissionsof carbon monoxide and total unburned hydrocarbons at the approach operating
condition.
| An unexpected increase in low power carbon monoxide and total unburned !I,
hydrocarbon emissions occurred during test 7. This increase was apparently x
caused by the airflow split between the inner and outer pilot nozzle swirlers. !i
I_ Test 8 evaluated this sensitivity by incorporating sequential tests with threef pilot nozzle designs. Blockage rings installed at the inlet of the inner and i
outer swirlers were used to vary airflow rates. Significant reductions in idle
emissions of carbon monoxide and total unburned hydrocarbons, using eachnozzle design, were achieved by reducing cent r tube airflow rates (see Figure i
lO0).
_ | The results of this investigation were used to select a new pilot nozzle _i"I. design on the basis of inner/outer passage flow area and swirl strength. New r,
pilot nozzles were configured to these specifications and evaluated during (
," test 10. Comparison of carbonmonoxide and total unburned hydrocarbon
I. emissions at idle operating conditions are presented in Figure I01. When i
stoichiometric differences between configurations are accounted for, the [
results closely match those of the configuration used in establishing the new l
r. zdesign criteria.
: Efficient staging of the main zone in a two-stage combustor design at approach
_ conditions is an important concern. At approach, a fueled main zone is
desirable in terms of overall operation and durability. Efficient staging of
" the main zone was first achieved with the test 7 configuration with a
_ pilot-to-main zone fuel split of approximately 15/85 percent. Parametric
11 variations of pilot and main fuel flows at the approach condition conducted
with the test II configuration are presented in Figure 102. As shown,
increasing pilot fuel flow at constant main zone conditions results in reduced
levels of carbon monoxide emissions. Since the is 100pilot essentially
183 l
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Figure 102 Variations of Carbon Monoxide Emissions With Performance F/A at }"] -.
Approach Condit ion LJ "_i
I
!
r] 'percent efficient at these conditions, the decrease in carbon monoxide : ;
emissions results from a reduced main zone emission contribution and is
Ii
proportional to the percentage of main zone fuel. With the pilot conditions " ; I
fixed, carbon monoxide levels are again influenced by the main zone. These
levels also become greater with increases in fuel flow. That the percent ..i
increase in the levels of carbon monoxide emissions is less than the percent
increase in main zone fuel flow indicates that the main zone combustion "
efficiency has increased as a result of the higher equivalence ratio. I
The prediffuser inlet radial total pressure profile peak was shifted from 40 "'" i
percent to 65 percent span to assess the impact of inlet flow changes on _:{ i
combustor performance. All performance parameters remained essentially I
unchanged, exhibiting negligible dependence on the inlet total pressure _, ',
profile. _ I 'I
I
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[ ,The performance characteristics of the most promising configuration (test I0) I
are summarized in Table 62. The emissions parameters include margins for #4
variability and development. The NOx parameter is estimated based on a pilotzone fuel/air ratio f 0.003 at climb nd s a l_vel takeoff conditi s. A l ,
emissions data for climb and takeoff conditions were scaled fo_ inlet pressure
effects (see Table 62).
TABLE 62
SECTOR RIG CANDIDATE COMBUSTOR PERFORMANCE SUMMARY i
Pressure Drop (% Pt3) EPAP's i
Section : 5 37 CO : 2.07 Pattern Factor : 0.18
Outer Liner : 2.34 THC : 0.26 i.
!
Inner Liner : 3.05 NO x : 4.65 Radial Profile : 70 deg. F
Smoke No. : 5 peak-to-
average.,
at 50% i
_, span t
All program performance and emission goals (except NOx emissions) and the IE 'altitude relight requirements were achieved with this configuration. The pilot i
and main zone fuel injector characteristics were incorporated into the _J
component detailed design effort. Revised combustor air flow distribution,
E characteristic reference velocities, and liner areas are shown in Figure 103.
Altitude R_li_ht i
The altitude relight and sea level start characteristics of the Energy
Efficient Engine combustor were evaluated with the test i0 configuration and _
two candidate pilot nozzle designs. Testing was conducted at combustor inlet
E conditions representative of compressor windmilling over the Energy EfficientEngine flight envelope. Fuel flow was varied at each condition to determine
the minimum level of fuel flow required for ignition. The al_itude relight
E results for the best nozzle design are presented in Figure 104. As shown over :the range of conditions r pres ntative of the flight envelope, ignition wa_ I
achieved up to an altitude of 35,000 feet with fuel flows as low as 48 Ib/hr,
E both of which exceeded the required envelope.
At sea "_vel conditions (see Figure i05), ignition was achieved at fuel flows i
of 192 Ib/hr, exceeding Energy Efficient Engine requirements. Although both I
E nozzle designs exhibited similar altitude relight capabilities, sea level lstart requirements could only be satisfied with one design.
i| ,
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3.2.7 Hi6h-Pressure Turbine
3.2.7.1 Overall Objective
Develop the technology to design a highly efficient single-stage high-pressure
turbine. Fabricate and test a full-scale high-pressure turbine rig to
substantiate the technology advancements selected for this component. Theperformance goal for this turbine is 88.2 per ent c oled efficie cy. Design
goals are a combined cooling and leakage flow of 11.2 percent Wae and life of
I0,000 hours on the blade and vanes and 20,000 hours on the disk. In addition,
blade and vane coating goal life is 6,000 hours.
3.2.7.2 Component Program Overview
The overall task effort consists of a component effort and five supporting
technology subtasks. The component effort is composed of the analysis and
design of the high-pressure turbine component and a high-pressure turbine rigtest program. The five supporting technology programs are (I) the leakage test
program, (2) the supersonic cascade test program, (3) the cooling model test
program, (4) the uncooled rig test program, and (5) the material fabrication
Figure 106 shows the relationships between these activities and their
program.
relationship to contract Tasks I, 3, and 4. The work plan schedule for the
component effort is shown in Figure 107 and critical milestones are noted.
3.2.7.3 Component Effort
3.2.7.3.1 Objective
Conduct the design, analysis, hardware procurement and rig testing necessary
to develop a full-scale high-pressure turbine that meets the established goals.
3.2.7.3.2 Scopeof Total Work Planned :_,
The analysis and design effort consist= of a preliminary analysis and designp ase nd a detailed a alysis and de ign ph se. The rig program compris the
six sub-tasks shown in Figure 107.
preliminary design activity is conducted to establish the
A six-month
feasibility of the high-pressure turbine as proposed for the Flight Propulsion
System, Task 1. The studied designs provide configuration definitions for the
supporting technology programs. This preliminary activity results in layoutdrawings and substantiating design data, which are presented to NASA at a
preliminary design review in September 1978.
K Approximately two months after the preliminary design review, the detailed
design work on the high-pressure turbine starts. Results available from the
supporting technology programs are used to substantiate or improve the
i preliminary design. Significant supporting
configurations established in the
technology input is provided by results of the uncooled high-pressure turbine
rig testing. The performance results from this rig allow selection of|
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Figure 106 High-Pressure Turbine Program Logic Diagram _t
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optimized single-stage aerodynamics. The results of the detailed design effort
- are completed layout drawings and substantiated design data that form the
°-i
basis for a detailed design review to be conducted for NASA in May 1980.
Detailed drawings are scheduled for completion approximately two months later.
The design and analysis of parts peculiar to the test rig are conducted
concurrently with the detailed design of the component. Fabrication of rig -2
test parts begins in late 1979 as the designs of the rig parts are completed ....
Fabrication of the component hardware is not initiated until late in 1979,
after the feasibility of the vane/blade casting process has been established, r i
.I
The two-phase test program consists of an annular cascade test to determine
the aerodynamic performance of the vanes and a full-stage test to assess
design and off-design performance of the vanes and blades. The test phase of ; i
the program lasts approximately six months, starting in the third quarter of ""
1981. Testing must be completed by May 1982 to ensure that parts for the core
engine are supplied in a timely manner. _ _
Durlng the current reporting period, NASA approval was received to conduct a
test program to assess tangential on-board injection of high-pressure turbine :-_
cooling air in order to improve injection nozzle performance. This work is ;
part of the component rig test effort, and testing is scheduled to start in "
December 1980 for a duration of 3 months. _
3.2.7.3.3 Technical Progress _-J "
3.2.7.3.3.1 Summary of Work Previousl_ Completed _q
The high-pressure turbine component design that evolved from preliminary _ _
design efforts and detailed design efforts is illustrated in Figure 108. Major _'_
features are noted. Its companion "warm" test rig is illustrated in Figure _r
109. The present component design represents a number of changes relative to
the original preliminary design. The major changes are summarized as follows.
(I) The high-pressure compressor discharge seal was changed from the .;J i
rough abrasive wide channel seal to a nine-knife-edge configuration I
because of the more promising performance benefits of the knife edge " } :
configuration. . J lz
(2) The internal cooling configuration of the blade was modified to .._ !
improve life and to provide the required cooling flow.. , I I
(3) The blade root attachment was changed from a 4- to a 5-tooth design [
to reduce fillet stresses. _'_
t
(4) The aerodynamic design was revised to accommodate (a) integrated i
core/low spool requirements for torque, airflow, speed, and cooling ,_ Iair leakage rather than designing directly to flight propulsion
system requirements, and (b) the 12-percent down-sizing of the engine, i
|
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_, (5) Selected a 43-percent reaction turbine with radial (non-tilted) vanes
' _'? using airfoils of the type tested in build 2 of the uncooled rig
I. because of their demonstrated potential for higher turbine efficiency.
• [ (6) Changed from a 4-piece feather seal configuration in the vane outerplatform to a 2-piece configuration to reduce leakage. }
c (7) To accommodate thrust balance changes, added a low-pressure turbine I
front seal, added a seal at the rear of the high-pressure turbinedisk, decreased the diameter of the high-pressure compressor
discharge seal, and canted the hot strut 15 degrees rearward.
1" .!(8) Changed to a boltless disk sideplate design because of unacceptable _i
stresses (bolt and bolthole) in the bolted design, i
[ (9) Added a vortex plate to the disk near the TOBI nozzle exit to _t
• increase blade cooling air supply pressure.
(I0) Changed the ceramic outer air seal design from a constrained !concept o an unconstrained concept.
[ (ll) Selectedseal,andCarb°nintershaftsealSseal.f°rthe No. 4 bearing seal, No, 5 bearing :il
_ The major aerodynamic parameters of the high-pressure turbine remained l
II_ unchanged and are shown in Table 63. Current performance parameters at
significant engine operating conditions are listed in Table 64.
TABLE 63 "'i:
HIGH-PRESSURE TURBINE AERODYNAMIC DESIGN SUMMARY i
No. of Stages i !|
r Expansion Ratio 4.0 t
wa, Mean Velocity Ratio/NASA Load Coefficient 0.56/1.59
An 2 - Maximum 49 x 109 in.2-rpm 2 i
_im Speed - Maximum 1730 ft/secAH, BTU/Ib - SLTO 208
: Mean Blade Loading (Y) 0.92
lid Mean Blade Turning 118 deg.
i Mean P.eaction Level 0.43 r
Number of Blades 54
Number of Vanes 24| ,
f
I|
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TABLE 64
V iHIGH-PRESSURETURBINE CURRENT PERFORMANCE i
PARAMETERS AT SIGNIFICANT ENGINE OPERATING CONDITIONS "
I
Aero. Des. Maximum Maximum _ i
Point Cruise Climb Takeoff : ,
i
Inlet Flow Parameter --)
(ibm_'R)(in.2/sec)(Ib f) 16.70 16.70 16.70 16.70 _ I i
Rotor Inlet Temperature (F) 2230 2195 2395 2485 - I
Pressure Ratio 4.02 4.02 4.00 4.02 "
{
Adiabatic Efficiency (percent) 88.7 88.7 88.7 88.8 _I
Enthalpy Change (BTU/Ib) 192.9 190.3 204.2 211.9
Transition Section Pressure i
Loss (percent) 1.50 1.50 1.49 1.50 ' ,
!
Total Cooling Airflow (% _| ;
Core Airflow) 14.09 14.09 14.09 14.09 LJ .,-_" ,
The work on the hot strut case, including the transition duct and fairing, has
l
been divided between the high- and low-pressure turbine component efforts, i
Layout design work has been assigned to the high-pressure turbine, and _, ' _;
drafting work and detailed design review preparation has been assigned to the LJ _t"
low-pressure turbine. _'-
A modification to the structural strut and the hot strut fairing surrounding _I
it was completed. This modification was performud because of the structural L.I
requirement to cant the strut by 15 degrees in order to accommodate the 25,000
lb rearward pressure load on the hot strut case. In addition, a first stage -| i
blade vibratory analysis indicated the need to reduce the number of struts..j :
The differences from the design established for the preliminary design review
are: (I) increased annulus area ratio; (2) increased duct length; (3) working r-_
struts (fairings), 5 degrees of turning; (4) tilted fairings tO fit around the !._[
tilted structural struts; (5) number of struts decreased from 14 to II, to I
avoid a 14E resonance on the first turbine blade; and (6) increased axial }!
fairing length at the tip. These changes are summarized in Table 65 and _] [
illustrated in Figure ii0. _]
i
The aerodynamic details for four sections from inner to outer diameter for the _I I
Llrevised strut are shown in Table 66. With these changes the duct performance I
is expected to meet the design goal pressure loss, APt/Pt of 1.5 percent.
198 [I
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_ Material selection for fabricating the parts for the hot strut fairing was
limited by the high temperatures in the strut environment. Cast alloys, such
as the high-colbalt MAR M 509, were the best candidates. The mechanicalconfiguration most practical in terms of fabrication was an ll-segment design.
This configuration features fairings with integral inner and outer platforms
similar to conventional turbine vane castings. Thick section feather seals are
used to seal the circumferential gaps between platforms.
The high-pressure turbine component rig (shown in Figure 109) uses as many
E existing rig parts as possible to adapt to the Energy Efficient Engine design,thereby minimizing cost. The task of designing new rig parts was ther by
reduced to 6 main areas: (I) a front thrust bearing and seal compartment, (2)
a drive shaft and coupling stub shaft, (3) an inlet flow adapting duct, (4) an
E exit flow adapting duct, (5) an active clearance control and (6)
case,
instrumentation probes and a traversing ring.
The secondary flow system provides rig flows that duplicate all integratedcore/low spool design cooling air and leakage flows and pr ssures associated
with the high-pressure turbine flowpath. Flow rates will Le determined by at
least one of the following methods: (1) direct measurement through calibratedventuri tubes, (2) addition or subtraction of measured flow rates, and (3)
static pressure probe measurements coupled with cold flow data of all key
hardware. Separate flow controls will be provided for cooling air to the
C primary and secondary tangential on-board injection.
TABLE 65
E TRANSITION DUCT
GEOMETRY COMPARISON
Prelim. Des. Rev. Modification i_
Duc___tt i
Length (in.) 8.2 (7.7 SCALED) 7.8
L/H 3.0 3.0
Ann. Area Ratio 1.50 1.57
Elf. Area Ratio 1.26 1.42
_ Stru_t Non-working Working
No. of Foils 14 II
I Type 65C/A 400
j a *2 - a 2 FREE VORTEX 0 Degree 5 Degrees
199| ' l
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TABLE 66 J
,
!
MODIFIED HOT STRUT
I SECTION L.E. Root T.E. Root L.E. Tip T.E. Tip -.I
I
* Airfoil Type (series) 400 400 400 400 -=
,l Axial Chord (in.) 4.32 4.43 4.53 4.64 ,
Actual Chord (in.) 8.03 6.81 6.14 5.88 _,
t
I Max. Thickness (in.) 1.0 1.0 1.0 2.0 __! i
,b o.
t
i
19 ,_,
------ICLS - '
------PDR (SCALED) " i :_
18 I .i |
_ . !
ICLS INLET I • i i
17 PDR INLET I _
-" I
'-' 1
16 I
"1I I .L _
i I i _is I :! I
I -
_4 I I i
I
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 "]Iw,
I
!
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3.2.7.3.3.2 Current Technical Progress
; _"
" I" All of the analysis and design efforts associated with the high-pressure ,; turbine component and rig were completed during the current repo" ing period, 1w
, and a detailed design review was held at NASA-LERC on May 21 and 22, 1980.
NASA approved this design on II June 1980. Additional work during this
_ reporting period included the layout d_,i_n and thermal/structural analysis onthe hot strut case assembly.
_ The performance of the high-pressure turbine is compared to the goal
;_'_ performance estimates in Table 67. The performance is unchanged frotathat;=; reported in the Fourth Semiannual Status Report. The goal efficiency levels
are exceeded for both the flight propulsion system and the integrated core/low
i_ spool because the actual design tip clearance is less than the previously ,i
. established value.
TABLE 67 "
HIGH-PRESSURE TURBINE PERFORF_.NCE ¢S. GOALS {
Goal Current Status .
;i FPS IC/LS TEST FPS IC/LS _
Efficiency (percent) 88.2 86.7 88.7 87.3 _
[ .,.
HIGH-PRESSURE TURBINE AERODYNAMIC DESIGN _
The flowpath selected for the hzgh-pressure tvrbine component is shown in
I[ Figure III. This flowpath features an S-wall first stage vane, and a highlytape d blade with a conical inner diameter. Blade taper is selected to
accommodate stress requirements. The design gas triangles (shown in Table 68) i
are similar to those used in build 2 of the uncooled rotating rig (i.e., 43
E percent stage reaction level).
!
Airfoil Desi6n
-E IThe final vane mean section airfoil contour and loading diagrams are shcwn in
' Figure I12, and a stacked view of the vane is shown in Figure I13. The final ,
• E design blade mean section contour and loading diagram are shown in Figure 114,and a stack d view of the blade is shown in Figure 115.
i| :
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._ ROOT MEAN TIP i
- _l-- 17._ VANE BX ,.,m---._ 1.715 ,.--..-.m- i
.4
BLADE BX 1.348 1.16 1.00 "' i
"t
_ .
uJ 16.582 q
(J 16.122 16.149
•-- 16.--. _ .
!
¢ _
m VANE
U
., uJ 15. _ _ '
[...] "¢
14, ._m.._13.880 I
¢ 13.678 i
-I !i*13. i I ,1........ I 1
o 1 2 _ 4
AXIAL LENGTH . ]
Fisure 111 Hish-Pressure Turbine Co=ponen_ Flowpa_h
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:._- GAS TRIANGLES
TIP
_. VANE ROO___T MEAN
£:
r _ In 90° 90° 900
_ Iv a Out 11.6 ° 10.3 °
9.1 °
_ _ M In 0.09 0.08 0.07
M Out 1.0 0.92 0.85
F O Gas 78.4 ° 79-7 ° 80"404_
qr- BLADE
_ In 33.5 ° 42-7 ° 63.6c
• (
_ _ Out 15.9 ° 16.9 ° 17 .70
_ Mr In 0.36 0.25 0.14 :
Mr Out 1.22 1.24 1.28
0 Gas 130.6 ° 120.4 ° 98.7 °
a Out 38.0 ° 43.8 ° 48-4 °
M Out 0.54 0.52 0.52 :
I
To account for engine effects not encountered in the rig environment (i.e., v_
I" combustor exit temperature profiles, cooling and leakage air), the leading
edge angle of the blade was altered from that tested in the uncooled rigs. The
root and tip sections are undercambered 5 degrees and 10 degrees, ,
," respectively, and the mean section is overcambered 8 degrees. |_)
- Hi_h- and Low-Pressure Turbine Matchin_ l
'' The aerodynamic design of the high-pressure turbine component deviates from
integrated core/low spool cycle data as shown in Table 69. The component !
i
design assumed a higher efficiency (87.9 percent versus 86.7 percent for the
integrated core/low spool table), resulting in a decrease in the expansion 'ratio for the high-pressure turbine (3.99 versus 4.08). In addition, the
high-pressure turbine exit corrected flow is lower than the pure integrated
"" r core/low spool data (66.562 versus 68.165).
2 I
| ,Ir
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ORIGINAL PAGE IS - i
OF POOR QUALITY "
.1
o.o
E3 43% REAC VANE
0.2 - 1
•
0.6 L3 43% REAC VANE MEAN SEC. _-ii: PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION
,o- T1
.._. 1.4
:1
_ 1 P/PT
_ .
i NPT
e •
2._ 0.5 --
,: 04 l I I I I U _
_, 2.6 0,00 0.20 0.40 0.80 0.90 1.00
X/8
"_ 2.8
-i RADIUS 15.001"
# FOILS 24 _,_ )'_:AXIAL CHORD 1.715 "'.,
L.E. DIAMETER 0.52_
T.E. DIAMETER 0.064
3.8 UNCOVERED TURNING 9.0 [l
: EXIT WEDGE ANGLE 4.0
"i 4,2 "-
i 4.4 0.00 0.20 3.40 0.60 0.81 0.01 0.21 0.41 0.61 0
I
Figure 112 Final Vane Mean Section Airfoil Contour and Loading Diagrams T_ i"
!
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h
T1
BLADE MEAN SECTION
BLADE MEAN SECTION
_J
1.0 ....
/
1.4 0.9 LLEADING EDGE _!
0.8 ='_
1.2 P/PT 0.7 -
0.6 -- _ -'
1.0 0.5 -- ' ":
0.4 I 1 I J 2J ""0.00 0.20 0.40 '%0.60 0.80_ _00
o.8 X/B_ F
0.6 RADIUS 14.913" _"_
# FOILS 54
AXIAL CHORD 1.160 ;_
0.4 L.E. DIAMETER 0.155
T.E. DIAMETER 0.060
0.2 UNCOVEREDTUPNING 6,0 "_"|i
EXIT WEDGEANGLE 2.0
INLET WEDGEANGLE 30.0
0,0 Z'_-I0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2
Figure I14 Final Design Blade Mean Section Contour and Loading Diagram
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Figure 115 High-Pressure Turbine Blade -$racked view ,I1
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TABLE 69
HIGH- AND LOW-PRESSURE TURBINE MATCHING _ ;
' i
J INITIAL ICLS - •
t HPT DESIGN DESIGN TABLE LPT DESIGN
iHPT 87.9% 86.7% .
I
i N (RPM) 13178. 13178. --_
_ H (btu/sec) 13383. 13383.
] FPin 16.983 16.983 _-I
, PR hpt 3.99 4.08 _i
FP out 66.562 68.165 68.165
'i
The low-pressure turbine, however, is being designed to the integrated " _
core/low spool design table. It assumes that the corrected flow out of the
high-pressure turbine is 68.165. -_
,._
Since the low-pressure turbine sets the match, the high turbine will in
actuality operate, off-design, at the 68.165 corrected flow. Table 70 PI
summarizes the aerodynamic impact of the high turbine operating this way. l.l
Column 2 of Table 70 shows the resulting penalty in high-pressure turbine
efficiency, and the increase in Mach number and swirl entering the
low-pressure turbine. As indicated by the pronounced decrease in airfoil _]
convergence, the aerodynamic environment of the first stage of the _ " :
low-pressure turbine has been compromised.
To alleviate these undesirable effects, the high-pressure turbine blade has _I
been restaggered open 0.25 degrees. As shown in column 3 of Table 70, the
high-pressure turbine efficiency debit is cut in half, and nominal --! i
low-pressure turbine aerodynamics are re-established. _
Hi_h-Pressure Turbine Efficiency Status ,
I
The anticipated efficiency of the high-pressure turbine component is presented b
[ in Table 71. The efficiency estiamates shown in the table are based _ the
demonstrated performance of th_ second build of the uncooled rig, with
increments for cooling effects derived from other supporting technolgy _|
programs.
il
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TABLE 70
LOW-P_SSU_ TURBINE SETS HIGH-PRESSURE TURBINE _TCH
HPT AS _STAGCERED HPTDESIGNED HPT RUN RUN at LPT F.P.
(INITIAL ICLS) AT LPT F.P. (FINAL ICLS)
i £ FPhpt In 16.983 16.983 17.023
FPhpt Out 66.562 68.165 68.165
Pr hpt 3.98 4.093 4.084
r _ACTION hpt 43.0% 43.8% 42.4%#,
_ hpt Base 0 -0.3% O -0.15%
Mn hpt Out 0.523 0.554 0.539
I [ _ hpt Out 43.8° 43.0o 44"0°
CONVERG LPT
VI root 1.4
1.35 1.4
BI root 1.3 1.25 1.3
- CONCLUSION
r- Restagger_.25degrees togetback_ HPT, bearing
• I, load (i.e., reaction), and LPT aerodynamics
TABLE 71
I_ HIGH-PRESSURE TURBINE STATUS EFFICIENCY
Status cooling flow (percent Wae) 14.09 14.55
I_ Status cooling loss (percent)
Trailing edge discharge effect on
[ base pressure (percent) +I.I +I.i
K_
" Off-design effects (percent) 0 -0.1
E Status efficiency at 0.0185 clr
(percent) 88.3 88.1
Goal efficiency (percent) 88.2 87.9
Other Efficiency Contributions:
I Uncooled Rig (build 2) - 91.I percentCoating - -0.2 percent
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DURABILITY ANALYSIS
A
't. Vanefollowinga d bladesubsections,co ling schemes and durability features are presented in the -!. _i
Vane Coolin_ i
7 The final cooling design of the vane is shown in Figure 116. The vane is _ I '
film-cooled by shower head cooling holes at the leading edge, 2 sets of two I
rows of cooling holes on the pressure side, and 3 rows of cooling holes on the _ isuction side. Impingement cooling of the core is accomplished by 3 sh et metal j
impingement tubes (see Figure 116.). The trailing edge area is convectively
cooled by an array of pedestals or braces between vane walls. Cooling air {
passes around these pedestals an is discharged through trailing edge slots. :! ._
The total amount of cooling flo,,_is 6.41 percent Wae. i
,p
t
o,3% ;-i i
-!
• SHOWERHEAD LEADING EDGE i" _ |
• SUCTION SIDE AND PRESSURE SIOE FILM '.
2.31% - -'_ ,
• 3 IMPINGEMENT TUBES
• PEDESTAL TRAILING EDGE ',
2 72% • CAST TUBE SUPPORTS ,_
_ ..-._ -.- _ _ -_,.
(
TOTAL COOLING FLOW
6.41% WAE |
"l I
-1 I! '
I
_._.,'- _ o,32_%
" I.B2%
Figare 116 Vane Final Cooling Design _ 1
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ID Vane materials and coatings for the flight propulsion system and integrated i
• core/low spool were selected (see Table 72). The combustor exit temperature
profile used in the design of the vane (Figure 117) assumes a pattern factor
[ of 0.42. The hottest area of the vane (2239 F) on is the suction side wall ;
adjacent to the 3rd cavity (see Figure I18). )
-z__ TABLE 72
VANE MATERIALS AND COATINGS
FPS IC/LS
[ Base Alloy Merl 200 PWA 1480(adv. single crystal) (single crystal)
[ .External Coating Merl 700 PWA 270
(adv. overlay) (NiCoCrAly) _
I
Internal Coating PWA 275 None
(aluminide) I
Platform Coating Merl 760 Merl 750 '
(adv. thermal barrier -"
coating) (Thermal barrier
coating) i
cooling flow distributien is shown on Figures 119 and 120. An impingement i
cooling scheme is featured for that portion of the platform adjacent to the ' ,: vane pressure s de. Cooling holes are incorp rated on he side rails and aft
rail. Thermal barrier coating is applied to the gas path side of both
platforms, thereby holding estimated metal surface temperatures to I
approximately 2100 F.
I
z
K Vane Durability
The results of an evaluation of vane transient operation strains indicated i
K that the leading edge area of the vane experienced the greatest total strainrange (0.7 percent). Strain ranges for other areas of the vane are shown in !
Figure 121. i
I t
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_, The calculated vane life for the flight propulsion system and the integrated
41
core/low spool is compared to life requirements in Table 73. Oxidation and
cracking lives exceed goal value_ by 1000 hours or 300 cycles.
TABLE 73
V CALCULATED VANE LIFE
RE_UIRED CALCULATED
FPS :
Oxidation 6,000 hrs _ 7,000 hr _
Cracking I0,000 hrs 11,090 hr
(2,200 fit. missions) (2,500 fit. missions)
I
IC/LS:
Oxidation 50 hrs (hot time) I00 hrs (hot time)
NOTE: _I0,000 hrs one recoating
achieved with
Blade Coolin_
The final blade cooling design is shown on Figure 122 and is unchanged from
that described in the 4th semiannual report. Multi-pass internal cooling
passages supply cooling air controlled by 3 holes in the root metering plate.The front (leading edge) passage feeds the leading edge shower head cooling _
holes, tip pressure side film holes, and the trailing edge ejection hole. The
_id-passage air convectively cools the mid-chord area• This air makes 2
span-wise excursions and then enters the trailing edge passage where it passesthrough an array of pedestals before exiting.
After air turns at the blade root, an aft passage feed prevents flowseparation from rib walls. Trip strips in all passages enhance heat transfer.
The results of the two-dimensional water flow model supporting technology
programs were used in the final design of the blade cooling arrangement to
pcevent separation and to reduce pressure loss at the root and tip turn areas•
The blade materials and coatings selected for the final flight propulsion
system an. integrated core/low spool designs are listed in Table 74. Theflight propulsion system design inc u a bond d tip section of MERL 711 or
Tipaloy. The bonded tip is being held optional for the integrated core/low
i spool, pending the successful achievement of related development programs. Thetemperature profile used in the design is shown on Figure 123. Peak of the
profile occurs at the 65 percent span location.
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Figure 122 High-Pressure Turbine Blade Cooling Design " i
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TABLE 74
BLADE MATERIALS AND COATING[
FPS IC/L____._S
Base Alloy Merl 200 PWA 1480
(adv. single crystal) (single crystal)
External Coating Merl 700 PWA 270
[ (adv. overlay) (NiCoCrAl¥)
Internal Coating PWA 275 None
(Aluminide)
E
26OO
[
E w2400 TT4.1 = 2598_F
TT3 = 1071°F
E
:E
:E
0 20 40 60 80 I O0
rmtll SPAN -" %
l Figure 123 Blade Temperature Profile
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S Detailed thermal analysis results are represented by the isotherm for the
-: blade mid-span section in Figure 124. The hottest temperature (slightly ,
greater than 2000 F) occurs on the suction wall surface outboard of the first _
rib. The coolest temperature (1550 F) on the blade also occurs at the midpoint ! i
of the first rib. . i
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C Blade Durability
The calculated life of the blades of both the flight propulsion system and the
z I-- integrated core/low spool is well above the required values (see Table 75).
I. Transient analysis of the blade indicates that the first rib experiences the
greatest strain range of all parts of the blade. Figure 125 shows the total
E strain ranges at various locations in the blade.
TABLE 75
CALCULATED BLADE LIFE
I_ REQUIRED CALCULATED
FPS:
_" Oxidation 6,000 hrs 16,000 hrs
Cracking_ I0,000 hrs 16,000 hrs(2,200 flc. missions) (3,500 fJt. missions)
IC/LS: 4
Oxidation 50 hrs (hot time) 400 hrs (hot time)
Creep 50 hrs (hot time) 80 hrs (hot time)
I_ .4
NOTE: *Cracking due to interacting creep and LCF _'_
SECONDARY AIRFLOW
The secondary flow map for the high-pressure turbine is shown in Figure 126,
and various rotor secondary flow features are summarized in Figures 127through 130. The blade supply tangential on-board injection system is a
high-efficiency cascade design. Because it is pressure balanced, no inner or
outer seals are required. In addition, only a small air flow (O.l percen_ Wae)
is required around the flow guides at the tangential on-board injectiondischarge. Because the system is balanced to gas path inner diameter pressure,
cooling airflow is insensitive to rim "seal" clearances. The tangential
on-board injection system is supplied by high-pressure compressor dischargeinner diameter bleed air.
|
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:! The "mini" tangential on-board injection system preswirls air in the front rim . i
cavity and thereby reduces windage heat-up (see Figure 129) The swirl field
also provides a radial pressure gradient between the blase supply 'angential
": on-board injection system and the gas path static pressure, effectively 1
linking the blade supply pressure to the gas path leading edge inner diameter
pressure. This keeps the ratio fixed independently of seal leakage, attachment
leakage, and blade flow area. _,
: Figure 130 shows details of the blade cooling air flow supply, the blade
:_ pressure drop, and leakage. The full-ring sideplate design minimizes leakage. -_
_i Additionally, the rear plate outer diameter is sealed by a W-seal. The goal
_._ blade cooling flow is 2.75 percent Wae at a bl_de supply pressure of 53.2
percent PT3" The tangential on-board injection dump pressure of 43.1 percent ..=_i
PT3 is increased to 48.2 percent PT3 by the free vortex pressure recovery,
*_ and to 53.2 percent PT3 by solid body rotation in the disk feed passages. A
_: tangential on-board injection rig test program is being run to ensure adequate
_ blade supply pressure. _
t
_i Other roto_ secondary flow features include leading and trailing edge rim flow
_'] guides to prevent hot gas injestion. A 9-knife, stepped labyrinth, abradable _
land, high-pressure compressor discharge seal minimizes leakage, and is _ _I
i predicted to result in an airflow of approximately 0.7 percent Wae at a
I O.0125-inch radial clearance. A seal at the rear of the high-pressure turbine
"I is used to provide thrust balance. The high-pressure rotor net thrust is _I ._
i presently calculated at approximately 5,000 lb. A buffer seal is also used at _
the rear of the high-pressure turbine disk to separate cool low-pressure
r compressor discharge air from high-pressure turbine bore cooling a_r for the _--_
rear bearing compartment. _.I i
The outer air seal consists of ceramic layers sprayed on a metal shoe, which _ ,_
is impingement-cooled with secondary cooling air from the burner. Still at a ._.
this cooling air is then fed to the inter-segment :_relatively high pressure,
gaps to cool the exposed intermediate layer and to prevent gas path ingestion• r
W-seals and feather seals are used extensively to minimize secondary flow _]
leakage. _
The flows of the flight propulsion system and the integrated core/low spool ; _ I
:_ are summerized in Table 76. The total flows, I_.09 percent and 14.56 percent _
; Wae, respectively, differ only because the flight propulsion system is assumed ,
i to have a higher level of feather seal technology in the vane and outer air --_
_ seal. _
HIGH-PRESSURE TURBI.E MECHANICAL DESIGN
Vane
!
The vane is mechanically retained by clamping at the outer diameter attachment _| _,
and engagement iu a slot at the inner diameter attachment (see Figure 131). _J IThe inner diameter attachment rail fits the inner support slot with minimum
clearance to restrict vane twist, yet allow thermal growth. Vane reaction
loads in the circumferential direction are taken out at the outer diameter T] t
)
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TABLE 76
I
HIGH-PRESSURE TURBINE FLOW SUMMARY
% WAE
AT ADP
FPS IC/LS
E
Disk
Front rim cavity 0.60 0.60 i
Rear rim cavity 0.40 0.40Sub Total 1.00 1.00
i_ BladeFoil cooling flow 2.75 2.75
Sideplate cooling 0.19 0.19
Leakage 0.23 0.23 ;
Sub Total 3 17 3 17 !
!
Vane I
E Foil cooling flow 6.41 6.41 iPlatform cooling 0.81 0.81
Leakage 1.40 1.83 •
Sub _otal 8.62 9.05 '_
I
_* Case i
Outer air seal cooling 0.99 1.03
_. Active clearance control 0.25 0.25Flang leakage _ 06 06 _ij
Sub Total 1.30 1.34
(
TOTAL 14.09 14.56
!
attachment rather than the inner diameter. This avoids excessive torque loads
at the inner support structure and improper _ ading of the diffuser cas_ I
E struts. Pressure loads in the axial direction are divided between the innercase and outer case. i
Feather seals, used to seal gaps between vanes, were incorporated based on the
E results of the leakage support_r,g technology The feather seal slots
program.
!
are ground to provide an optimum sealing surface for the feather seals (see i
Figure 131). )| ,I
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Figure 131 Vane Cooling Air Sealing Arrangement v-_
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: a_ Compressor Discharge Seal
Thermal and structural studies on the high-pressure compressor discharge sealIP"
i_ resulted in the clearances listed in Figure 132. Felt metal is used as a
rubscrip material.
Rotor
The final design of the disk, blades, sideplates and vortex plate is shown inFigure 133. The c mplete rotor with attached front and ear se ls
illustrated on Figure 134.
[
,
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Figure 132 High-Pressure Compressor Discharge Seal t
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Figure [33 Disk, Blade, Sideptate, and Vortex Prate Final Design _ _
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([ I i O,SKSUMMARV ,,,,_\?i\(:_-FPS _
LIFE _
_ (X 10.3 CYCLES) IC/LS
I.
gORE 35 8.5 L_
RIM 100 80. !
_ _ , BURST MARGIN 1.22 1.244 _/ "i
OT KSI 115.5 110.15
• L
i
, _
As reported in the Third Semiannual Status Report, the full ring front and _'
rear sideplates attach to the disk by means o£ a bayonet lock, thereby : i
• _" eliminating the need for bolts. The plates are radially canted so that
4. centrifugal loading keeps them in firm contact with the disk to minimize
leakage. Analysis of a bolted design showed unacceptable stresses in the bolts !
" I: because of thermal excursions and bolt loading required for sealing. I
Cooling air is directed to the blade roots through 54 curved, elliptical
cross-section holes. The elliptical shape of the cooling hole improves the rim
! __L breakout stressincreasedconcentrationhole-to-front-sidewallfactor re ativethicknessto round holes and the curvature
i
provides _ompared to a straight j
" hole. ii
.[_;,. Both two- and three-dimensional type stress analyses were performed on the )
rotor in the area of the disk rim and attaching plates. The results of these I
i analyses indicated that stresses were within the allowable limits for both the !flight propulsion system disk and plates (MLRL 80 material) and the integrated li
core/low spool parts (MERL 76 material). Resulting rim area and cooling hole
cyclic lives for the flight propulsion system and the integrated core/low f
I spool are shown in Figure 135. The minimum life requirement is 12,000 cycles. I,
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Figure 135 Rim Area and Cooling Hole Cyclic Lives " t
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Results of the blade attachment stress study (see Figure 136) indicate that _-_
the inCegraLed core/Low spool blade and disk have less than allowable stresses _
for the required I000 cycles. The flight propulsion system results indicate
comfortable margins for the blade and stresses greater than allowable of up to o ,
12 percent for the disk. Further fine tuning of the attachment design is ' t
required to balance the stresses to reduce the blade margin and to bring the
disk stresses within allowable limits.
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A NASTRAN vibration analysis was comp eted on the turbine blade. The results
obtained from studying 5 resonant rood s of airfoil vibration indicated that _ _ i
the trailing edge region from mid-span to tip was the area of greatest .
vibrational amplitude. The anisotropic properties of elasticity of the single
crystal material were considered in the analysis. By aligning the maximum -i
in-plane elastic modulus (see Figure 137) parallel to the trailing edge chord I
t= • t
line for the blade tip section, upper mode frequencies could be moved to
higher frequen,_ies. This move permitted avoidance of 24E excitation of the 4th
or 5th modes in the engine operating range (see Figure 138). The liE !
excitation also avoids first or second modes by ample margins. This _
orientation of elasticity for the single crystal material requires that all
blade castings have the primary axis oriented in the radial direction _0013 . ;
and the secondary axis rotated 25 degrees clockwise from the rearward axial . ,
direction ElOOJ . ;i
ROTATION {0101 _ t i
AXIAL
REARWARD [100]
__ --_ .
INITIAL , _ -
CRYSTAL (0° IN FIG. 3_ "" ; !PR.RYORAN I OR NTATON 'GROWTH (RALqAL)
I _"! J
I _MAXIMUM IN PLANE
S ELASTIC MODULUS
\ I :-1 '
I _I !.:e .;.
I
REQ'D. ROTATIOP,' FROM 1I ',.,T,A_OR,E.TAT,O_ ;
PORE_.PT "1 i
•,NE ; , 1ALONG TE
i_l
TE
Figure 137 High-Pressure Turbine Required Secondary Axis Crystal Orientation !I
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Figure 138 High-Pressure Turbine Blade Resonance Diagram
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Vibration analysis was also conducted on the three labyrinth air seals of the .: ;
rotor assembly. The rotating and stationary parts of the seal were analyzed
for resonances and coincidence. Results of these analyses showing the percent --I
margins these seals have to coincident or resonant conditions are presented in / _
Table 77.
TABLE 77 _
HIGH-PRESSURETURBINE LABYRINTH SEAL VIBRATION _!
Seal Resonance Margin Coincidence Margin Remarks "
Stator/Rotor Stator to Rotor
HPC Discharge 35%/300% 175% Acceptable . J
No. 4 Brg. Buffer 37%/_I00% 36% Acceptable "-]
Thrust Balance 46%/20% 69% Acceptable
" I
Active Clearance Control _
The purpose of the high-pressure turbine blade outer air seal active clearance
control system is to maintain optimum blade tip gaps. It accomplishes this by
impinging controlled temperature air on the outer air seal support rails to LJ
move the blade outer air seal shoes radially. This configuration is shown in
Figure 139.
Tq
The controlled temperature air enters the acti_ clearance control manifold ._I
through eight bosses in the high-pressure turbine case, flows through holes in
the active clearance control manifold to impinge on the outer air seal support _-]
rails, and axially discharges through holes in the rear outer air seal support _!
rail to an annulus between the hot strut outer diameter fairing and the
high-pressure turbine case
During idle, 15th stage air heats the rails, moving the outer air seal shoes " !
away from the blade tip in preparation for takeoff power. A mixture of lOth
and 15th stage air is required during takeoff and climb to 20,000 feet to
maintain a blade tip gap to within 0.027 inch. At cruise (greater than 20,000 . J
o feet), tenth stage air closes the blade tip gap to within 0.0186 inch.
• High-pressure compressor discharge air cools the outer air seal shoes. The air ;
is metered through holes in the inlet guide vane support, passes through holes
in the front outer air seal support rail to the C/A manifold, then flows _-!
through radial holes in a circumferential impingement ring to cool the outer [ idiameter of the outer air seal shoes.
238
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After the outer air seal shoes are cooled, portions of the air flow to three
different areas: (1) the majority of the air flows through holes at one
circumferential end of the shoes into the gap between shoes to prevent _ .
intrusion of gas path air into the gap and to lower the metal and ceramic
temperatures adjacent to the gap; (2) a small amount of the air leaks past the _ ,
"W" seals located between the outer air seal shoes and the support rails; and
(3) some of the air passes through axial holes in the hook area of the rea_ -
outer air seal support rail to heat the rail to the same temperature as the _ I
front rail. Temperatures of the rear and front rails are kept similar to
ensure uniform deflection of both rails. -
The blade outer air seal shoes (Figure 140) feature a ceramic coating 0.129 _ °
inch thick over a PWA 655 (Cast Inco 713) shoe nominally 0.I00 inch thick.
Slots in the shoe reduce its spri_ig rate. This prevents the ceramic material - i
from being overstressed as it cools following engine transient conditions. _ J
To minimize cooling air leakage, "W" seals are used on the front and rear hook _-i
area_ cf the shoe. Feather-seals are used at the circumferential ship lap
joint between shoes• The shoes are held radially inward by the pressure
differential across the shoes. The ceramic is an abradable yttrium stabilized - °
zirconia.
Blade Tip Clearance• Blade tip clearance philosophy is such that there are no
rubs in normal revenue service when the following items are considered:
o Thermals and centrifugal gradients;
o Tolerances, eccentricities, and rotor whirl; and _-?
o Maneuver and cowl loads. ! i
Table 78 shows the gapping requirements for flight propulsion system.
ii '
Figure 141 indicates the resultant blade tip clearances for an accel/decel :
cycle and for cruise. The pinch point occurs at approximately six seconds into " 1!the snap acceleration. The gap throughout the snap acceleration is maintained
at a constant 0.0134 inch by varying the mixture of 10th and 15th stage active |
clearance control air. A schedule for cooling air at various power settings is ' i
shown in Table 79. Table 80 shows a tabu]ation of goal vs• status blade tip
clearances. The current status shows that goals have been exceeded resulting - ' ]
in improved turbine efficiency. -,
i
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i Figure 140 Ceramic Outer Air Seal Shoe
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i TABLE 78 _ I
_ HIGH-PRESSURE TURBINE GAPPING REOI'iRE_NTS -
_ (Inches)
P
r;
START-IDLE ACCEL-SLTO ADP
i Tolerances 0.0023 0.0023 0.0023
Eccentricity 0.0034 0.0034 0.0034 _ _ i
"i Rotor Whirl 0.0010 0.0010 0.0010 ;
"_ Normal Maneuvers 0.0065 0.0010
Cowl Loads 0.0002 0.0002 _ J
Bowed Roto" Whirl 0.0180 _ I i
_ TOTAL 0.0247 0.0134 0.0079 !
;_ TABLE 79 -i ;I!i ' t
HIGH-P_SSURE TURBINE ACTIVE CLEA_NCE CONTROL SYSTEM i
i " '
Fli_ht Condition Bleed S_scem
Idle All 15th
AcceI-SLTO Mixed 10th and 15th
_ ADP All lOth ;
_, r_
-liTABLE 80
HIGH-PRESSURE TURBINE BLADE TIP CLEA_NCE RESULTS
Clearance (inch)
Goal Status -_-
-- _
Cold 0.06850 "" i
Idle 0.04900 _ I
_; SLTO 0.0270 0.0134 i _ I
/ ADP 0.0186 0.0126 [ I
I
-!I
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REAR BEARING COMPARTMENT _ '
The design of the number 4 and 5 bearing cDmpartment was completed during the
pre_ious reporting period. During forced-response vibration investigations on {
the low-pres_ure turbine rotor, a high hot strut case sensitivity to low rotor - .
imbalance was discovered. An o_1 damped number 5 bearing was therefore
incorporated (see discussion in section 3 2.8.3.3.2). --_ '
HIGH-PRESSURE TURBINE COMPONENT FABPICATION
Following approval of the detailed design of the high-pressure turbine in June ; i i
1980, orders for finished parts were processed as de_ailed drawings became * _
available. All raw material requiring long lead time procurement and all blade
and vane casting_ have been ordered early to ensure schedule compliance. :'-
e +
!
Single piece vane casting work progressed through the completion of the wax
pattern injection tool and the core injection tool. Sample solid wax _
injections and sample cores were produced.
: , Blade casting work progressed through the completion of the wax pattern __ ,
injection tool and the core injection tool. Rework of the wax pattern tool was _ t
required in order to modify the trailing edge area. _
i The procurement of the two-piece Transient Liquid Phase R bonded olades was _I"'
cancelled to reduce _he cost of the program. _J
: Hot isostatic press containers for MEEL 76 powder were completed for the TI
- high-pressure turbine disk, vortex plate, sideplates, and rear thrust balance I
"_ seal. b-.
_-.
Waspaloy forgings for the active clearance conLrol raxls, first vane outer _ |
support, and fishmouth seal were delivered ahead of schedule. _| _:
The fabrication of tooling for electro-chemical machining of the disk curved 7q
• _!liptical hole was continued and is nearing completion. _ I
HOT STRUT CASE
I
; Layout designs and thermal/structural analysis of the hot strut case assembly - J
was completed during the reporting period. The final cross-section
configuration of the case is shown inFigure 142. The aerodynamics of thehot "]
!
strut fairings remain as reported in the Fourth Semiannual Status Report. .J
t
"1
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Hot Strut Case Design
" The case structure consists of weld-fabricated forgings of Into 718. Eleven
structural struts connect the inner structure to the outer case. High strength -:
bolts hold the outer ends of the struts to the outer diameter case. Mar-MS09 . i
aerodynamic fairings surround _he structural struts, shielding them from the
hot gas path and turning the gas path flow by 5 degrees. The fairings have . ;
integral inner and outer platforms similar to turbine nozzle vanes, which form
: the inner and outer diameter gas path walls. Platforms gaps are sealed with " ;
feather seals.
i
A simplified NASTRAN model of the hot strut case was constructed to determine . .
structural strut deflections (oee Figure 143). Loads included in the analysis
for the integrated core/low spool design were (1) case_P, (2) axial pressure --:
" load (thrust balance load), (3) thermal loads, (4) mount loads, and (5) rotor _ i
imbalance. Maneuver loads for the flight propulsion system were also included
in this analysis. -_
Deflection Analysis : " "
" A summary of deflections of the hot strut case is presented in Figures 144 and I
: 145. The results of the deflection analysis indicated that the location of . ,
i minimum clearance to the inner diameter of the fairing occurs at section g-g
"! (see Figure 145). At this location, a minimum gap of 0._0 inch axially or _3
-. 0.010 inch tangentially exists, assuming worst dimensional stack-up of U
tolerances (see Figure 146). The strut exterior is coated with aluminum oxide
• to further guard against excessive heat transfer to the structural strut•
r_
Active clearance control air flow from the high-pressure turbine case is
" directed over the inner diameter wall of the outer case by means of a sheet
: metal flow guide to improve thermal response of the outer diameter case during _-_ _
transients. The flow then passes into the cavity outboard of the outer LJ
diameter fairing platform, where it leaks into the gas path or passes between
the structural strut and fairing to the cavity inboard of the inner diameter _Ifairing pl tform•
; Tenth stage compressor air is fed into the outer diameter of the structural
' struts and passes through the center of the struts by means of drilled holes "
(see Figure 147). This air cools the strut and cools the rim area of second . )
stage disk. Next, this air leaks past the thrust balance seal to pressurize
the cavity between the low-pressure rotor and hot strut case and then passes "|
into the drum of the low-pzessure rotor to cool spacers and disk rims of J
stages 3 through 5.
_d
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Figure 143 NASTRAN Model of the Hot Strut Case
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Figure 144 Hot Strut Case Radial and Circumferential Deflection Summary :
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0.020 IN.
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WITH AERODYNAMIC FAIRING
F., ._i
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E _lm_ 0.117 IN.
E J
f
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E Ii
0.01 1 IN,
AXIAL LOADS ACCOUNT FOR 60% OF DEFLECTION J I
THERMAL LOADS ACCOUNT FOR
40% OF DEFLECTION
0.124 IN.
BIB
g -AXIAL )E
!
I Figure 145 Hot Strut Case Radial and Axial Deflection Summary i
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Figure 146 Hot Strut Fairing Clearance Summary _ I
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Life AnaIysis _.
": qlp Cyclic life analysis of the case assembly indicated that minimum life occursF
_L in the structural struts. The calculated flight propulsion system lives for
various strut sections are shown in Figure 147 and those for the integrated
core/low spool in Figure 148. The life requirement is 20,000 cycles for the
" r flight propulsion system and I000 cycles for the integrated core/low spool.
Figure 147 indicates that life requirements have not yet been met at the inner
cooling air holes. Current design efforts are continuing toward a resolution
": r of this problem area.
I
Retention Bolt Stress Analysis i
IE '• !The outer case-to-strut retention bolt was analyzed in detail because it i
carries all of the loads from the inner strut to the outer case. The results !
of a stress analysis conducted on this bolt are listed in Table 81. for the !
: _lP integrated core/low spool, a high-strength HPI59 bolt, which is common with
i _ the high-pressure turbine disk to high-pressure compressor rear hub rotor
retention bolt, was used for schedule and cost reasons. A larger diameter bolt
_, of Inco 718 material was selected for the flight propulsion system. As shown
& by the summary, calculated stresses are below the yield stresses, iI
I
!
TABLE 81 ;
HOT STRUT BOLT STRESS SUMMARY
TENSILE MAX. SHEAR MAX. PRIN. .
STRESS STRESS STRESS o ys O ult
Ksi Ksi Ksi Ksi Ksi
I
IC/LS MPI59 i
[ '• Cold Assembly 175 115 200 240 275 I
Steady State 145 85 155 200 225 !
[ i
FPS IN¢O 718 I
I
Cold Assembly 130 85 145 165 200 I
i Steady State II0 70 125 145 185 b
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Figure 147 Flight Propulsion System Hot Strut Low Cycle Fatigue Lives
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HIGH-PRESSURE TURBINE "WARM" RIG
_0
All layout design work and thermal/structural analysis on the high-pressure
turbine "warm" rig was completed during the current reporting period. A
detailed design review for the rig was held concurrently with the that for the _ ,
component at NASA Lewis on May 21 and 22 1980. Approval of the design was
granted on Ii June 80. r i
J
The "warm" rig is the vehicle in which the components will be first tested and
i the aerodynamic performance fully measured and developed. This will be -_
accomplished by conducting a cascade loss test followed by a full stage i
performance test. " "
Ri_ Design Features --',
The major features of the rig assembly include rig inlet section, rotor and
vane assembly, and rig exhaust section. The rig will feature separate ccntrols " !
for all secondary flows as well as main flow. In addition, a separate system _
is provided for the active clearance control system, which covers an
approximate 300 F temperature range for clearance ch_ ge. The main flow _ 7
temperature will be 800 F with the appropriate secondary air temperature ratio
to simulate engine conditions. A circumferential traverse instrumentation ring :
has been provided to acquire a more thorough mapping behind the vanes and
blades• A cross-section of the rig is shown in Figure 109. I" •
Materials
Raw material requirements for the intial rig design phase were established by !'!
using the preliminary rig cross-section layout as the basic design concept. ""'
All rig hardware exposed to main airflow or secondary airfoil has been
designed using stainless steel or comparable rust-resistant alloys to prevent _ 1
rust build-up during testing. In addition, the 800 F inlet temperature _.J _ _
dictated certain materials with proper thermal response. One example of this
is the inlet outer case, which needed a high thermal expansion plus high " _
strength. PWA 1075 was chosen for this application. Insulation is being used i
on the inlet flowpath cases to prevent the secondary cooling air from i
adversely affecting the main flow temperature. External rig hardware will be - ' i
of less expensive io_ carbon steel material. '
LI
Ri_ Safet_ Features !
The rig safety system is characterized by three primary modes. The first is an .
explosive system activated by the occurrence of an overspeed condition. Th_
main stream airflow bypasses the rig and re-enters in the exhaust duct. The 1t
second system is a pop-valve, which also allows the airflow to bypass the rig. !
In addition to speed, the pop-valve can be excited by loss of oil flow, t
bearing compartment adverse pressure gradients, excessive vibration, and
excessive bearing temperature. The third system is an alarm system_ whi,.h is
activated when the limits of various rig parameters are exceeded.
"If
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[ 'Secondary Flow System and Thrust Balance
: T" The "warm" rig simulates engine cooling air and leakage flow3 and blade _ip|, clearances while preventing oil weepage from the bearing compartments and
excessive thrust bearing loads. Figure 149 presents a schematic representation
of the rig secondary flows.
E Extensive rig instrumentation will allow measurement of these key flows with
: calibrated venturis or cold flow calibrated hardware. It will also provide
confirmation of leakage and swirl field flows with static and total pressurese so s and c oling ir temperatures and windage hea generation with
thermocouples. Key thrust balance cavity pressures will be continuousl,
monitored and processed to give on-stand read-out of thrust load.
E The high-pressure compressor rear seal air supply will be injected
tangentially to simulate the high-pressure compressor discharge bleed swirl in
the engine. There will be separate control of the disk front rim cavity "mini"tangential on-board injection flow to change the swirl level and, hence, blade
supply pressure. This will also affect thrust load. The temperature of the
E active clearance control air will also be controlled between 65 F and 400 F. '• This control will change outer ai_ seal (blade tip) clearances over the range ;
available with the engine active clearance control system. The bearing
compartments will be vacuum-pumped to provide a positive pressure gradient
E across the seals, thus preventing oil weepage. The rotor has beenthrust-balanced so that the maximum load is 8,839 lb.
E Rig Active Clearance Control System I
The active clearance control system is used in the test program to evaluate !
its effectivenes_ during rig performance testing. The internal hardware of the
E active clearance control for the core/low is also usedsystem integrated spool
in the rig. The integrated core/low spool outer turbine case could not be used .
because ol the requirement to place the exit probes in a specific axial
location incompatible with the case design. A rig-unique case was thereforedesigned to accommodate e r quir d instrumentation. The material chosen for
the rig case, INCO 600, is a relatively low-cost nickel-based alloy th_ i
adaquately matches the PWA 1007 (Waspaloy) material of the integrated core/low ispool in thermal expansion properties. The rig design was analyzed to ensure 1
that the outer a_r seal, over the turbine blade tip, moves out parallel to the i
rig centerline in order to maintain essentially chordwise clearance between !
the blade tip and outer airseal platform during temperature excursions. Theactive clearance growth summary is shown in Figure 150.
g
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Rotating Hardware .
The rig rotor design was analyzed for critical speed_, and rotor tie bolts _ .
were analyzed for blade loss c_?ability. In addition, the rotor air seals were i
reviewed for resonance and coincidence. The critical speeds and mode shapes
determined from the rotor dynamics study are shown in Figure 151. Because the
mode shapes indicate a critical condition, a forced response analysis was -_
conducted. The result _t bearing loads corresponding to i mil of bearing .
support v:oration at the speeds shown were judged to be acceptable _see Table
82) _:
• T
gm
TABLE 82 _-!
_IGH-FPESSURE TURBINE "WARM" RIG _''
FORCED RESPONSE RESULTS
Rotor Bearing Loads for 1Mil j !
Speed L_aring Support Vibration (Ib)
ro_ Bearin_ Rear Bearing Remarks ---
• i
4500 75 306 Acceptable _"
9850 _08 851 Acceptable t !
_--|
The c_Iculated str(ss in the rotor tie bolts resulting from a blade loss _ :
situation is 7_ 000 psi., which is well under the O.2-percent yield stress _|..
leve. _f INCO - _.
Se_l da;2_,'s were provided for the rotor air seals as a conservative measure .
t_ ..c / resonance or coincidence problem. _he dampers are fitted to the
static seal land_.
yl
Bearings and Seals .
The bearing compartments were designed using existing par_s with minor -
mcd _ications. Key features of the front and rear bearing compartments are !
described as follows•
The f_onL bearing compartment has a 22C _m bore and a 320 mm flanged oute_ I
diameter. Its maximum DN _s 2.1 x I06, an(, _ts maximum load is less than -"'
I0,000 lb. Calculated BI life is greater than 250 hours.
The front compartment seals are the dry face type with an oil-cooled carbon
rubbing plate. Stackpol_ 20_0 carbon grade seals are used for _mproved
durability. Air temperature in the compartment is estimated to be 150 F. The _]
• seal operating conditions are listed in Table 83.
*J b I
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Figure 151 High-Pressure Turbine "Warm" Rig Critical Speeds and Mode Shapes
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TABLE 83
FRONT COMPARTMENTOPERATING CONDITIONS . ;
Condition Seal A P (psi) Rubbin_ Speed (ft/sec)
w%
FORWARD REAR . I
i
; ADP 33 32 400 -_
! ,t
i Max. Speed 38 37 440
! A p Range* 27-51 26-50 7_
J
] * Range expected to be encountered during rig operation _ j
i
The design of the rear compartment bearing for the rig is the same of that of _ |
the number 4 bearing for the integrated core/low spool. This oil-damped : ! :
bearing has a 1_9 mm bore and a 222 mm outer diameter, and is equipped with a t
soft centering spring. It also features preloading and under race oil cooling. I
Its maximum radial load is less than 1000 lb, and its calculated B1 life is _greater than 1000 hours. The maximum DN is 1.6 x 106,
Thedesignof therearcompartment forwardseal is thesameas thatof the _
number 4 seal for the integrated core/low spool, and the rig rear seal is _. !
derived from the integrated core/low spool number 5 rear seal. Both are the
dry-face type seal with oil cooled rubbing plates• Stackpole 2080 carbon grade
seals are used for improved durability. The temperature of the surrounding air i7 '_#
is maintained at 150 F. Operating conditions of the seals are shown in Table _J
84.
Ri_ Instrumentation ii
High-pressure turbine rig instrumentation measures overall stage performance
and provides basic aerodynamic data as well as airfoil and endwall aerodynamic . i I
loading information. In addition, it monito:s rig safety parameters and also
assesses the performance of the "mini" tangential on-board injection system " I
and active clearance control system. Both the cascade and the full-stage rigs -
have essentially the same instrumentation. A rig supervisory system will be
employed _o automatically control all of the secondary flow systems. All _
probes and wires are calibrated before iustallation.
The following subsections describe rig performance instrumentation, rig design _1
instrumentation, and facility/rig adaptation. A summary of "warm" rig Li
instrumentation is presented in Table 85.
"I ij.. , I.
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_ TABLE 84
" T OPERATING CONDITIONS OF THE KEAR COMPARTMENT SEALS
_w
Seal A P(psi) Rubbing Speed
E Condition Both Seals (ft/sec)
ADP 6 293
E Max Speed 6 324
Operating Requirement: 10 psia Compartment Pressures
E TABLE 85
E INSTRUMENTATION SUMMARY
TT PT TAir Tmetal PS Miscellaneous
l-[ Rig Super- 2 2 10 - 16 -
visory Control
I[ Inlet 80 40 24
V_ne Surface 153 ,.
I[ &Shrouds
Blade OAS 22 28 22 4 Laser Prox.
Exit 48 48 24 4 Air Angle
E Vane Cooling 13 16
TOBI 22 22
Disk Bore 12 64 64
Cooling
E Exit 8 ,3
Cavities
|
m
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TABLE 85 (Cont'd) . .
TT Pm TAi r Tmeta 1 PS Miscellaneous -_-
!
! Bearing Com- 10 24 22 10 Vibration
partments 3 speed I
1 Totals PT 100 Laser Proximity 4
(perf) TT 128 Vibrztion I0 . )
I PS 355 Speed 3 -7
, (non perf) TAIR 142 Air Angle 4 ""
Tmeta I 52 _ !
I
Performance Instrumentation. Performance instrumentation measures inlet and
exit flow, blade tip clearance, and torque. -;
Inlet Instrumentation. Inlet instrumentation consists of 4 total g'|
pressure rakes, each with I0 senso-s. In addition, there are 6 static
pressure taps located on both the inner and outer flowpath. The inlet
rakes are properly located circumferentially to prevent any rotor _'- .*
excitat ion.
2]Exit Instrumentation. Exit instrumentation consists of 4 total pressure "'_
rakes and 4 total temperature rakes each with 12 sensors. In addition,
there are six static pressure taps located in both the inner and outer _-Iflowpath. The rakes are located on a ring that can be traversed
circumferentia]!y approximately 30 degrees. These rakes are positioned 90 " '
degrees apart. Coupled with the pressure and temperature rakes, there are
4 air angle probes located at the exit plane. These probes are wedge "_i
shaped and have the ability to traverse radially as well as -
circumferentially. They are used to measure two static pressures and a
total pressure, and are also used to calculate exit air angle. "*I
Blade Tip Clearance Measurement. Four laser probes equally spaced will
be used to measure and monitor the blade tip clearance. These probes will .-_
be attached to the blade outer air seal shoes, permitt=d to grow through _,__
the outer cases, ana sealed by means of piston rings. Temperature
variations in the flow to the active clearance control system will
provide tip clearance changes. Prebe measurments will then be used to 'I" !
determine any changes in performance resulting from variations in tip :-}
clearance.
b
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z _ Torque Measurement. _ load cell torque measuring system will be used in
-_ addition to the standard thermal techniques of determining overall
": Ir" performance. The load cells are activated by lever arms attached to
I, dynonometers.
Design Verification Instrumentation. Design instrmnentation verifies design
r. assumptions and measures static temperatures, pressures, and bearingtemperatures. Probe strain gages and accelerometers are also used.
I" Static Pressure. Two turbine vanes will be instrumented on the airfoil
I, surface at three spanwise locations. Seventeen airfoil static pressure
: taps will be positioned at each location, I0 on the suction surface and 7
: w- on the pressure surface. Endwall static pressure taps will be placed at
both the inner and outer flowpath platforms. The number of these used4
ee will depend on available platform area. Static pressure taps will also be
located throughout the rig in order to determine cooling and leakage
[ flows.
Static Temperature. One vane will be instrumented in the airfoil section
_" to determine the effectiveness of the cooling scheme. In addition,
Im instrumentation will be located on the active clearance control system to
verify its operation. All cooling flow systems will be instrumented to
monitor and maintain control of coolant flow temperatures.
, Bearin_ Temperatures. Thermocouples will be located in the bearing
compartments to ensure proper bearing and seal operating temperatures.
This instrumentation will be monitored throughout the test program.
i Probe Strain Gages. The fixed inlet rakes will be strain gaged at the
root of the rake to detect probe vibratory modes that might exist at test
conditions.
Accelercmeter. Both horizontal and vertical accelerometers will be
E located on the front and rear bearing supports. These will be monitoredthroughout the test program.
Facility/Rig Adaptation. The facility for testing the high-pressure turbine"warm" rig will provide a closed-loop air supply syst m. Two natural gas
burners heat the primary air to approximately 800 F. The secondary air,
supplied by the mainstream air upstream of the burner, is delivered to the rigat approximately 150 F, thus maintaining the proper main air temperature and
cooling air temperature ratio. Power generated by the turbine is absorbed
through two I0,000 hp dynonometers. The rig is connected to the powerm
: It- absorption system through a coupling and gearbox. There are provisions for
m seven independent secondary cooling air systems. Flow for both the primary and
secondary air systems is metered through critical flow venturies. An automated
I data seco,_dary system will be used to process data, _nd a rig supervisorysystem will be employed to cont-ol all se ondary flows.
|
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3.2.7.4 Supportin_ Technology • ,
3.2.7.4.1 Leakage Test Program _ .
The objective of this program is to investigate and minimize the coolant air
leakage paths related to the blade attachments and vane inner and outer
; platform regions. The goal high-pressure turbine cooling and leakage flow for -_
the flight propulsion system is 11.2 percent Wae. . ,
The leakage test program comprises four phases. Blade and vane attachment --
leakage areas are identified during the preliminary design phase of the
high-pressure turbine component effort. A plastic model of the high-pressure " ;
turbine blade attachment is fabricated and assembled to help visualize and
correct assembly and sealing requirements. Metal models are fabricated and -_
assembled to quantitatively define the leakage flow associated with the •
attachment areas. Static pressure instrumentation is used for these
measurements. Evaluated concepts include flange seals, full ring side plates, _i
_4
and feather seals between adjacent vanes.
', Testing of each model documents leakage flow parameters over pressur_ ratio _
ranges consistent with Energy Efficient Engine applications. Flow, !
_ temperature, and static and total pressure measurements are taken at each _ '
! condition. Each leakage path is systematically sealed off to determine its
; contribution to engine leakage. High leakage areas are redesigned and retested _"
"! to verify leakage reduction. Comparisons between experimental data and _ i| "'
predicted leakages from the design system are used to complete the design of
blade and vane attachments. 7]
All efforts under this supporting technology program are complete. Program
results are summarized in the Fourth Semiannual Status Report. A draft of the
technology reporL has been submitted to NASA for review and approval. _ {J
3.2.7.4.2 Supersonic Cascade Test Prosram _
The objective of this program is, through a com_nation of analyses and test
activities, to improve the ability to optimize ..design of a low-loss --.
airfoil for the high-pressure turbine. :!
The supersonic cascade test program consists of five phases. To initiate the
program, six airfoil configurations are selected and designed. Cascade , ;
assemblies are designed and fabricated in preparation for testing. In ,. '.
addition, instrumentation is designed, data reduction methods established, and
a test plan defined. The low-loss concepts investigated include controlled - _
coolant discharge, end wall contouring, and optimized distribution of airfoil • t'
loading.
Cascade testing simulaLes flight propulsion system Reynolds numbers and Mach "_I
numbers. Test data are compared to analytical predicLions, and the " J
high-pressure turbine airfoil design is updated accordingly. .
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_ _, All technical effort for this supporting technology program is ctmplete.
Program results were presented in the Third Semiannual Status Report.
3.2.7.4.3 Cooling Model Test Program
ill Verify, through water flow visualization tests, that the desired distributionof cooling flow within the high-pressure turbine blade is achieved.
3.2.7.4.3.2 Scope of Total Work Planned
This program consists of the four phases shown in Figure 152. Initially, the
program considers a simplified large scale two-dimensional Plexiglas blade
T ° model incorporating internal features and flow areas of the Energy Efficient
_, _, Engine design. Qualitative and quantitative test data analysis determines if
the configuration is acceptable. The results are incorporated into the
" I_ full-scale blade design.
During the detail design for the high-pressure turbine, a second model
incorporating internal features plus twist and curvature is designed and
Ii tested to verify fully attached internal flow and pressure drop. By using flowvisualization models, areas of stalled low velocity or recirculating flow can
be identified prior to hardware procurement.
q
3.2.7.4.3.3 Technica] Progress
. 3.2.7.4.3.3.1 Summary of Work Previously Completed
]_ As indicated in Figure 152, efforts associated with the two-dimensional test .:
phase of this program were completed prior to the current reporting period, as
] _ was the analysis and design of the three-dimensional flow visualization model.
The two-dimensional model is illustrated in Figure 153. Initially, root and
- tip turn configurations without turning vanes were tested in this model.
Testing results revealed flow separat=on and recirculation in an acute corner
of one of the flow cavities. Turning vanes were added, and the root model
. [= showed no improvement. The tip model, however, exhibited significant
_- improvement with only slight flow separation. A corner fillet was installed in
the tip model, and testing indicated that this addition also reduced corner
' _ recirculation. Taper was added to the turning vanes, but failed to further
I. rectify the turning problem. This model was subsequently modified to provide
radial flow discharge, fillets, and additional blade root coolant injection to
more nearly simulate the full size blade configJration that was evolving out
of the and effort. Initial of this
analysis design testing configuration
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Figure 153 Root and Tip Turn Flow Visualization Models
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• evaluated variations in coolant flow rate through passage "C II of Figure 153 to '
eliminate the root corner separation and recirculation problems. Slight
i improvement was observed with high flow injection. The model was again _
I modified to increase pedestal area and to simulate a less convergent turn
! Visual inspection revealed that this modification successfully eliminated the
1 separation and recirculation of flow in the acute corner of the root s.ction.
The modified two-dimensional model is illustrated in Figure 154. --"
I Following completion of the analysis and design of the three-dimensional _oow
! visualization model, a technology design review was held at Nasa-Lewis in _
March 1980. This model was designed at five times normal size in order to more
clearly illustrate the cooling flow patterns of the high-pressure turbine _ '
blade. In addition, this model was characterized by the same twist and
curvature of the actual airfoil. The correct channel flow blockage was - ;
simulated by incorporating trip strips, draft aL_gle on ribs, spanwise area _
distribution, and pedestal distribution. The 5x plastic model is illustrated
i in Figure 155. _"_
In addition to completing the analysis and desigi, effort, a test plan was
formulated with the objectives of (I) identifyin B flow distribution problems, _._
_2) eliminating separation zones, (3) verifying any subsequent design changes, .
and (4) providing information to the hig_-pre_ure _urbine component detailed ° "
design effort.
3.2.7.4.3.3.2 Current Technical Progress _,i
The work plan (see Figure 152) indicates that fabrication of the _|
three-dimensional model was to have been completed during the current
reporting period, and testing and post test analysis were supoosed to have "_"
been initiated. Becauve of technical problems at the vendor, however,
fabrication was not c_mpleted until late in the reporting period. _/_
7
An inspection of the cooling model after fabrication indicated that the mode]
contained some dimensional discrepancies. The mo_el was subsequently returned -'I
. i
to the vendor for corrections, further delaying testing. As a result, only . .
testing associated with leakage checks was started at the en of this
reporting period. The completed model is shown in Figure 156 ....
" I
L
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3.2.7.4.4 Oncooled Rig Test Program . ,
t|
: The objective of this program is to establish tile uncooled aerodynamic
} efficiency base for the high-pressure turbine component by verifying the
benefits of large turbine annulus area and high rim speed, defining the -
optimum reaction level, and evaluating the endwall loss reduction potential of
a canted va_le configuration. -_
"i
A test program is conducted to determine the uncooled efficiency benefits
! gained by increasing rim speed and annulus area (AN2) and increasing the +-ii
. turbine eaction level from 35 percent to 43 percent. In addition, the vane is _ !
canted I_ Jegrees in the direction of rotation to determine loss _eductions.
Vane ann, lar cascade testing is conducted for each of the rotating rig builds,! .---.
, and bladc stress studies are conducted on the second build (43-percent .
"_action level). The major effort comprises design, fabrication, and testing i
of three vane cascades and two rotating rigs.
All technical work fur this supporting technology program has been completed. _.I
Program. results appear in NASA report CR--165149.
_t
3.2.7.4.5 High-Pressure Turbine Fabrication Development Program _.I
The objective of this program is to apply Pratt & Whitney Aircraft single
crystal two-piece airfoil casting and bonding technology to the fabrication of - _
Energy Efficien_ Engine high-pressure turbine blade and vane shapes. _+_
The progra_ consists of three major phases. In the analysis and design of the _
airfoil, h,ceractions between airfoil aerodynamics, heat transfer, structural U
analysis and tool design are considered. Wall thickness, internal passage
: configuration, trailing edge thickness and shape, type and location of cooling
] holes, and definition of bond surface are prime concerns. _ _
Holds for airfoil casting and tools for bonding are designed and fabricated. A
'_i test plan is defined and airfoils are cast and bonded. Trial specimens undergo [_i creep and tensile tests, m cr structural an lysis, and nondestructive
inspection to verify the quality of the castings and bonds.
i
All technical work on this supporting technology program has been completed. "_+|
Program results appear in the Fourth Semiannual Status keport. A draft of the °"
technology report is currently being prepared.
]]
!+l
]
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3.2.8 Low-Pressure Turbine
3.2.8.1 Overall Objective
Develop the technology required to design a highly efficient low-pressure
- turbine, and to incorporate this technology into design and fabrication to
[" demonstrate the potential for achieving the Energy Efficient Engine flight
I, propulsion system low-pressure turbine performance goals of 91.5 percent
efficiency, 0.7 percent pressure loss in the transition duct, and 0.9 percent
. r pressure loss in the exit guide vane. Design goals are disk life of 20,000
L missions/ 30,000 hours, blade and vane life of 15,000 hours, hot strut life of
9,000 hours/15,000 missions and vane, blade, and transition duct coating life
of 9,000 hours.
3.2.8.2 Component Prosram Overview
_" The overall task effort consists of a component effort and three supporting
I. technology sub-tasks. The component effort comprises the analysis and design
and fabrication of the low-pressure turbine component. The three supporting
technology programs are (I) the boundary layer test program, (2) the subsonic
cascade test and (3) the transition duct test The original
program, program.
program effort included a turbine exit guide vane supporting technology test
program. This program was cancelled at the first work plan update in March
1979 because it was judged to be of minimal technical risk. Figure 157 showsthe relationships between these activities and their relationship to Tasks I,
3, and 4. The work plan is shown in Figure 158.
3.2.8.3 Component Effort
3.2.8.3.1 Objective
Conduct the design, analysis, and hardware procurement activities necessary to &
develop a low-pressure turbine that meets the established goals.
3.2.8.3.2 S__copeof Total Work Planned
The analysis and design effort consists of a preliminary analysis and designphase and a detailed analysis and design phase as shown in Figure 158. A
six-month preliminary design activity is conducted to establish the
aerodynamics of the low-pressure turbine flowpath and to dete_ine the
E mechanical and structural feasibility of that configuration. This prelim2naryactivity results in layout drawings and substantiatin design data, to be
presented to NASA at a preliminary design review in September 1978.
E Approximately 14 months after the preliminary design review, a detailed desig,_
_ctivity starts• Results available from the supporting technology programs are
used to substantiate or improve the configurations established in the
I preliminary design. More sophisticated design and analytical than
procedures
those of the preliminary effort ere used. The results of this effort are
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i presented to NASA at a detailed design review in January 1981. Fabrication of . J ,
J the component parts is scheduled to start in the fourth quarter of 1980 and be
I completed in the fourth quarter of 1981. ii Figure 158 indicates that all of ti:e work associated with the preliminary "
] analysis and design of the low-pressure turbine component was completed during I
!]i a previous reporting period. The figure also shows that component detailed I.z analysis and design work and fabric.tion work were continued during the '
! current reporting period.
3.2.8.3.3 Technical Progress i '
4
3.2.8.3.3.1 Summary of Work Previously Completed T
r] The low-pressure turbine design that evolved prior to the current reporting * ,
period is shown in Figure 159. This configuration is an uncooled, l
, counter-rotating (relative to the high rotor) design featuring four stages, _
749 blades, and a mean velocity ratio of 0.47. The need for cooling air is _|
i eliminated by the advanced materials used in the hot strut, second vane, and
| second blade. The counter-rotatlng feature reduces the losses from the inlet _) i
i guide vane because of reduced turning. The rotor and stator assembly is ,coupled to the high-pressure turbi e by a transition duct (turbine "
} intermediate case). Turbine airflow is exhausted to exit guide vanes which
i turn the flow axially into the mixer/nozzle. ' =!
The rotor and stator assembly incorporates the following features:
I. Double wall case construction with case-tied outer air seals and _.I
internal active clearance control for second and third stages, i
2. Single backbone bolted rotor with front and rear hubs. .
3. Stepped labyrinth, full ring, third through fifth stage inner air
seals and second stage case-tied knife edge inner air seals. _l
4. Blade leading edge and trailing edge flow guides.
iJ5. Advanced materials for cost effectiveness and benefits in weight and
performance. (A complete listing of materials is shown in Table 86.)
I
P
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TABLE86 _I
LOW-PRESSURE TURBINE MATERIAL SUMMARY _ }
Part Material . l
, 2nd & 5th Disk/Hub MERL 80 Disk with "
Front Hub and Rear Cone PWA 1003 !
3rd & 4th Disk HERL 80
Rotor Spacers & Front Airseal PWA 1003 _ 1
2nd Vane MERL 2001220, MERL 700 Coating 1
2nd Blade I_A 1422/FdA 273 Coating
3rd Vane & 3rd Blade PWA 655/PWA 73 Coating
4oh & 5th Vane, 4th Blade PWA 555/No Coating ;-I
5th Blade MERL 101/No Coating ! j
": Case Fabricated Wrought INCO 718
_, 2nd & 3rd OAS (Case-Tied) AHS 5754 _-]
. 6th & 5th OAS (Full Ring) AMS 5771
- Inner Airseal AMS 5771
• i7
The turbine exhaust case includes a turbine exit guide vane to remove swirl
structure with the 24 struts doubling as airfoils for the low-pressure turbine _
• exit guide vanes. The inner ring supports the tailcone, which also provides
the inner mixer support. The outer ring/case provides the mixer outer diameter ..
_., support, provides the cone engine attachment for the engine/nacelle cowl load [7
sharing, and transfers all loads from the turbine exhaust case forward to the
low-pressure turbine outer case.
A summary of the aerodynamic characteristics of the low-pressure turbine i I
resulting from the preliminary analysis and design is shown in Table 8_. _
Current performance parameters at significant engine operating conditions are
shown in Table 88. _-1
I
The projected efficiency of 91.5 percent at the aerodynamic design point
includes benefits derived from improved aerodynamics, reduced work factor, and _
reductions in clearances and leakage. 1
The hub design was re-evaluated in terms of deflection and weight reduction _l
benefits. Results of this evaluation confirmed the selection of the double hub l
or "A-frame" configuration from the Preliminary Design Review. ;
The aft-loaded aerodynamic concept was selected as the most promising approach _]
for the low-pressure turbine airfoils because it exhibited lower pressure loss : !-_
than the "squared-off" concept= evaluated.
[1
I b
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TABLE 87
ENEMY EFFICIENT ENGINE LOW P_RU_ TURBINE
AERODYN_IC PARAMETERS
Parameter
Number of Stages 4
Expansion Ratio 5.7
Mean Velocity Ratio 0.47/2.26Cx/u 0.73
VRIM (fps Maximum) 650
P/P Exit Guide Vane (percent) 0.9
_P/P Turbine Duct (percent) 0.7Transition
Area Ratio (Transition Duct, percent) 1.5
LPT co HPT Diameter Ratio 16%
E Inlet Speed Parameter, N/_" 82.1Inlet Flow Parameter, W_ 75.0
Blade Tip Clearance, Min./Max. 0.02
Inlet Mach No. (Abs.) 0.39 ,Exit Mach No. (Abs.) 0.41
Inlet Swirl Angle (degree) -53 :
Exit Swirl Angle (degree) +33
Number of Blades and Vanes 749 l
Efficiency (percent) 91.5 l
)
r
[ TABLE 88 i
i
LOW-P_SSU_ TURBINE CUR_NT PERFOR_NCE PARAMENTERS i ._;
AT SIGNIFICANT ENGINE OPE_TING CONDITIONS ._.
Engine Operating Condition
Aero. Des. Maximum MaximumPoint Cruise Climb Takeoff
!
I Inlet Flow Parameter(Ib_ in.2/sec_=_f) 67.05 67.15 66.75 67.15
l Inlet TemperatureS(F) 1530 1495 1655 1725 i
m
I
Pressure Ratio 5.63 5.55 5.75 4.97
I Adiabatic Efficiency (percent) 91.5 91.3 91.7 90.2
Enthalpy Change - BTU/Ib 173.5 169.5 187.5 178.0
I Exhaust Case Pressure Loss (percent) 0.90 0.87 0.95 0.68
| ,
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3.2.8.3.3.2 Current Technical Progress _
• Work during the current reporting period was directed toward the following _
(2) airfoil durability analysis, (3) stage ](I)areas: component design,
' vibration analysis, (4) flutter analysis, (5) critical speed analysis, (6) - |
rotor design, and (7) case design.
Component Design :J
Low-pressure turbine component design studies indicated that airfoil axial
gapping had to be increased. The amount of this increase depended on the
following factors: (I) thermal growth of shaft, cases, blades and vanes; (2)
pressure load deflections of airfoils, case, shaft and hub; (3) vibratory
deflections; (4) mechanical tolerances and bearing play; and (5) blade meshing _I
criteria. The resultant flowpath is shown in Figure 160.
The required re-gapping also resulted in revisions to the vane and bla _
stagger angles (see Table 89). ;J
TABLE 89
LOW-PKESSURETURBINEVANEANDBLADESTAGGERANGLES !i]
Flow Area
Location Restagger Chan6e (percent)
2nd Vane (Inlet Guide Vane) Closed -0.37 _ !
2nd Blade Opened +0.12 LJ
3rd Vane, new design, all sections Redesign .... ._
: 3rd Blade Closed -0,38 t | _.::_
4th Vane Closed -0,98 _.| _'
4th Blade* Closed -0.16
5th Vane Closed -0.08 r-:
5th Blade Closed -0.25 _.I
Exit Guide Vane Unchanged
* Design sections at 20 percent span, mean, 1/4 tip, and tip were changed :_
Airfoil section contours remain as reported in the Fourth Semiannual Status _]
Report except for the third stage vane and fourth stage blade as noted in
Table 89. Velocity triangle data describing the regapped and restaggered
flowpath are shown in Table 90. Mean section contours and pressure profiles
for all low-pressure turbine airfoils are shown in Figures 161 through 170. U
b
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TASLE90 l
LOW-P_SSURE TURBINE VEL_ITY TRIANGLE DATA IN TERMS OF REVISED
FLOWPATH GAPPING AND _VISED AIRFOIL STAGGERING -_"
I#
|
VANE 2(IGV) BLADE 2 VANE 3 BLADE 3 1
MEAN IdEAN MEAN MEAN
-- -- 71
Inlet Ang. 141.300 40.700 47.600 41.700
Inlet Math no. 000.394 00.394 00.349 00.365
Inlet Mx 000.239 90.246 00.254 00.238 --_"
Exit Ang 024.200 25.900 22.800 22.700 _ J
t
Exit Math no. 000.658 00.620 00.656 00.665
Exit Mx 000.267 00.266 00.254 00.254 _]
l
VANE 4 BLADE 4 VANE 5 BLADE 5
MEAN MEAN MEAN MEAN r_ i
Inlet Ang. 42.900 40.900 45.600 44. 700 " "
Inlet Math no. 00.357 00.359 00.348 00.385
Inlet Mx 00.239 00.229 00.248 00.269 _I
Exit Ang. 21.200 22.200 22.600 25.500 |J
Exit Math no. 00.689 00.689 00.736 00.791
Exit Mx 00.248 00.258 00.283 00.339 r]
EGV _.| i
_AN , i
k
Inlet Ang. 50.100 _
Inlet Mach no. 00.441 ° ,
Inlet Mx 00.337
Exit Ang. 90.000 _IExit Mach no. 00.350 i
Exit Mx 00.346 :
!
o All values along streamlines
o Integrated Core/Low Spool Aerodynamic Design Point
!-I
!
!
Z
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[ .Airfoil Durability Analysis
I
An airfoil durability analysis for the integrated core/low spool was
completed. The results of this analysis indicated that all blades and vanes
met the goal life of 50 hours hot time. Figures 171 through 178 show the , i
calculated vane and blade stresses at design temperature conditions. All
blades and vanes displayed adequate stress margin. Material selection and ico tings (wher needed) are also indicated. Analysis of the liv s of the ' !
flight propulsion system airfoils was not completed during this reporting I
period.
I
Sta_e Vibration Analysis
i
Stage vibration analysis of the low-pressure turbine rotors for the integratedcore/low spool was completed. The rotors were analyzed for blade resonance, i
I
blade- and disk-coupled resonance, and blade flutter, i
E For the 2nd stage rotor, lie and 22E resonances were of concern because of the _
proximity of the ii upstream hot struts. Figure 179 shows that for the IlK
E first mode, a frequency margin of 9.8 percent at the maximum rotor speed ispredicted. For 22E first mode, a margin of -I0.7 percent at the minimum cruise
speed is calculated. All critical second mode resonances occur well out of the
operating range.
• !
The 3rd stage final design has a -38 percent 22E and a -16 percent lie first :.\_
mode frequency margin at the minimum cruise speed, with the 22E resonance ;...._.
occurring away from the idle range. The 3E first mode frequency margin is 14 ;......
percent and the 22E 2nd mode frequency is also 14 percent at the maximum rotor r. ;
speed (see Figure 180).
J
Critical resonances for stage 4 were limited to the low orders. The final *
design resulted in margins of 52 percent 2E and 18 percent 3E for the first _,
mode at the maximum rotor speed (see Figure 181). Avoidance of the lie and 22E , ,
resonances was not required. !
The 5th stage resulting design has a 9 percent first mode 3E resonance margin i
at maximum rotor speed. The 30E first and second mode resonance are predicted
K to occur at 1400 and 1760 revolutions/minute, respectively. These
were i
considered acceptable for the integrated core/low spool (see Figure 182).
l
I Flutter A,,alysis |
Figure IS3 presents the results of a flutter analysis on the fouz low-pressure I
I turbine rotors. The Energy Efficient Engine designs ar_ compared to previous [
f
Pratt & Whitney Aircraft designs in terms of aerodynamic damping and tip exit
reduced velocity parameters. The results of this analysis indicate that all 4
rotors operate well above the unstable limit and are therefore uot expected to i| ,encounter flutter problems. !
[
!| '
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Critical Speed Analysis
A critical speed analysis was completed on the low_pressure rotor of the
integrated core/low spool. The results of this analysis indicated that a
turbine mode of vibration exists at 3015 revolutions/minute,low-pressure
which is in the operating speed region (see Table 91). At this mode of
vibration, the low=pressure rotor possesses 23 percent of the total strain
energy of the engine. Previous operating experience indicates that thispercentage is too high. Further analysis with selected amounts of imbalance
placed at various positions on the rotor showed the outer hot strut case
deflection to be sensitive to low-pressure turbine imbalance (1.7 ozrin, ofimbalance was found to produce one mil of deflection).
I
TABLE 91
+
I
INTEGRATED CORE/LOW SPOOL CRITICAL SPEED ANALYSIS UPDATE ; +
E (Undamped Number 5 Bearing) t
Mode Rotor Critical
E (LRX.____) Speed (RPM) Comments
Fan 2029 RPM Low Strain Energy
[ Mode (5.45% S.E.) Within Running Range. f_i! i
LPT 3015 RPM Case Deflection I= _:,_"
E Mode (23.55% S.E.) Very Sensitive to LPTUnbalance. Need #5
Damper.
Silaft 7373 RPM 89% Above Max. _i
Low N.,
Mode (78.6% S.E.) 25% Below N2 IDLE.
Tailplug 4752 RPM 21.7% Above Max.Mode (2 .1% S E.) N
(Nl)Idle = 1103 rpm :
(Nlmax) - 3902 rpm +
To desensitize the hot strut case to low-pressure turbine imbalance, an oil :damped number 5 bearing was incorporated in the design (see Figure 184). The 1
critical speed analysis with the damped number 5 bearing (see Table 92)
indicates a reduction in strain energy percentage and a reduction in the 1
critical speed revolutions/minute. Case deflection was desensitized to 10.25
oz.-in, imbalance per mil deflection.
i|
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TABLE 92
INTEG_TED CO_/LOW SPOOL CRITICAL SPEED ANALYSIS UPDATE
(7 Mil Viscous Damper at number 5 bearing)
_ Mode Rotor Critical(L_) Speed (_M) Comments
Fan 2031RPM Low Strain EnergyMode (5.39% S.E.) Within Running Range.
LPT 2700 RPM Case Deflection
Mode (19.25% S.E.) Less Sensitive toLPT Unbalance with #5
brg. Damper.
E "Low Shaft 7303 _H 87% Above Max. N.,
Mode (80.99% S.E.) 25.9% Below N2 IDLE.
Tailplug 4723 RPM 21%
Above Max. NI
Mode (22.49% _.E.)
(Nl)Idle = 1103 rpm ':
(Nlmax) = 3902 rpm i_ j
Rotor Design
The design of the rotor (disks, hubs, spacers and shaft) was continued, and is _:
nearing completion. The current rotor construction is shown in Figure 185. The
major design changes since the preliminary design review (see Figure 186) are
as follows:
1. Rotating inner seals were removed from structural spa:ers and
included as part of nonstructural spacers, Analysis of the
preliminary rotoz showed that in the event of a heavy rub, secondary
damage could result in release of a disk. The current configuration
not only ensures rotor integrity, but shields the structural rotor
from hot gas path flow (see item 3).
2. Wide channel seals were replaced by stepped 3- or 2-knife edge
. labyrinth seals riding inside honeycomb seal lands. The axial
excursion of the low rotor assembly and the deflection of the inner
diameter ends of the vanes under the_al/gas bending loads was
estimated to require larger than desired radial gaps (clearances) for
wide channel seals to prevent rubbing. Little, if any, advant&ge over
the conventional knife edge on honeycomb combination could be
established.
&
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i In addition thermal studies showed a clearance advantage to an air _{
i seal design which shielded the structural rotor, especially with
L cooling air flowing between the air seal and structural rotor (see
i Figure 187). 7_
) _|
3. The front hub and rear hub are bolted rather th_n welded or bonded to
the 2nd stage disk and 5th stage disk, respectively. U
4. The thrust balance seal on the front of the 2nd stage disk was
revised to a reduced diameter in keeping with the required t,.rust
balance load. Two seals of a 2-step labyrinth configuration each were _|
selected based on the pressure drop between gas path and the cavity
forward of the 2nd stage disk. Vibration analysis of these seals is
in process prior to completing the design. _i
Thermal analysis work on the low-pressure turbine case was conducted to
optimize the active clearance control system. The feasibility of using
internal active clearance control with case-tied outer air seals was _:_
established during the preliminary design effort. For this design, cooling air _.
!
from the high-pressure compressor discharge (15th stage) was to be used at sea .....
level takeoff and 10th stage air was to be used at cruise. The case _r_ _ f
configuration (see Figure 188) allowed cooling air to pass between inner and _ _ _
outer case walls to cool the outer air seal hooks of stages 2 and 3 and the !':
front hooks of stage 4. A 0.050-inch gap between case walls was incorporated
in order to improve heat transfer characteristics. .i'I :
m_4
Analysis conducted during the current reporting period resulted in the 11 _
modified configuration shown in Figure 189, which incorporates the following LJ
changes:
A mixture of cooling flows from the 10th stage and 15th stage bleeds T II.
may be used instead of either lOth or 15th stage air. Studies now in
process will determine if the same mixture selected for high-pressure
turbine active clearance control can be used in the low-pressure 7"]
turbine. Ll
2. Cooling was extended aft to the 5th stage vane Iront foot. Cooling is T'_
now introduced at 6 axial locations at the rate of 0.I percent Wae at Ll
each location.
[l
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3. Cost studies indicated that maintaining a 0.050-inch gap between . _
i
inner and outer case walls was too costly. As an alternative
approach, a design was devised that provides a 0.065-inch gap for the
-!
stage 2 rotor area, where higher temperatures call for more effective _ i
cooling and control of the blade tip gap. The controlled gap is "
provided by machining grooves 0.065 inch deep in the case and brazing
segmented plates over the grooves to cooling passages (see Figure _!
190). Cooling air for aft of the second stage is controlled by ._ I
directing flow b_tween inner and outer cases and then through holes
in the inner case wall to manifold rings. From these locations the ..__ i
flow is directed over vane and outer air seal attachuent areas. ¢_ _,
i
Low-Pressure Turbine Component Fabrication _ i
=!
With NASA approval, raw material procurement was started earlier than planned i
during this reporting period in order to maintain existing schedule :_ :
requirements for fabricating the low-pressure turbine parts for the first _| 4
build of the integrated core/low spool. The following items were ordered in
advance oE approval of the low-press_pe turbine design: 77
o Disk HERL 76 compactions, _ _ !
o Hub and rear cone forgings, .-. l
o Vane and blade castings, -[
_Jo Forgings for the low-pressure turbine case and the hot strut case, _
o Hot strut fairing castings, and
o Long lead time nuts and bolts.
_J ¢
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_ 3.2.8.4 Supporting Technology .
_! 3.2.8.4.1 Boundary Layer Test Pro6ram
3.2.8.4.1.1 Objective
: Verify boundary layer design concepts employed in the Energy Efficient Engine --I
: low-pressure turbine component. l
v_
3.2.8.4.1.2 Scope of Total Work Planned
21 The boundary layer test program consists of four phases show in Figure 191.
, All test sections for the UTRC suction surface boundary layer wind tunnel are
_ designed, fabricated, and assembled. Unique test hardware and instrumentation q
_' is incorporated. Test objectives and procedures, hardware instrumentation, J.j
_1 and analysis and reporting methods are described in the technology test plan.
_j Airfoil configurations selected for analysis include two forward transition _-)
type flow_ typical of the suction surface of the Energy Efficient Engine _ i
low-pressure turbine airfoils. Salient non-dimensional parameters including
] Reynolds number are preserved. Boundary layer development of the four flows is _
; measured in terms of mean velocities and turbulence levels. Measuring _ j
:! instruments, determined by the flow region being investigated, include "
conventional boundary layer pitot probes, hot wire anemometers, and
flush-mounted hot film probes. The turbulence model in the finite difference _
" boundary layer program is verified, and the criteria used in designing a set iJ
of low-pressure turbine airfoils are substantiated.
3.2.8.4.1.3 Technical Progress
3.2.8.4.1.3.1 Sugary of Work Previously Completed 77
The suction surface was tested prior to this reporting period. Initial test l.l
results indicated that the pressure distribution of the "squared-off" design
generated 8 percent lower loss than that of the "aft-loaded" design. Regions _]
of laminar, transitional, and turbulent flow regimes were identified by !i
flush-mounted hot film probes. The transition zone for the "squared-off"
distribution was approximately 3 times longer than that of the "aft-loaded" - ,
(baseline) profile. All technical work on this task was completed during the
current reporting period. _ }
3.2.8.4.1.3.2 Current Technical Progress i !I
The data obtained in the low-pressure turbine boundary layer supporting
technology program were reduced and analyzed. The results of this program are _1
su_arized in the following paragraphs.
[!,
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.: Background . _
Aft-loaded and squared-off pressure distributions were tested in terms of __ i
losses resulting from boundary layer development on the suction surface of !
low-pressure turbine airfoils. Velocity distributions were simulated on flat "
plates in a low-speed, high-aspect-ratio wind tunnel specifically designed for
boundary layer investigations. Detailed measurements of the boundary layer -; i
mean velocity and turbulence intensity profiles were obtained for an inlet . I I
:' turbulence level of 2.4 percent and an exit Reynolds number of 8 x 105.
Flush-mounted hot-film probes were used to identify the boundary layer T
'! transition regimes located in the adverse pressure gradient regions for the _ j )I
i_ two velocity distributions.
4 Results _I i"t "
The results of the boundary layer supporting technology program indicated that
:_ the squared-off velocity distribution generated a momentum loss thickness of _i
, approximately 8 percent less than the aft-loaded distribution. ___
; The data from this test were used to substantiate the prediction capability of _ !
the Pratt & Whitney Aircraft boundary layer deck. This deck was in turn used ":_to conduct an anal tical study to assess the magnitude of losses expected for iI
I the various stages of the Energy Efficient Engine low-pressure turbine. _
The results of this study indicated that lower losses in the low-pressure _J
turbine could be attained by incorporating aft-loaded airfoils in the front i
stages and squared-off design airfoils in the aft stages. The difference in _ i
losses for the two types of airfoils, however, was small (_5 percent of the _ i
average loss). ._
The limited amount of test data, combined with the inherent uncertainty of the _ _'_'
turbulence level in the low-pressure turbine, made it difficult to recommend _J I
one type of airfoil over another for use in the low-pressure turbine
component. The experience gained in testing of the low-pressure turbine _
subsonic cascade (see section 3.2.8.4.2 of this report), however, suggests ._ i
, that the aft-loaded airfoil design offers more promising performance benefits, i
Because the boundary layer investigation does not provide contrary results, -,
the aft-loaded design concept will be maintained in the Energy Efficient 4 I '
Engine low-pressure turbine. =
i
M__.anVelocit_ Profile. Twenty mean velocity profiles were measured, ten for _i 1
each of the two pressure distributions. Nine of these profiles were located in i
the laminar flow region, four in the transitional flow region, and the _I I
remaining seven in the fully turbulent flow region. A comparison of the mean _[ l
velocity profile data in the transitional and turbulent boundary layer reglme_ iI
with well-established semi-empirical fo_ulationa is as follows. T_I 1
t
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, ! All turbulent boundary layer data have a universal region where Equation 1 is
• valid.
£ Equation I:
_ U+ = I In y+ + B
_ r The fully turbulent boundary layer mean velocity profile data from the two i
configurations are plotted in Figure 192 using the dimensionless parameters of iEquation 1.
"'_ _ Squared-off Pressure Distribution. Experimental data for the integral
parameters from the squared-off design are plotted in Figure 193 along with
f _"
redic d values. In general, the predictions were good agreement with the i
; _ _ test data.
Detailed mean velocity profile data are compared with predictions in Figure .:,
• 194. The predictions were in good agreement with laminar and turbulent }
velocity profiles, but in poor agreement with the transitional boundary layer !
profile data.
!
_: Aft-Loaded Pressure Distribution. A comparison of the experimental test data
and the predictions for the aft-loaded test is presented in Figure 195. i_
Predictions and test data were in good agreement for the accelerating part of _
: I the flow, but showed flow separation in the diffusing part• The calculations !_
I_ were repeated, az_d the boundary layer was artifically made transitional at a i
_ distance of two boundary layer thicknesses upstream of the expected separation
point in order to obtain theoretical predictions. On the basis of the present i
• ," data, it is difficult to ascertain whether the boundary layer had actually }:
I_ separated at the predicted location. The calculated separation point, however, ",
was slightly upstream of the transition region identifiod with the hot-film
probes. Even if separation had occurred, it did not influence the behavior of
! I_ intermittency factor in the transitional region.
Figure 196 provides detailed velocity profile data along with predictions.
|T .din, measured and predicted mean velocity profiles were in good agreement|. for the laminar and turbulent regions.
E Profile Loss Assessment. Relative magnitudes of profile losses associatedwith aft-loaded and squared-off pressure distributions can be evaluated by a m!
direct comparison of the _ntegral parameters obtained from the test data. The I
distribution of the three integral parameters (boundary layer momentum loss I
thickness Reynolds number (R¢O)), shape factor (H), and skin friction (Cf)) iis plotted in Figure 197. The test results obtained in terms of these three
integral parameters are presented in the following paragraphs. !
I
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Momemtum Loss Thickness. Test results indicated that the momemtum loss " ' '
thickness (Re 8) for the aft-loaded airfoil section was 8 percent larger
than for the squared-off section (see Figure 197(a)). This means that a
squared-off airfoil of the same design as the aft-loaded airfoil would .,
have an 8-percent lower suction side loss.
Shape Factor. The shape factor (H = 8_/0 ) associated with the _t
aft-loaded test increased at a location before the transition region,
thus indicating a possibility of separation before transition. The ..
distribution of boundary layer shape factor is shown in Figure 197(b). i
The distributions for each airfoil design are similar in the laminar ° J
regime (H = 2.3) and the turbulent regime (H = 1.4).
Skin Friction. No procedure is available for estimating s_in friction o,
(Cf) for the transitional region; therefore, the data for this region
have been omitted. The distribution of laminar and turbulent skin -_
friction showed similar behavior. The aft-loaded skin friction rate of _}
decrease with stream dista, ce was high, indicating that laminar "'"
separation may have occurr_J.
1
Boundary Layer Turbulence Intansity Profiles. Boundary layer turbulence , ;
intensity profiles are discussed in the following paragraphs for the following
flow regions: turbulent, transitional, and laminar. °"
Turbulent Reg/on. Turbulent intensity profiles were obtained from the
th-_c-_ponents of turbulence (u2, v2, and w2) measured at the
exit plane of the two airfoil designs. Test data were in good agreement _i
with flat plate data (see Figure 198). Relative magnitudes of the _|
streamwise (u 2) and normal (v 2) components are shown for the
squared-off configuration in Figure 199. The data indicated that the i l
streamwise component contained approximately 50 percent of the total &_. - (
intensity and the normal component, about 20 percent, which is consistent
with the Pratt & Whitney Aircraft prediction system. T] i
Transitional Re_ion. Relative magnitudes of turbulence intensity " " :
components for the tr_nsiticnal region of the squared-off design are
- " i
shown in Figure 200. The program data show that the streamwise and the _
normal components contain apFroximately 80 and 10 percent of the total . ;
turbulence intensity, respectively. This means that the turbulence in
transitional boundary layers is more non-isotropic than in fully -':
turbulent boundary layers. , I
1
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Laminar Region. Systematic growth of the streamwise component of -; :
turbulence intensity was observed in the laminar region of both airfoil
designs. Dimensionless turbulent intensity (u +) data in the laminar ""
boundary region for both airfoil designs were presented as functions of _ i
y+ in Figure 201, which indicates two important features: (1)
turbulence intensity profiles in the laminar region had a maximum value
of approximately y+ = 25, and (2) maximum turbulence intensity (u+ at I
y+ = 25) increased in the downstre-- direction as the onset of
transition was approached, i
_4
It is apparent that a knowledge of the .gnitude of turbulence in low-pressure m
turbines is imp_:tant for estimating losses associated with airfoil boundary
layers. Although measurements of turbulence levels in full-scale engine _ :
turbines are not available, the levels are believed to be higher than those _i i
encountered in the experimental portion of the present program.
The test results for momentum loss thickness were fairly well predicted by the
Pratt & Whitney Aircraft boundary layer prediction methods. Therefore, these -_
methods can be used to estimate the profile losses for the Energy Efficient i
Engine low-pressure turbine airfoils with a fair degree of accuracy if a _i '
realistic estimate of turbulence level is assumed for the low-pressure turbine. ; I i
i
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3.2.8.4.2 Subsonic Cascade Test Program _ I
3.2.8.4.2.1 Objective 7i
Develop (through analysis and testing) the design of low-loss, highly loaded = J
airfoils for the flight propulsion system low-pressure turbine component
design. .
3.2.8.4.2.2 Scope of Total Work Planned
This program comprises the four phases shown in Figure 202. Five airfoil _-!
packs, representing different chordwise and spanwise load distributions, are
designed, fabricated, and assembled for testing. Math number, Reynolds number,
consistent with Energy Efficient Engine specifications are qand loading
maintained. Other considerations are endwall and profile losses, endwall _-*
pressure distribution, and airfoil loading. A traversing probe and a
turbulence grid are designed to facilitate testing of the blade mean section. 7i
A test plan defines test objectives and procedures, hardware and _ !
instrumentation, and analysis and reporting methods.
The airfoil cascades are tested at varying pressure ratios and inlet incidence _
angles to investigate off-design characteristics. Pressure distributions, loss
maps, and flow visualization results are used to verify low-pressure turbine
predictions. Figure 202 indicates those activities completed in previous "
reporting periods. It also indicates that testing and post test analysis were ,_ :
initiated during the previous reporting period and were continued during the
current reporting period. [_
3.2.8,4.2.3 Technical Progress
:i 3.2.8.4.2.3.1 Summary of Work previously Complete d .
f
I The low camber first vane, fourth blade root front-loaded airfoil, and fourthblade mean "aft-loaded" baseline airfoil (for the root exit Math number) were _I
I tested at two levels of turbulence. Mid-span and endwall loss data indicated
i that the aft-loaded airfoil exhibited the lowest pressure loss over the range
of Math numbers and inlet air angles evalauted. All technical work on this --_
task was completed during the current reporting period. Most of the results
fro._this program are described in the Fourth Semiannual Status Report. The
remaining effort is described in section 3.2.8.4.2.3.2 of this report.
3.2.8.4.2.3.2 Current Technical Progress _.I
The data obtained from the low-pressure turbine subsonic cascade technology r_
program were reduced and analyzed, the results of this program are presented
as follows: (I) low camber first vane performance, (2) testing of an alternate
aerodynamic l>ading distribution on the fourth blade root section, and (3) _!
verification of low-pressure turbine design concepts. _ i
l
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Low Camber First Vane Performance -T i
! Background. The low camber first vane was tested to determine (I) the
I two-dimensional performance for the vane section as a function of inlet air -": i
angle (incidence) at design Mach number conditions and (2) the cascade _
secondary loss at the design point.
• --7
Results. The results obtained by testing the low-pressure turbine low camber
first vane indicated that the incidence angle of this vane should be changed _
_i from -5 degrees to -8 degrees to improve the negative incidence range| • _.
Specifically, the results were as follows: "" i
(I) The measured profile loss was 0.52 percent _Pt/P t at design point _] _
] conditions agrees with the predicted value (see Figure 203). _ i,
I (2) Based on the measured off-design incidence performance at constant exit
I Mach number, the vane section showed a negative incidence range of 8
° degrees and a positive incidence range of 12 degrees as defined by the "_
point where the loss level is 50 percent above the design point loss (see
Figure 203). -_
• i b
(3) The measured gross secondary loss was 0.56 percent _Pt/P t at design i
point conditions. -,
(4) The exit flow is overturned by 1.3 degrees. '_
i
i Alternate Loading Distribution
r
Background. Two airfoil packs were used in evaluating the alternate loading _]
! distribution for the fourth blade root section. One pack was characterized by LJ
transonic aft-loaded pressure distribution on the airfoil suction surface. The
other pack featured a subsonic squared-off pressure distribution. The data .,
_ obtained for this test were as follows: _!
i o Airfoil surface static pressure distributions,
I -_t J
o Exit air angles, ,, [
J
_{ o Airfoil mid-span losses at the design incidence angle, -
o Five sets of exit Mach numbers for each airfoil and also with
I airfoils fixed at design exit Hach number, and _.j
i :ii o Five sets of inlet angles.
!!
[l !
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Results. The performance of the aft-loaded transonic airfoil and the _ j_
squared-off subsonic airfoil was measured at mid-span in terms of incidence
' angle and Mach number. These measurements (see Figure 204) determined that the
: performance of the aft-loaded airfoil design was approximately 18 percent | i
: better than that of the squared-off design over the entire range of incidence
_h
• investigated (-15 degrees to +5 degrees). Similar results were obtained with i
variations in Mach number (0.78 to 0.94) at the design incidence angle (see _] i
Figure 205). _i
,c i
Secondary loss measurements show that the aft-loaded airfo_l design performs _
approximately 6 percent better than the squared-off airfoil at the design _incidence and Mach number, i
Verification of Low-Pressure Turbine Design Concepts _|
i
Background. Three airfoil packs were used to evaluate the low-pressure
turbine design concepts: (I) the base aft-loaded airloil pack operating at _
subsonic conditions, (2) a squared-off conventional airfoil pack (heavy
! airfoil), and (3) a squared-off ligthweight airfoil pack (ribbon airfoil). The i
data obtained for this test were as follows: rT
i
o" _Airfoil surface static pressure distribution,
! o Exit air angles and airfoil mid-span losses at the design incidence -_ !
i angle, _ '
I
i o Five sets of exit Mach numbers for each airfoil and also with _ i
airfoils fixed at the design exit Mach number,
was insta!leo at the inlet section to generate a turbulence level of [j _
i 2.8 percent) at the design Mach number for each of the three airfoil _°packs. I
These data were sufficient to determine the relative performance of the
airfoils over a wide range of incidence angles and Mach numbers. Secovdary i
loss and exit air angle data at the design exit Mach number and three sets of 'i i Iinlet gas angles (o e design nd the other positive a d n gative incidence) .
were obtained for each of the three airfoils. Flow visualization was also !
conducted on the airfoil and endwall surfaces for each of the airfoil packs at
the design incidence angle and Mach number. All of the total pressure loss _t i
data were obtained at the 40-percent axial chord location downstream of
airfoil trailing edge.
Results. Based on the test results obtained, the aft-loaded airfoil pack
olfered the most promising performance characteristics of the three types of I
airfoils tested. The ribbon airfoil generated the greatest losses. The _"
installation of the turbulence grid had no apparent effect on the peformance _ !
characteristics of any of the airfoil packs. The measured performance loss
I
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data taken at mid-span at design incidence and over the entire range of Hach
numbers (0,63 to 0.94) indicate that the aft-loaded airfoil performed 27
r. percent better than the squared-off subsonic "heavy" airfoil and 40 percent
• aS Letter than the squared-off "ribbon" airfoil (see Figures 206 and 207),
The measured mid-span total pressure loss data at design Math number and over
the entire range of inlet gas angles (_9.5 degrees to 64.5 degrees) indicateat the aft-loaded airfoil pack d monstrate th lowest loss of the three
airfoil packs. The difference in losses in these airfoils are highest an the
minimum inlet angle (maximum positive incidence) whereas there were littledifference in losses at higher inlet gas angles (negative incidence).
No significant influence of the installation of turbulence screens at inlet to
the cascade test section was observed on the airfoil mid-span loss.
Based on the testing and comparisons with available analytical tools, the
following recommendations were _ade for the execution of the design for theEnergy Effici nt EngJ.ne low-pr ssure turbin comp rent.
(I) The design inlet incidence angle should be approximately -I0 degreesinstead of the presently used -5 degrees if the range of airfoil
operation is to be improved.
(2) Aft-loaded airfoils should be incorporated because they generate lowerprofile and secondary losses than the squared-off airfoils.
[
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3.2•8.4.3 Transition Duct Test Program _
3.2.8.4.3.1 Objective --
Develop and experimentally verify the design of a short, low-loss, advanced
technology transition duct for the flight propulsion system low-pressure -_
turbine component design.
3.2...4.3.2 Scope of Total Wurk Planned
The transition duct test program consists of four phases. Figure 208 shows _
these phases and identifies those tasks and activities that were completed
during the previous reporting periods and those scheduled to have been "-7
i initiated, continued, or completed during the current reporting period. ",
_b
An inviscid/viscid analytical coupling procedure is used until incipient
' stability is obtained. This analysis is applied to an initial transition duct P_
design obtained frc n minimum structural length considerations. The inner and _
outer diameter contours, strut fairing shape, and locations are varied to
obtain the most desirable design. This first design is incorporated as the -_
base low-pressure turbine transition duct. A second duct is used to address _
problem areas discovered in the first duct test. The design includes the
intermediate case strut and low-pressure turbine inlet vane. The models,
hardware, and instrumentation are designed, fabricated, and then assembled
into an air flow tunnel facility. Pressure measurements and flow visualization w,_
studies are conducted at Energy Efficient Engine condltions. Aerodynamic
! losses, local separation, and nonuniform flow patterns are analyzed.
W_
3.2.8.4.3.3 Technical Progress
I 3.2.8.4.3.3.1 Summary of Work Previously .Completed _i •
As shown in Figure 208, the test and post test anal)sis activities associated
with the first duct model were completed before the L.'_r_nt reporting period, ,,
; Results of these activities are summarized below, j 1I
: o At design flow conditions, the total pressure i_+s including the '-_
low-pressure turbine first vane is 1.5 percent versus a 2.6 percent ,
design value. At off-design swirl conditions up to 5 degrees,
pressure loss increased to 2.1 percent• _
o The pressure coefficient along the duct outer diameter wall indicated . t
that the desired diffusion was attained across the strut. Strut
airfoil pres_are distribution data indicated an unloaded condition "I
with no separation.
-!
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o Inlet, strut exit, and first vane exit air angle data bracket design
values wi_h some overturning in the root areas. With a five-degree _'
I off-design inlet swirl angle, the struts returned the unturned flow
i to within one degree of the design point swirl• -[,
i o The measured inlet turbulence was 2 percent versus a 4-percent rig
design prediction. -i
4;
!
3.2.8.4.3.3.2 Current Technical Progress
The start of the analysis and design work for the second build of the _ _
transition duct model wa_ previously delayed because of the slippage in
defining the component strut configuration. Consequently, analysis and design
of the second duct model was not completed until the current reporting period. _ |
A technology design review was conducted in May 1980, and the fabrication of
the second duct model was subsequently initiated.
Build 2 of the transition duct incorporates changes to the Build 1 design. " '
These changes, highlighted in Figure 209, include: (1) increased area ratio
(1.52 from 1.50), (2) reduced number of struts (ll from 14), and (3) forward _
canting of the s_ruts. In addition, the strut was transformed into a "working" -J;
strut by incorporating a flow turning capability of 5 degrees.
The aerodynamics associated with the second build of the strut are shown in
Table 70 of the Fourth Semiannual Status Report. The test rig and the hardware
required for second build testing are shown in Figure 210. A test plan for _!this phase of testing was prepared for and submitted to NAS .
_J
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_ 3.2.9 Exhaust Mixer System
i 3.2.9.1 Overall Objective
": [ Design and develop exhaust mixer aerodynamics that will achieve the goal
"_, mlxing efficiency of 85 percent, both for the flight propulsion system
.:, _ component and for the experimental integrated core/low spool.
3.2.9.2 Component Program Overview
_ _ The overall task effort consists of a component effort and a mixer model
supporting technology sub-task. Figure 211 shows the relationships between
these activities and their relationship to Tasks I, 3, and 4. The work plan i
_: [ schedule for the component effort is shown in Figure 212. There are no ii
_ program-critical milestones or decision points in this task•
.i
!,
3.2.9.3.1 Objective _
Provide the aerodynamic definition of the mixer and tailpipe and calculate ;
,_ mixer stresses deflections and thermal loadings, , • |
• _ 3.2.9.3.2 Scope of Total Work Planned !
_ J
_ The initial mixer component analysis and design effort is aimed at defining i
the mixer/tailpipe flowpath. Mixer deflections, stresses, and thermal loading
i are then estimated and a preliminary layout is defined. This preliminary '
layout is incorporated into the overall nacelle design, and the total system
is evaluated through interface meetings between Pratt & Whitney Aircraft and !
airframe subcontractors• The design resulting from this refinement process is ,_fed into the model test program. The final refinements to the mixer design are
completed in the Task 4 analysis and design work package. A test facsimile is !_
fabricated and tested in Task 4 _
1
Figure 212 indicates that all of the work associa_ad with the preliminary
analysis and design of the mixer component is com_'ete. The supporting
technology program effort was continued through the current reporting period i
and is discussed in section 3.2.9.4.
Z_
Tests on the Phase I mixer model were conducted following the completion of
the preliminary design. Test results indicated that mixer performance could be
E improved by modifying the preliminary design. Consequently, the component
design was modified to reflect these changes (see section 3.1.3.3). The major )
features of the modified mixer design are compared to the original I
I configuration in Figure 213. The modified design is the design anticipated for bthe flight propulsion system (subject to revision based on the Phase II model it
t
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tests). The mixer system to be employed in the testing of the integrated !
i core/low spool will have the same flowpath but will include material _t
substitutions.
The modified design features 18 lobes arranged around a central plug and _ o
housed within a converging tailpipe. The forward half of the plug is
"', acoustically treated. --_
_. Additional design features (see Figure 213) include the rear support ring,
"' inner diametec support struts, breather sysLem center vent tube, and outer _
i fairing. The rear support ring supports the plug, which is made in three
i pieces for ease of assembly and maintenance. The scalloped mixer is supported _ _
t at the inner diameter by the support struts and at the forward flang_ by the
rear support ring. The fairing provides transition for the flow from the fan "_
i duct to the mixer. The breather center-vent tube exhausts at the rear of the _
, plug.
a
4 The materials used for the strut and forward plug are titanium-aluminide and !
, Inconel 625, each selected for its high temperature withstanding capacity
(II00 F). A beta process titanium alloy was chosen for the mixer, which is
' located in a temperature region below Ii00 F. A low cost conventional titanium _._
1 alloy was chosen for the region behind the mixer. Each of these materials _
! provide a lightweight structure that can adequately support the static
loadings. _i
i The major design changes incorporated since preliminary design definition are
: (I) a change from 12 _o 18 lobes, (2) an increased radial flow penetration of _-_
i the lobes, (3) increased tailpipe (and plug) length, and (4) removal of outer
J lobe vibration dampers. 4
!
I
I Performance parameters and goals for the modified mixer design are listed in ;I
i Table 93 at significant engine operations conditions.
I
1 TABLE 93 --'
I .;
] CURRENT EXHAUST/MIXER PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS
AT SIGNIFICANT ENGINE OPERATING CONDITIONS _
Engine Operatin 8 Conditio n . - ,
Aero. Des. Maximum Maximum _'
Poin_.._t Cruise __Climb Takeoff _ 'i
Mixer Pressure Loss (percent) -,
(Core Section) 0.24 0.23 0.25 0.19 _
(Duct Section) 0.18 0.18 0.18 0.17
Mixer Efficiency (percent) 85.0 85.0 85.0 85.0 , |
Nozzle Pres_,ure Loss (percent) 0.34 0.34 0.34 0.29 |
Gross Thrust Coefficient 0.9958 0.9959 0.9956 0.9906
- Fan Duct Pressure Loss (percent) 0.60 0.61 0.59 0.54 -_
,
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Figure 213 Mixer (_urrenC Design Status Compared to Prelimina._y Design
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penetration for improved perfozmance.
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: 3.2.9.4 Supporting Technology 2 ,
3.2.9.4.1 Mixer Model Test Program
3.2.9.4.1.1 Objective 3
Parametrically optimize tbe advanced mixer to meet the flight propul3ion
system and intL_rated core/lcw spool mixer component requirements, m_
3.2.4.4.1.2 Scope of Total Work Planned --_ i
This program consists of an extended period of scale model testing starting W_ ',
! with the exhaus= system basically defined in Task I. The first model program
(Phase I) evaluates pertirent major variables, with the results used for q
updating the full scale flight propulsion system design in la'.e-1979. A second mb i
model program (Phase _I_ is conducted to refine the design, prior to defining i
the configuration f, _h integrated core/low spool tests. Each phase includes -_
• model design, fabricatlon, testing, and post-test analysis. During model _:_
analysis an _ d_sigl coufigurations are selected for testing. Following NASA _
Project H n. _r _pproval of the configurations, detailed design and
Whitney Aircraft specifications by FluiDyne Engineering Corporation. The tests _&
are conducted in the FluiDyne Channel II static thrust facility. Nozzle thrust '!
and flow coefficients are measured for each tesL point. Analysis of test data =?T l
occurs during and after the test period and identifies the most promising _ :,
configurations. The conclusions from these analyses are then used as :inal
inputs to th_ flight engine exhaust mixer design definition.
Thf mix£ _odel test program consists 0¢ the t_J phases shown in Figure 214, _|
,_ch in .cates that all Phase I activit _s were completed during the previous i
-_porting period and that Phase II activities were continued during the _'_
i -,_nt reporting period. _,_ " "
3.2.9.4.1.3 Technical Progress _ !
:L !b
3.2.9.4.a.3.1 Summary of Work Previously Completed i
The results of Phase I testing are summarized in section 3.2.9.4.1.3 of the "? i
Third Semiannual Status report. A more detailed assessment of those results is -_
discussed in section 3.2.9.4.1.3.2 of the Fourth Semiannual Status Report. !
.od,oo.
= mixed flow exhaust configurations were selected for testing in 1980. Each of
these configurations feature 18 lobes, 75 percent penetration, and a 0.6
: tailpipe lenfth/diameter ratio. Two of the mixers will be scalloped, one will ;_|
i_ be equipped with ",ooda. A steeper, shorter plug will al.o be tested. The gap
t_
between the plug and the ¢ixer will be optimized by testing the series of
--i c, nfigurations. !1
• 31,1,
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3.2.9.4.1.3.2 Current Technical Progress _
The detailed design and fabrication of the Phase II mixer model test
_t
configuration was completed. These configurations were identified and
discussed in the Fourth Semiannual Status Report. _i
The mixer model technology Phase II test plan was submitted to and approved by
NASA. The test configuration will be evaluated at 150 points i.l the Channel II _t
static flow facility at FluiDyne Engineering Corporation. Total pressure and
temperature surveys will he made at the tailpipe exit plane for all test --7
configurations. In addition, flow visualization techniques will be used to
assess all configurations. _*
The testing sequence was started at FluiDyne Engineering Corporation with the
ASME nozzle calibrations. A number of data inconsistencies, however, became i,
appareLat during calibration. These were caused by a water leak near the
cooling water jacket around the hot flow venturi. Attempts to isolate and seal --_
the leak were unsuccessful, so FluiDyne replaced the venturi/water jacket. The _
data calibration resulting from tests with the replacement assembly show good
repeatability. Testing was resumed at the close of this reporting period. -_
!
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T
m 3.3 TASK 3 - CORE DESIGN, FABRICATION, AND TEST
• Analysis and design of the core was iniciatcd during the previous
= reporting period, but this effort was suspended in February 1980, when
an agreement was reached with NASA to initiate a contract modification
i to eliminate Task 3 from the program in order to gain funding relieffrom a forecast cost overrun. To replace the Task 3 core program, it
was further agreed to expand Task 4 into two builds of the integrated
core/low spool. Hence the only work performed under the Task 3 program
I during this reporting period was that which was directly applicable toTask 4. Most of this activity was related to raw material procurement.
¢
' 3.4 TASK 4 - INTEGRATED CORE/LOW SPOOL DESIGN, FABRICATION, AND TEST
3.4.1 Objective
_ Design, fabricate, and test the Energy Efficient Engine integrated
core/low spool at sea level takeoff conditions. The following
: [ performance will be demonstrated:
TSFC 0.340 ibm/hr-lbf (corrected to standard day)
i Emissions 1981EPA RuleNoise (EPNdB) Takeoff 102.9
Approach 103.9
Sideline 95.5|
3.4.2 Scope of Total Work Planned
A preliminary design of the integraLed core/low spool is conducted to define ":_-_
the test nacelle and mixer configuration, gearbox adaptation, lubrication
system, active clearance control system, control system, and externals. A datapackage sunmarizing the preli_:inary design of the integratcd core/low spool is
prepared for NASA revi_# sn ¢_dI_coval.Following approval, the design effort
is continued in order to _r_duce a detailed design, using the detailed designs
from Task 2 components. A detailed design review data package is thenprepared, and the design is presented to NASA for review and approval.
Fabrication is initiated after approval of the detailed design review. Coreh rdware for this effort is made available from Task 3 and from Task 2 rig
parts.
I program fabrication schedules may require that
The lack of flexibility of the
fabrication begi.,before the detailed desiga review. Most of the material
requiring long lead time procurement is ordered as soon as deemed necessary.|
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3.4.3 Technical Progress _
_t
3.4.3.1 Summary of Work Previously Completed -._
t
NASA approval was received for the early procurement of raw material _
for the alternate and shroudless fan configurations and for the
low-pressure compressor. The raw material was subsequently ordered and _|
received, and vendor cost quotations were solicited for forging various
fan and low-pressure compressor subsystems.
The integrated core/low spool analysis and design effort was initiated. "i
w_ jMounting of the gearbox was the first item addressed.
3.4.3.2 Current Technical Progress _i i
Integrated Core/Low Spool Analysis and Design I
At the beginning of the current reporting period, the analysis and
: design of the integrated core/low spool was directed toward the
adaptation of a gearbox and angled drive configuration previously used _T i
i_ in another experimental engine program. The top-mounted gearbox i_!
i approach is shown in Figure 217. The gearbox was selected because of
• I
its availability and low cost. The starter, fuel pump, and oil pump -_
will be mounted on this gearbox. It is anticipated that this .| i
configuration will run as successfully in the Energy Efficient Engine _-_ J
program as it did in the previous program because its output speed will
be similar (see Table 94). A schematic representation of the I
non-regulated oil system and the expected flows associated with the oil r !_ t
pumps (pressure and scavenge) externally mounted on the gearbox is
shown in Figure 218.
TABLE 94 '_
!
PREVIOUS APPLICATION VS. INTEG_TED CORE/LOW SPOOL ;
COHPA_TIVE SPEEDS i
: (All Speeds Based on M RPH Rotor) ?'| |
t
, Previous Application Intesrated Core/Low Spool !
i S_arter Pad 7321 7476 _i1Fuel Pump Pad 4368 4459
Hyd. Pump Pad 3582 3656
iI,
t
!] I,
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"1 Figure 218 Integrated Core/Low Spool Lubrication System Schematic ,
(Non-Regulated)
A suitable plan for testing the experimental integrated core/low spool
was established based on the pending decision to delete Task 3 from the
program. To accommodate the large amount of instrumentation planned for _]
such a test, a bifurcated duct configuration was evolved in order to
split the fan air into two equal segments. 'hic air flow split
_ facilitates access to the core and contributes tc decreased losses that ill•t nor_ally result from crossing the fan stream with instrumentation. This
preliminary bifurcated duct configuration is shown in Figure 219.
i Bifurcated ducts from existing engines will be suitable for this _
testing when modified and equipped _ith a 30-inch adapter ring forward
of the ducts.
The design of the fuel system for the integrat d core/low spool was T1
started. This fuel system features a dual channel full-authority LI
electronic control mounted on the fan case. The control is a modified
design from an existing engine. Communication between channels will be
maintained by a 'cross-talk" link. An existing fuel pump will supply _ I
fuel to the metering portion of the fuel system called a flow body,
which receives electrical commands from the control.
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I The flow body contains the torque motor, metering
value and associated
pressure regulating devices. Hydraulic pressure from an outside source
is supplied to the flow body for torque motor servo pressure. Commands
I from the control also establish the primary and secondary fuel flowsplits in the flow divider or split valve. The pilot zone fuel during
shutdown is dumped by a pressurizing and dump valve. A manually
I operated solenoid performs the same function for the main zone. Themain zone fuel downstream of the manifold passes through 24 check
valves (I for each pair of nozzles). These valves are designed to
permit the whole main manifold to fill before =he fuel starts to flow
I out of the nozzles.
A full-size wooden mock-up of the integrated core/low spool has been
I fabricated (see Figure 220) to facilitate the design of the externalplumbing. The fuel and lubrication system, along with associated
plumbing, is schematically represented in Figure 221. The plumbing for
i the active clearance control system will also be simulated on themock-up. The active clearance control system for the integrated
core/low spool is shown in Figure 222. High- and low-pressure turbine
mixing systems are still in The planning stages.
I Instrumentation planning was started during this reporting period.
Instrumentation requirements are now being reviewed to determine the
lowest cost approach that will still satisfy data requirements. Atelemetry uniL featuring 31 transmitters has been packaged in the area
of the number 3 bearing. The total number of units of instrumentation
information from the high-pressure rotor is dependent on the
transmitter utilization capabilities (I strain gage/transmitter or 6' thermocouples/transmitters).
I The work planned for the next reporting period is directed toward thenacelle, bifurcated ducts, instrumentation, and fuel and lubrication
system.
Integrated Core/Low - FabricationSpool
The procurement of the raw material for the intermediar ^ case was
continued. Some of the required titanium was received and processed. Inaddition, NASA approval was received for the early procurement of
steel. This would be used for an intermediate case material
substitution if the diffusion bonding/superplastic forming process forthe fabrication titanium case struts is not successfully demonstrated.
The early procurement of several components of the accessory drive
system and lubricatio,_ system was also initiated in order to maintain
E existing fabricatioi_ s_;hedules.
|
|
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